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PREFACE
The compendium of important circulars for Loco pilots is
brought out in a booklet form for the use of Loco Inspectors
and LP’s to guide them in day to day working of Locos in
Mumbai division.
The data source is primarily various circulars and instructions
issued by the Electrical (TRS-O) organisation from time to
time. In addition, some of the latest important Joint Circulars
and safety circulars have also been incorporated.
All the running staff supplied with copy of this compendium
is required to carry it as part of their personal store and
refer to it when the need arises during their working.
Although great care has been taken to ensure accuracy, any
error or omission may please be brought out to the notice of
the undersign for necessary correction.

VED PRAKASH
DATE: JUN 2014

SR DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY : MUMBAI DIVISION
No.BB.TRSO.TECH-02

Date: 07.11.2013.

All Loco Inspectors & SSE,Trip Shed
All Loco Pilots & Asstt. Loco Pilots
INSTRUCTION No.200
Sub: Location of temporary neutral section(TNS) & various caution
boards for 25 K.V AC conversion of kalyan-Thane-LTT section.
Ref: Dy.CEE/Conv-I, WB L.No. CR/DC-AC/L/WB/OHE/NS dated 22.03.2013
Shortly KYN to MUMBRA (UP and DN local line) and from KYN to TNA (UP & DN
Through line) along with 5th – 6th line beyond Thane up to LTT will be converted
into 25 K.V AC section. Hence, following changes will take place.
To separate AC charged section with DC charged section, various Temporary
Neutral sections are being provided. Hence location of caution boards i.e. 500M,
250M, Panto Lower& DJ/DS Open, Panto Raise & DJ/DS close boards have
been provided for the guidance to driving crew.
1) Location of TNS at MBQ-DW SECTION(LOCAL LINE)
Indicative Board

UP Local line (AC-DC) DN Local line (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
Location at E/S
500M
40/17
39/14
250M
40/12
40/03
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
40/08
40/09
Neutral Section
40/07
40/10
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
40/06
40/11

2) Location of TNS at DIWA-TNA- SECTION(THROUGH/LINE)
Indicative Board
500M
250M
DJ Open
Neutral Section
DJ Close
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UP Through line (ACAC)
Location at E/S
40/17
38/07
38/04
38/03
38/02
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DN Through line (ACAC)
Location at E/S
37/04
38/04
38/07
38/08
38/09

DTC KYN

3) Location of TNS at TNA-MLND SECTION (THROUGH/LINE)
Indicative Board
500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

UP Through line (ACDC)
Location at E/S
32/7B
32/2A
31/13
31-Dec
31/11 AB

DN Through line (DCAC)
Location at E/S
30/6GH
30/11AB
30/17
30/18B
30/18A

4) Location of TNS at TNA-KLVA SECTION
Dn Through Line to DN
Local Line (AC-DC)
Location at E/S
33/5A
500M
33/11A
250M
33/15B
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
33/16
Neutral Section
33/17
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
Indicative Board

5) Location of TNS at KLVA-TNA SECTION
Indicative Board
500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

DTC KYN

UP LL to UP TH FOR
PF 6 & 7 (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
34/3D
33/20D
33/16
33/15
33/14
(Obseve aspect of S65)
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UP LL to UP TH FOR
PFf 7 & 8 (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
34/05
34/1B
33/18A
33/18
33/16C
(Observe aspect of S83)

COMPENDIUM

6) TNS from PF.No.4 at TNA
Indicative Board
500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

UP LL to UP TH (DCAC)
Location at E/S
33/2B
32/21A
32/15J
32/15A
33/14A

7) TNS at MLND (UP THROUGH TO 6TH LINE/MLND YARD)

Indicative Board

500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

MLND TNS FOR UP
MLND TNS FOR DN
DIRECTION POINT
DIRECTION POINT
NO 103 (DC-AC), (UP
NO 103 (AC-DC),
TH TO 6TH
(MLND Yard/5th line to
LINE/MLND Yard)
DN TH)
Location at E/S
Location at E/S
30/6GH
29/505B
30/2A
29/609
29/13C
29/13A
29/13BN
29/13BN
29/13A
29/13C

8) Location of TNS at VVH (UP THROUGH LINE TO 6TH LINE)
VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 133 (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
500M
18/18
250M
18/13A
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
18/8A
Neutral Section
18/7HJ
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
18/7EF
Indicative Board
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9) Location of TNS at VVH (5TH LINE TO DN THROUGH LINE)
VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 129 (AC-DC)
Location at E/S
500M
17/505
250M
17/17AB & 17/509
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
18/505A
Neutral Section
18/6CD
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
18/6J
Indicative Board

10) Location of TNS at VVH (6TH LINE TO UP THROUGH LINE)
VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 115 (AC-DC)
Location at E/S
500M
18/7EF
250M
18/602A
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
17/514
Neutral Section
17/13CD
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
17/12CD
Indicative Board

11) Location of TNS at VVH (CLA “F” LOOP TO UP THROUGH LINE)
VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 109 (AC-DC)
Location at E/S
500M
17/503-603
250M
17/6A
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
17/2AB
Neutral Section
17/2A
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
17/1 & 17/1AB
Indicative Board

DTC KYN
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12) Location of TNS at VVH (DN THROUGH LINE TO 5TH LINE)

VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 117 (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
500M
17/7 & 17/6A
250M
17/18C
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
17/16A
Neutral Section
17/17AB
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
18/1AB
Indicative Board

13) Location of TNS at VK (6TH LINE TO UP THROUGH LINE)
VVH TNS for X-over
point no. 106 (AC-DC)
Location at E/S
500M
24/603A
250M
23/614
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
23/511
Neutral Section
23/11AB
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
23/10A
Indicative Board

14) Location of TNS at PSK-TAPG(DN THROUGH LINE TO TRANSHARBOUR LINE)
Indicative Board
500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

COMPENDIUM
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PSK TNS for X-over
point no 102 (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
34/5
34/8B
34/11
34/12
34/12A

DTC KYN

15) Location of TNS at PSK-TAPG

Indicative Board

PSK TNS for X-over
PSK TNS for X-over
point no. 112 (UP TH point no. 112 (TAPG to
to TAPG) (AC-DC)
DN TH line) (DC-AC)
Location at E/S
36/1C
35/12C
35/09A
35/9
35/8B

500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

Location at E/S
35/37
35/44
35/8B
35/9
35/9A

16) Location of TNS at CLA yd to TMBY & VDLR YARD.

Indicative Board

500M
250M
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
Neutral Section
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up

CLA YD to TMBY
YD/CLA Goods (ACDC)
Location at E/S
YD/44B
YD/34
15/34B
15/34
15/26A

TMBY YD to CLA YD
(DC-AC)
Location at E/S
15/7
15/16
15/26A
15/34
15/34B

17) Location of TNS at CLA GOODS TO CLA YD.
CLA Goods to CLA YD
(DC-AC)
Location at E/S
500M
15/5
250M
15/11L
DJ / DS Open / Panto Down
15/26A
Neutral Section
15/34
DJ/DS Close / Panto Up
15/34B
Indicative Board

DTC KYN
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All Loco Pilot must observe following aspects carefully, when they are
working UP & DN trains
DOWN THROUGH LINE –
1. On Down Through line upto MLND PF 3 OHE will be charged with DC
traction and after MLND crossover KM 30/18 OHE will be charged with AC
traction.
2. On Down through line at KM 38/08 AC to AC neutral section is provided.
3. If any M/Exp train with AC/DC loco is diverted to 5th line from VVH S-6 then
Loco Pilot will negotiate DC to AC neutral section on crossover at KM 17/
17AB. While negotiating this neutral section if signal no. VVH S-31 is Red
then Loco Pilot will stop his train first then he will raise panto in AC section.
4. While working on Down Through line if any train is diverted to DN Local Line
from MLND S-5 signal then train will not negotiate any neutral section, train
will be worked in DC traction upto MBQ KM 40/10. Then at MBQ km 40/10
train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section.
5. While working on Down Through line if any train is diverted to Down Local
Line from TNA S-74 then train will negotiate AC –DC neutral section at
crossover. Further train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section at MBQ KM
40/10.
UP THROUGH LINE –
1. On UP Through line upto TNA KM 31/12 OHE will be charged with AC traction
and after KM 31/12 OHE will be charged with DC traction.
2. On UP through line at KM 38/03 AC to AC neutral section is provided.
3. While working on UP Through Line if any train with Pure AC Loco is diverted
to UP Local line from KYN then, train must be diverted to UP Through line
from DW S-20 signal. If DW S-20 signal is given yellow, double yellow or
Green then Loco Pilot of Pure AC loco will not start his train.
4. While working on UP Through Line if any train with Pure AC Loco is diverted
to UP Local line from DW S-6 signal then Loco Pilot will not start his train
since further OHE is charged with DC traction on UP Local line.
5. While working on UP Through Line if any train with Pure AC Loco should be
taken on PF 8 only at TNA station. If signal NO S-83 is given for TNA PF 6 or
PF 7 then Loco Pilot with Pure AC Loco will not start his train.
6. While working on UP Through Line after passing TNA train will negotiate AC
to DC neutral section at KM 31/12.
COMPENDIUM
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7. While working on UP Through Line if any train is diverted to 6th line or MLND
yard from signal No. MLND S-11 the train will negotiate DC to AC neutral
section on crossover at KM 29/13BN.
8. While working on UP Through Line if any LTT bound train with AC/DC loco
or any Goods train with AC/DC loco is diverted from UP Through line to 6th
line or CLA yard or LTT then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section at
KM 18/7HJ.
DOWN LOCAL LINE –
1. On Down Local line upto MBQ KM 40/10 OHE will be charged with DC
traction and after KM 40/10 OHE will be charged with AC traction.
2. While working on Down local line if any train is diverted to DN Through line
from MLND S-5 signal then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section on
Down through line at KM 30/18.
3. While working on Down local line train will neogitate DC to AC neutral section
at MBQ KM 40/10.
UP LOCAL LINE –
1. On upLocal line upto MBQ KM 40/07 OHE will be charged with AC traction
and after KM 40/07 OHE will be charged with DC traction.
2. While working on UP local line train will neogitate AC to DC neutral section
at MBQ KM 40/07.
3. While working on UP local line if any train with Pure AC Loco must be diverted
to UP through line from DW S-20 signal, If DW S-20 signal is given yellow,
double yellow or Green then Loco Pilot of Pure AC loco will not start his
train.
4. While working on UP Local line if any train is diverted to UP Through line
from signal No. TNA S-88 then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section
on crossover at KM 33/16 or KM 33/18.
5. While working on UP Local line if any train is diverted to UP Through line
from signal No. TNA PF 4 starter S-59 then train will negotiate DC to AC
neutral section on crossover at KM 32/15D.
6. While working on UP Local line if any train is diverted to UP Through line
from MLND crossover then train will not negotiate any neutral section, train
will be worked in DC traction.

DTC KYN
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5TH LINE LTT to TNA –
1. 5TH line from LTT to TNA will be charged with AC traction.
2. While working on 5th line Ex LTT with Pure AC Loco arrives at VVH S-21
signal then Loco Pilot will not start his train if VVH S-21 signal is given Yellow
with diversion. Train will be worked on 5th line up to TNA.
3. While working on 5th line if any train with Pure AC Loco arrives at TNA PF 7,
before starting train from PF 7 at TNA Loco pilot will ensure that TNA -74 is
given for Down Through line & not for Down Local line. If TNA S-74 is given
yellow with diversion then Loco Pilot will not start his train from PF 7 at TNA.
4. While working on 5th line if any train with AC/DC Loco arrives at TNA PF 7,
after starting from TNA PF 7 train is diverted to Down Local line from TNA S74 signal then train will negotiate AC to DC neutral section on crossover at
KM 33/16. Further train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section at MBQ KM
40/10 on DN Local line.
6th LINE TNA to LTT –
1. 6TH line from TNA to LTT will be charged with AC traction.
2. While working on 6th line if any train with Pure AC Loco arrives at VK S-28
signal then Loco Pilot will not start his train if signal is given yellow with
diversion.
3. While working on 6th line if any train with AC/DC Loco arrives at VK S-28
signal and diverted to UP Through line then train will negotiate AC to DC
neutral section on crossover at KM 23/11AB.
4. While working on 6th line if any train with AC/DC Loco arrives at VVH S-36
signal and diverted to UP Through line then train will negotiate AC to DC
neutral section on crossover at 17/13CD.
5. While working on 6th line if any train with Pure AC Loco arrives at VVH S-36
signal then Loco Pilot will not start his train if train is diverted to UP Through
line.
CLA ‘F’ LOOP –
1. CLA ‘F’ loop will be charged with AC traction.
2. If any train is starting from CLA ‘F’ loop to UP Through Line then it will
negotiate AC to DC neutral section on crossover at KM 17/2A.

COMPENDIUM
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MLND YARD –
1. MLND yard will be charged with AC traction.
2. From MLND yard if any train with AC/DC loco isa diverted to Down Through
line then train will negotiate AC to DC neutral section at crossover KM 29/
13BN.
CLAYARD –
1. CLA yard alongwith CLA ‘F’ loop will be charged with AC traction.
2. If any train with AC/DC loco is diverted to CLA yard from UP through line
then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section on crossover KM 18/7HJ.
3. Trains leaving from CLA yard towards TMBY or CLA Goods line/VDLR train
will negotiate AC to DC neutral section at KM 15/34 near to signal CLA S-64.
4. Trains coming from TMBY or CLA Goods/VDLR towards CLA yard will
negotiate DC to AC neutral section at crossover KM 15/34.
5. While working train from CLA yard to TMBY or VDLR Loco Pilot will not start
his train until both signal No. CLA S-68 & CLA S-64 are given.
TNA/PSK-TAPG-PSK/TNA –
1. If any train with AC/DC loco is diverted from Down through line to Trans
Harbour line from PSK S-1 signal then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral
section on crossover at KM 34/12.
2. If any train with AC/DC loco is diverted from UP through line to TAPG line
from PSK S-15 signal then train will negotiate AC to DC neutral section on
crossover at KM 35/09.
3. If any train with AC/DC loco is diverted from TAPG to Down Through line
from PSK S-14 signal then train will negotiate DC to AC neutral section on
crossover at KM 35/09.
All Loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel the crew on this subject and obtain
acknowledgement from crew in the declaration proforma attached.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY : MUMBAI DIVISION
No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
Date: 19.11.12
INSTRUCTION NO. 199
All Loco Inspectors / SSE,s Trip shed.
All Loco Pilots / Asstt. Loco Pilots.
Sub:
Ref:

Provision of MCB 128.1 in Air dryer circuit of 3 phase
electric locomotives (WAG 9/9H, WAP 5/7)
1. RDSO’s letter No. EL/3.1.35/2 Electrical dated 28.9.2012
2. Dy DEE (EM)’s letter No. L.253.AC.17 dated 22.10.2012

On 3 phase locos, additional MCB 128.1 is provided in series with MCB
127.7 for air dryer circuit. If faulty current in air dryer circuit is a severe then both
MCB 127.7 and 128.1 trips. This leads to confusion in troubleshooting. Hence
modification was done in circuit and MCB 128.1 is provided in parallel to MCB
127.7. Due to which whenever there is fault in air dryer circuit only MCB 128.1
will trip.
Due to above modification, following changes should be made in Trouble shooting
directory of 3 phase locos -

All concerned staff are requested to do the correction on page no. 174 of
3 phase loco Operating Instructions & Trouble shooting Directory. (Hindi
edition)
When driver is encountered with message No. F10 01 P1: Fault in Brake
Electronics, he should take following action 1. Check MCB No. 127.7, if found tripped reset 127.7 once.
2. Switch OFF the Control Electronics and switch ON once again, raise panto,
close VCB, if loco becomes normal resume traction.
3. If message repeats bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
4. With Knorr Brake system locomotive use the instructions to make PTDC
mode active to clear the section.
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5. If not successful within 20 minutes, ask for relief loco.
Following trouble shooting should be added at the end of Subsystem
No. 10
“If driver experiences that air dryer is not working. Check MCB 128.1, if found
tripped, reset the MCB once. If the MCB trips again, resume normal operation
with air dryer in isolated condition”.

The above instructions must be noted by all concerned staff, supervisors and
assurances shall be obtained on the Assurance register.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

:

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 18-10-2012

INSTRUCTION N0.197

All Loco Inspectors/SSEs Trip shed.
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
Sub:- Winter precaution and Train operation during foggy weather.
Ref:- Dy.CEE(OP)’s L.No.L.326.OP.Circular.dtd.23.11.2011.
—————————
In order to ensure safe train operation during winter and working of trains during
fog when visibility is impaired particularly sighting of signals is badly affected.
Following are the safety precaution and precautionary measures to be adopted
by Loco Pilots and Shed staff.
1. The Loco Pilots and Asst.Loco Pilots shall ensure the wipers of locomotives
are in working condition.
2. All roof insulators must be clean during trip schedule to prevent tracking.
3. The proper operation of pantograph must be checked while taking over loco
from shed especially during late night and early morning hours in order to
detect the jamming of panto servomotor.
4. Crew should not test the pantograph by lowering or raising enroute and full
testing should be done while taking over loco only from out-pit / shed.
5. Draining of moisture from all reservoirs and after coolers should be ensured.
6. Sanders of locomotive should be in working order and sand boxes must be
filled with dry sand.
7. Cardium compound should be heated before filling in gear case.
8. It should be checked that the bolt of eye-let rod insulator of Pantograph is at
adequate clearance from servo-motor to avoid any flashing.
9. When ever due to fog, heavy dust, storm or for any exceptional
circumstances the visibility of the line ahead is impaired, the driver shall
exercise caution and keep his train under control ensuring the safety of the
train and of any obstruction a head particularly at level crossing gate, if
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any.(SR3.78-3). The Loco Pilot shall run the train at a speed at which he
can control the train depending on brake power, load and visibility etc.
10. Ensure proper focusing of flasher lights, Head lights and marker lights of
Locomotive.
11. Ensure that prescribed personal and loco equipments are available.
12. Make use of flasher light as and when required.
13. SR.4.08-3:The speed of the train may be controlled during thick & foggy weather as
under:i)The Loco Pilot shall run the train at a speed at which he can control the
train depending on brake power, load & visibility etc.
ii)In Absolute Block System, Loco Pilot shall run the train at a speed at which
he controls the train, so as to be prepared to stop short of any obstruction,
which shall not exceed 60 kmph.
iii)In Automatic teritory, the Loco Pilot shall not exceed the speed of the train
prescribed as under:Green Aspect:- 60 kmph
Double Yellow:- 30 kmph
Yellow:- Restricted speed, so as to be prepared to stop at the next stop
signal.
iv)Loco Pilot to whistle frequently to warn the gateman ahead to keep gate
closed and the road user of an approaching train at level crossing.
14. Make frequent use of whistle while approaching level crossing, curve, cutting,
tunnel, engineering works site etc.
15. Ensure protection of the train as and when required.
16. Take appropriate action when flat tyre and hot axle box is noticed.
17. Observe all caution orders strictly.
All Loco Inspectors to intensively counsel the crew on this subject with
acknowledgement, compliance report shall reach this office on 18.11.2012.
(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

:

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 06.10.2012

All Loco Pilots and ALPs
Instruction No. 196
Sub-: Utilisation of DC Pantograph under AC OHE on C.Rly
Ref-:1) RDSO’s Letter No. EL/OHE/E dated 15.07.1983
2) CELE Office’s Letter no. L.574.AC.TRD.Technical.Circular dated
03.10.2012
RDSO vide above letter, had issued instructions for working of DC pantograph
at speed not exceeding 45kmph. In line with the above, following instruction
are issued for compliance with immediate effect:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Upper limit for speed of train with DC pantograph under AC OHE shall not
exceed 45kmph under any circumstances.
While changing over from AC panto to DC panto in running condition, if the
train is running at a speed in excess of 45kmph, then train should be brought
to a speed around 40-50kmph, before raising the DC panto. After raising
DC panto, LP should observe the DC panto for its proper working.
Operation of DCPT at a speed of 45kmph should not be continued for longer
stretches and loco should be planned to be changed as early as possible.
Driver shall make entry of the location (OHE structure) where DCPT has
been raised and make entry to this effect in the log book and inform TLC at
appropriate place and time.

This supersedes earlier instructions on the subject.
The above instructions must be noted by all concerned staff, supervisors
and assurances shall be obtained on the Assurance Register.
(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 09.08.2012

All Loco Inspectors (M/L),
All Loco Pilots and ALPs
INSTRUCTION NO. 195
Sub:- Dead movement of Locomotive.
Ref :- CEE’s office L.No.T.653A.33.LG fail.BSL base. dtd 03.08.2012.

Whenever dead loco is attached without connecting MR/BC equalizing
pipe, the dead / trail loco should have MU2B valve in “Lead” position and energized
loco / leading loco’s MU2B valve should also be in “Lead” position.
Whenever dead loco is attached with MR/BC equalizing pipe, the dead
/ trail loco should have MU2B valve in “Trail” position and energized loco / lead
loco’s MU2B valve should be in “Lead” position.
If brake system of Dead / Trail loco is not functioning properly, then only
the bogie of dead loco should be isolated. Also it should be ensured in this case
that MU2B valve of dead loco should be in “Trail” position.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

:

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 31.07.2012

All Loco Inspectors (M/L),
All Loco Pilots and ALPs
INSTRUCTION NO. 194
Sub:

Instructions to avoid online failures on account of Static Converter
(SIV)
Ref: Rly Bd L. No. 2007/Elect(TRS)/440/8 Dated 04.07.2012

Resetting of Static Converter On some AC locos, different makes of Static Converters (SIV) are provided.
While trouble shooting for Static converter, it is found that Loco Pilot are
putting HBA to ‘0’ position for 5 minutes and then to ‘ON’ position instead of
pressing SIV Reset switch for resetting static converter.
So all Loco Pilots are instructed to operate SIV reset switch for resetting
Static Converter in case of trouble shooting and if still Static converter is not
resetting, then put HBA to ‘0’ position for 5 minutes and then to ‘ON’ position.
Static converter Reset switch is provided on all makes of static converters
except TCD, Kit-2 & Kit-3 static converters reset switch is not provided.
Internal Fault & External Fault trouble shooting –
Indication - If red LED indication of ‘Internal Fault’ comes
Trouble shooting for Loco Pilot This indication indicates that fault is inside the Static converter. Loco Pilot
should press SIV reset switch provided on SIV panel and energise the
locomotive and if successful, work the train.·
If still SIV trips, turn OFF & ON the battery for few seconds (after closing
IP isolating cock) and energise the locomotive and if successful, work the
train. (after opening IP isolating cock)·
 If fan fault is displayed, the Loco Pilot should reset MCB (provided on SIV
panel) and try.
 If over temperature fault is displayed, Loco Pilot should reset SIV once by
pressing SIV reset switch, then close DJ after 10 minutes. If SIV works
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normally, Loco Pilot can work further and clear the block section after
reporting to TLC.
Indication - If red LED indication of ‘External Fault’ comes
Trouble shooting for Loco Pilot  Isolate the cab heater and cab fans. Restart the SIV, if successful work the
train.·
 If not successful, switch OFF BLCP & BLVMT. Restart the SIV. If SIV trips
isolate the faulty motor from MVSI 1-2, MVSL 1-2 and MPH. Work the train
by observing due precautions.·
 If still SIV trips, first switch ON BLVMT and then restart SIV. If SIV trips,
isolate the faulty MVMT 1-2 or MVRH. Work the train by observing due
precautions.·
 If still SIV trips, switch ON BLCP and restart SIV. If SIV trips isolate the
faulty MCP.·
 If not successful in finding the fault, isolate all load connected at the output
of SIV. Put HRAVT, HPH, HVSL 1-2, HVSI 1-2, HVMT 1-2, HVRH, HCP on ‘0’
and restart SIV. If still SIV trips bypass earth fault by operating Earth Fault
bypass switch.
Earth Fault Bypass –
Process to operate Earth Fault Bypass is as under
Reset SIV by SIV reset switch or by putting battery OFF and ON.
Put HSIV to ‘0’ position (it will introduce 1500 ohms resistance to restrict the
earth fault current)
Press Earth Fault Bypass switch on the panel of SIV (It will set 45 minutes
counter & will illuminate red indication lamp of Earth Fault Bypass on SIV panel.
All loco Inspectors to counsel all Loco Pilots and ALP.
(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 22.06.2012

All Loco Inspectors ,
INSTRUCTION NO. 193
Sub: -

Precautions to be taken for working of trains during storm and
strong wind.

The Crew & Guard of the train should take following precautions for working of
trains during storm and strong wind as mentioned in S.R.2.11-4. below

Should a train be caught on the run in cyclone, storm or strong wind of an
intensity which, in the opinion of the Driver, is likely to endanger the safety of
the train he shall immediately control the speed of his train and bring it to a
stop at the first convenient place taking care as far as possible to avoid
stoppage of the train at places like sharp curves, high embankments and
bridges (including approaches thereof). In controlling the speed and bringing
the train to halt, the Driver shall stop his train carefully and without a jerk. He
shall restart the train in consultation with the Guard only after the cyclone,
storm or strong wind abates and it is considered safe to proceed.



The Guard and the Driver /Assistant Driver of the train in co-operation with
the railway staff travelling in the train shall try to see that doors and windows
of the coaches are kept open by the passengers to allow free passage of
the wind through the coaches.

In addition to the above instructions, the following duty to be performed by Electric
Loco driver during train working is also mentioned in para 30604 (9) of ACTM,
Vol III.


“ The Driver/motorman shall keep a special watch on the pantograph of his
own train as well as passing eletcric trains and report any abnormality as
soon as possible to TPC/TLC, if he notices any serious defectin the
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pantograph which are likely to cause damage to OHE, he shall stop the train
forthwith and convey details to the TPC/TLC on duty”.
Loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel LPs/ALPs for strict compliance on
the above subject.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

:

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 05.06.2012

All Loco Inspectors (M/L),
All Loco Pilots and ALPs
INSTRUCTION NO. 192
Sub:- Modification in MVCON-3 circuit on WCAM/2P Loco.
Modification has done in original circuit of MVCON-3 by providing additional circuit
breaker Q-2 (1.6 Amps, 415 v ) to avoid line failure and clearing the section in
case of MVCON-3 failure.
As MVCON-3 is disconnected from its previous circuit breaker & connected
through an independent circuit breaker Q-2, SI unit will continue to work even
when LSMVCON (MVCON-3 faulty) glows. Cooling of inductors is done by the
ventilation pipe connected to MVMT-2 air duct. LSMVCON-3 is provided on
driver’s desk and will glow when MVCON-3 fails. SI unit will continue to work
and train can be worked up to destination.
If LSMVCON-3 glows & later on LSCON glows with temperature too high
indication on SI unit, then ask for assisting engine.
Additional LSMVCON-3 provided on Loco Pilot Desk
Loco Pilot and LPC should troubleshoot accordingly.
 If LSMVCON-3 glows a) MVCON-3 has failed.
b) SI unit will continue working.
c) Clear block section,inform LPC & work train upto destination.


LPC to withdraw power at destination, inform PPIO/KYN and send loco to
the nearest shed of C Rly.



If LSMVCON-3 glows and later on LSCON glows( Temp Too High) a) Inform LPC immediately.
b) Ask for assisting power.
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Earlier instruction for output faulty, Temp Too High, Convertor Faulty & Earth
Fault (AC Section) stands good.

Loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel LP/ ALP on the above subject and
compliance of the same to be sent to this office.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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Central Railway: Mumbai Division

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

Date: 09-04-2012

All Loco Pilots/Asst Loco Pilots
Instruction No. 190
Sub: - Negotiation of Neutral section.
Ref: - Instruction No. 48 dated 21.09.04 in compendium of important
circular for Loco Pilot, edition III, on page no. 59 to 61.

Recently identical failure have happened at KYN-VITALWADI DN SE line & AT
DW Down through line to DW Down 5th line after negotiating the Neutral section
from DC to AC which are as follows.
1) On dated 03.04.2012 loco No 21938 with Train No 16381 DN while going
CST-PA detained after passing N/section at 51/31 due to converter faulty
indication on SI unit & so DJ not setting.
On investigation it was observed: a) F-3 fuse found blown in SI unit.
b) C1 capacitor damaged in SI unit.
c) Heavy flush mark noticed on DC panto pan.
d) Blocking diode VSHT shorted in SI unit.
e) Lightning arrestor (DC) short.
2) On date 04.04.2012 loco No. 21971+21975 with train no. TMBY/KPKD load50/50=3992T while going CLA-KYN detained after passing neutral section
at Km 41/18 (DN through to DN 5th line) due to convertor faulty indication on
SI unit of leading loco no. 21971, so DJ not setting.
On investigation it was observed: a)
Lighting arrester (DC) short.
b)
Heavy flash mark noticed on DC panto pan.
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c)
d)

Blocking diode VSHT shorted in SI unit.
C1 capacitor also partially damage.

On investigation, it is suspected that DC panto remains under AC centenary for
few seconds. This may be due to:
I) Time taken by Loco Pilot to switch off the BLDJ/DS and for lowering
pantograph is slightly high.
II) The cautious driving order on cross-over in the neutral section vicinity is
of the order of 20 kmph.
III) To some extend poor engine man ship of Loco Pilot.
IV) Location of neutral section is not as per ACTM.
V) The distance from panto down to neutral section is of the order of
approximately 50 meters. To negotiate the neutral section of 50 meters
if required 7-8 sec at a speed of 20 kmph. For opening the QA-50, the
time specified is about 3 sec & for Q-44 (DC), it required 0.6 sec. At the
same time for opening the pneumatic contact of DS it required near
about 1 sec. Hence the total time required for DS opening is
approximately 5 sec.
Based on above if the response time of Loco Pilot is more, then such possibility
cannot be ruled out
So, as a precautionary measure the following instruction are being issued in
addition to the instruction issued earlier vide instruction no. 48 dated 21.09.2004
in new compendium edition 3rd for Loco pilot on page no. 59 to 61.
 Before arriving the neutral section both the Loco Pilot and Asst Loco
Pilot should prepare them self and should be vigilant so that the response
time is minimum.
 Open the DS/DJ and lower the DC/AC pantograph quickly as specified.
 Confirm LSS light illuminated and ensure the pantograph is in dropped
condition while negotiating the neutral section.
 The Asst Loco Pilot should also be vigilant enough so that he should
help the Loco Pilot in case of any mistake.
 The MR pressure should be maintained at the maximum well in advance.
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Note:
1) Ensure that the critical relays such as QTADC, Q-44 DC, QPPT-DC
are ensure not in packed condition before entering the AC section.
2) Confirm the rear end ZPT position at’0’ and the working end ZPT position
in proper mode only.
3) Open the DS/DJ circuit breaker before passing the open circuit breaker
board and ensure glowing of LSDJ/DS. If the circuit breaker (DS/DJ)
does not trip at open circuit board the panto circuit board the panto must
be lowered immediately.
ALL LI should be counseled to all LP/ALP’s on above subject &
compliance to this office.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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Central Railway: Mumbai Division
No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

Date: 09-03-2012

All Loco Pilots/Asst Loco Pilots
Instruction No. 188
Sub: - Wheel skidding of Locomotives.

Recently the wheel skidding cases of locomotives are found increased
considerably and on analyzing these cases having some operational draw backs.
To improve the driving techniques, to avoid wheel skidding of locomotives, the
following points are identified where improvement / attention is required.
I.

Brakes gear and its parameters.
1) The primary cause of wheel skidding is due to brake application of
locomotive prior to the load. To avoid this, the PVEF switch should be
pressed when train brake via A-9 is applied in normal course other than
emergency or when driver finds difficulty in controlling the train for any
other reason.
2) Avoid using locomotive brake via SA-9 during train working.
3) Confirm that the brake cylinder pressure should not be more than 2.5
kg/cm2 on full brake application via A-9 and 4.5 kg/cm2 on full brake
application via SA-9.
4) Confirm the position of C3W goods/passenger handle as per the traffic
requirement.
5) The BP pressure with A-9 on release/run position should be 5+/- 0.1 kg/
cm2.
6) Before starting the train, confirm that brakes are fully released.
7) At IGP after attaching the BKR on train engine of 24 coach trains or high
tonnage loads, proper releasing and application of train engine in dead
condition (conjunction braking with BKR) should be confirmed.
DTC KYN
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8) Confirm the hand brake in release condition and remove the wooden
wedges if applied.
9) MU2B position should be in proper position and as per the movement of
multiple units.
10) The FP pressure should be 6 kg/cm2.
11) In case of movement of dead locomotives, confirm the brake releasing
and application on dead locomotives in conjunction.
12) At KSRA/KJT confirm the brake releasing of loads before starting.
13) Confirm the working of Air flow indication and ensure the needle resumes
its original position before notching up.
14) If train is stopped in ghat/up gradient section and if load condition permits,
to restart, driver to apply loco independent brake SA-9, then release the
train brakes, then notch up judiciously to achieve previous balancing
current and simultaneously release loco brakes via SA-9 along with
sanding.
15) In case of falling gradient, driver after releasing train brakes and ensuring
that original pressure levels are registered will take UP few notches
before releasing loco brakes to prevent rolling down.
II. Stalling of loads/wheel slipping.
1) In order to avoid wheel skidding and rail skidding due to heavy wheel
slipping/stalling, proper driving techniques should be adopted to arrest
the wheel slip.
2) Confirm the working of sanders and availability of sand in sand boxes.
Sanding should be done invariably at identified stalling prone areas before
the wheel slipping starts.
3) Pack Q-51 to avoid auto regression and on wheel slipping notch down
manually.
4) During rains/drizzling rain notching up should be done judiciously and
gradually by keeping constant watch on ammeter reading. Be alert to
notice the whistling sound coming from the under gear and mechanical
vibration before the actual wheel slipping starts.
5) Achieve maximum permissible attacking speed at the foot of the gradient.
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III. Lapses from the crew side.
On investigation of wheel skidding cases it was noted that while putting the
reverser off, the reverser key gets thrown to reverse direction wrongly. This
results in wheel skidding. Cautious and vigilant loco pilots can avoid such
cases.
After TOC if any wheel skidding is noticed or any old remark by previous
drivers on log book is noticed, same to be reported to the LPC with details at
first opportunity.
All the loco pilots are hereby instructed to follow the above instruction and
report any abnormality if noticed to the LPC positively.

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.Tech.02

:

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 06.03.2012

INSTRUCTION No 187
All LI / LPC/LP/ ALP
Sub: Critical locations between KYN-CST-KYn Section
On dated 28.02.2012 Train no 12105 DN with loco No. 21896 failed at Km 2/20
between CST-BY due to critical location where train stopped, took extra time to
provide assisting loco/attention of locomotive.
To avoid such incidents of traffic bunching in future, in case of loco failure the
following particular sections between KYN-CST-KYN are identified and all loco
pilots are hereby instructed to follow the below given guidelines during any loco
trouble/ Failure at this location as far as possible to clear the train in rolling.
CST-KYN Section
S No
1

Section in Loco
trouble
CSTM-BY

2

BY-DR

LP should stop train Assisting loco to be given from
on PF 4 or 5
front or rear.
Traffic should operate from DR
PF 4 or 5

3

DR-SION

LP should stop train Assisting loco to be given from
before K021 at Km front or rear.
12/02
Traffic should be diverted from
MTN PF No 3 starter S 7 DN
TH to DN LL
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Action taken by LP
LP should stop
before BY S 51 at
Km 5/09C

38

Action taken by LPC
Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
DN through to DN local line
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4

SION-GC

LP should stop train
Assisting loco to be given from
before GC PF starter front or rear.
S 17
Traffic should be diverted from
VVH S 27 DN TH to DN LL

5

GC-BND

LP should stop
before BND S 27,
Km 27/06

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted via BND
loop

6

BND-MLND

LP should stop train
before TNA S 1 at
KM 31/13

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
MLND DN TH to DN LL

7

MLND-TNA

LP should stop train
before TNA PF 5
starter S 45

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
MLND DN TH to DN LL or
traffic run via TNA PF No 7 to
DN TH line

8

TNA-DIVA

LP should stop train
before DW S 17 at
Km 43/01

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
DW S 3 DN TH to DN LL or via
Diva DN loop or from Diva 5th
line to KYN

9

DIVA-KYN

If gate signal No
38x4 given through
LP should proceed
up to KYN PF. If
gate signal No 38x4
on approach LP
should stop the train
before KYN S 3
signal

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
DW S 3 DN TH to DN LL or via
Diva DN loop or from Diva 5th
line to KYN
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KYN - CST Section
S No

Section in Loco
trouble

Action taken by LP

Action taken by LPC

1

KYN-DIVA

If train with maximum speed above
80 kmph LP should
stop the train before
K 4102 signal

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
DIVA S 6 UP TH to UP LL

If train speed is not
satisfactory due to
line clear LP should
stop the train DIVA
S 8 signal

Assisting loco to be given from
6th line/Diva yard and clearing
of Diva road traffic gate.
Traffic will move via DW PF
No 3 by observing DC-AC &
AC-DC N/section.

2

DIVA-TNA

LP should try to stop
the train after
clearing rear point of
TNA PF 6 or
clearing before TNA
S 8 signal

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should diverted from
TNA S 33 to Via PF 7 to UP
TH line

3

TNA-MLND

LP should stop train
at signal K054 at
Km 29/10

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
MLND S 16 to km 31/04 UP
TH to UP LL

4

MLND-VK

LP should stop train
before signal K 036
at km 21/24

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should be diverted from
VK S 22 (PF 4 starter) UP TH
to UP LL
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5

VK-GC

LP should stop train
before VVH S 44

Assisting loco to be given from
front(from VVH shed).
Traffic should be diverted from
VK S 22 (PF 4 starter) UP TH to
UP LL and then diverted from
VVH S 33

6

GC-DR

LP should try to
reach DR PF 6

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should run via DR PF 5

7

DR-CSTM

LP should stop train
before BY S 15 km
3/17 (gantry)

Assisting loco to be given from
front or rear.
Traffic should divert from BY S
34 UP TH to UP LL

(Ved Prakash)
Sr.DEE (TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO.Tech.02

Date: 02.03.2012

INSTRUCTION No. 186

To,
All LI / LP / ALP
Sub: Non Reporting of CRO & Pantograph damage cases.
Ref : CELE’s Letter No. T.653.A.33.LG.Failure dated 27.02.2012
It is observed that locomotives damaged due to CRO/MRO & Pantograph
damaged enroute are neither reported by LP enroute nor endorsed in loco log
book. Following instructions are issued in this regard:1. LP has to report any CRO/MRO/Pantograph damage or flashing cases
during journey, LP should inform to LPC.
2. LP has to enter the remark in log book and will report at lobby on arrival at
destination.
All LI’s counsel to their nominated LP & ALP rigidly. Acknowledgement to be
taken from LP & ALP in instruction book and compliance should be given to this
office.
(VED PRAKASH)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO.Tech.02

Date: 29.02.2012

INSTRUCTION No. 185
To,
All Loco Inspectors
All Loco Pilots
Sub: Train clearing section in rolling.

Loco should not be failed in section during working train, if any loco trouble
is encountered loco pilot should clear section in rolling. It is to be ensured that
rear point is cleared. If required assisting engine may be demanded after clearing
the section. It will avoid detention of other trains in section.

(VED PRAKASH)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 30-12-2011
INSTRUCTION N0.182

All Loco Inspectors (M/L)
All Loco Pilot’s & ALP’s

Sub:-Instructions for change over of crew of freight trains in less
than 5 minutes.
Ref:-I) Dy COM (Goods) L.No. T.483.M.Crew dated 20.12.2011.

With reference to above subject instances have come to the notice
whereby it is found that at crew changing points, the outgoing Loco Pilot of
goods trains is taking time for inspection of loco and thus the time taken for
crew change is more than 5 minutes, in some cases extending up to 15-20
minutes. At enroute crew changing points the expected time for crew change is
3 minutes and train must leave within 5 minutes.
In this regaurd please refer joint circular of Dy CEE (OP), Dy CME(P &
F) and Dy COM (Goods) which is self explanatory.
All LI’s are instructed to counsel the crew on this subject.
(VED PRAKASH)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH 02

DATE: 14 .09.2011
INSTRUCTION NO.-177

All Loco Pilot’s / ALP’s.
Sub :- Prevention of ‘Signal Passing at Danger’.
Ref :-LC No. 9/1A dated 01.09.2011.
Of late, there is increase in Signal passing at danger cases in the division.
To avoid such incidences, the following measures to be taken:SPAD cases took place either when starting the train or while attempting to
stop at a danger signal at low speeds. This could be due to momentarily loss of
judgment, concentration or distraction or some other factors but such minor
mistake can cause a major disaster, had the Motormen/ Loco Pilot been more
focused on the job, his concentration and alertness could have saved an
unfortunate incident of passing a danger signal.
IMPORTANT POINTS TO AVOID SPAD
1. Take complete rest at home / Running Room.
2. Do not use mobile phones while driving the train and kept it on silent/
switch off mode and in the line bag.
3. Report on duty right time, sign ON and present yourself for BA Test.
4. Strictly follow the G.R. 2.09 of G &SR 1999.
5. Go through RSOB orders, Circulars and instructions.
6. Spotting the correct signals and knowledge of new signals is very
important.
7. Need to anticipate weak brake power and to conduct brake feel at first
opportunity.
8. Keep your train always under control.
9. Do not over speed during working the train.
10. Strict compliance of G & SR 3.78 – duties of crew in respect of signals.
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11. Always be cautious after passing Yellow signal and to be prepared to
stop at next signal.
12. Check the proper authority and act accordingly, before signing it.
13. Do not become over confident while on run.
14. Always keep your knowledge updated with Correction Slips, Circulars
and other instructions.
All Staff concerned while working the train shall strictly adhere to the
instructions mentioned above and Inspectors / Supervisors should counsel the
staff under them in this regard and monitor its strict compliance. In this context
15 days drive has been launched from date 14.09.2011 to 28.09.2011, a detail
report shall reach this office after completion of drive.

(VED PRAKASH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 10.08.2011

INSTRUCTION No. 176

Sub: Checking of Panto after DJ/DS tripping.
Ref: -1) Dy CEE(OP)’s L.No. L.326.OP.circular dated: -22.06.2010.
2) Sr.DEE (TRO) NGP L.No. NGP/TRO/Safety-23 dated: 07.06.2010.
3) This office Instruction No.149 dated: -26.06.2010.
On date 07.08.2011 Panto of Loco No. 21953 (WCAM/3) of Train No. 12533UP
got damaged at Km.27/10 between MLND-BND section resulting into damage
to OHE and one pan of DC Panto broken and fallen down. On run Loco Pilot
drop the DC Panto and raised the AC Panto without checking DC Panto. After
traveling 3 Kms again OHE got damaged at Km. 22/14 at VK station with
damaged Panto.
There are already instructions about looking for Panto before closing DJ/DS,
after tripping. These instructions are again reiterated for strict compliance to
avoid recurrence of such type of irregularities.
Hence running staff is instructed to “LOOK TO CHECK PANTO WITOUT FAIL
BEFORE CLOSING DJ/DS AFTER TRIPPING.

(VED PRAKASH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

:

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 11.07.2011

INSTRUCTION NO. 175

Sub : Locking of rear cab of locomotives.

This office has repeatedly issued a RSOB as well as all Loco Pilots were advised
to resist unauthorized persons to travel in rear cab. However, during Ambush
check, it has been revealed that unauthorized persons are traveling in rear cab.
As a safety measure, it is mandatory to keep the rear cab of the locomotives
locked from inside and under no circumstances unauthorized persons should
travel in rear cab.
Action will be initiated against Loco Pilots who are responsible for allowing
unauthorized person to travel in rear cab and for non locking of rear cab.

(VED PRAKASH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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Central Railway

Mumbai Division

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

Date: 04-07-2011

All Loco Pilots/Asst Loco Pilots
INSTRUCTION NO. 173
Sub-: Restarting the train after the action of HV relays.
While working under AC catenary, if DJ trips with the action of HV relays
such as QLM,QRSI 1&2, QOP1& QOP2, the loco pilots should take the
following precautions and restart the train if found normal in all respects.
Check and identify the HV relays which are acted.
I.

In case of QLM target.
1) Don’t close DJ and lower the Pantograph.
2) Inspect HTC, specially main transformer, GR for any smoke, fire,
burning smell, oil spray or any other abnormality.
3) If any abnormality is found, then fail the locomotive & demand
assisting Engine.
4) If any fire or smoke is observed, then do all efforts to extinguish fire.
5) If everything is found normal, then reset QLM once and close DJ.
6) If QLM acts again, do not reset it fail the Locomotive and ask for
Assistant Engine irrespective of any abnormality noticed.

II.

In case of QRSI - 1 & 2 targets.
1) Note current at which QRSI acts & restrict current to that level.
2) If load can not be hauled at that current level, then isolate TM one by
one through HMCS & try.

III.

In case of QOP- 1 or QOP - 2 target.
1) Check for any abnormality in HTC, TM, RSI, SL, SJ, CTF etc. and if
found normal reset the relay and set DJ & start traction.
2) If again QOP-1 or QOP-2 target drops.
a) Isolate TM one by one via HMCS and try till you get successful. If
not successful.
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b) Put HMCS normal and put HQOP-1 (In case of QOP - I) or HQOP-2 (in
case of QOP-2) in OFF position and try. Before starting the traction do
the following inspection.
i. Stop the train and apply loco brake.
ii. Take two notches and check the TM for any abnormality, smoke
etc. & if any problem is found, isolate the particular TM.
iii. Work the train ahead with HQOP- 1 & 2 in off condition, keeping a
watch on HTC and TM frequently.
IV. In case of QLM, QOP-I & II and QRSI - I & II acting together.
 Check for items as per QLM, QOP & QRSI relay.
 If no abnormality is found then reset all relays and try again.
In all the above cases, report details to LPC at first possible opportunity.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE (TRSO)BB
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 01.07.2011

INSTRUCTION No. 172

All Loco Pilots,
All Asst Loco Pilots.
Sub: Running of coaches with isolated alarm system.
Ref: Sr.DME (Cog) BB’s L.NO:-BB.M.Sr.DME.C.CMI/Operating
dtd.22.06.11.

Despite coaches having provision of resetting the alarm chain pulling system,
there are substantial no. of cases of alarm chain apparatus arriving in isolated
condition after enroute ACP.
Since running of coaches with isolated passenger alarm system is very serious,
it should be restored by crew as the last option. Moreover, special care should
be taken for avoiding isolation of ACP system in non-vestibuled coaches like
GS and SLRs. In case it becomes necessary to isolate ACP system of a nonvestibule coach, same should be enter in the punctuality statement & should
also be inform to LPC.

Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 24.06.2011
INSTRUCTION No. 171

All loco inspectors (M/L),
All Loco Pilots,
All Asstt. Loco Pilots
Sub:- Procedure for isolating one loco in WAG 5/7 coupler &
trippler due to any defect.
On coupler/tippler due to following reasons electrical jumpers are
required to be disconnected:A. When pantos of all locos are not going up
B. When DJ is not closing on all locos.
C. When all auxiliaries are not working on all locos.
D. When all locos are not responding.
E. When fire on loco/jumpers.
F. When DJ is tripping.
G. When CCA is blowing.
H. When CCPT is blowing.
I. When CCDJ is blowing.
J. When CCBA is blowing.
K. When loco tripping in dynamic.
L. When 1st notch regression taking place without any indication.
M. When MP is locked in any position other than ‘0’.
Precautions & Procedure for disconnecting jumpers:–
A. Secure the loco, lower the Pantograph and switch off the batteries
of all the locos.
B. Now disconnect the jumpers by releasing the latches and pulling the
jumper out from the sockets. They must be inserted and latched in
their dummy sockets properly.
C. Do not disconnect MR & BC jumpers & do not close isolating cock
of MR & BC equalising pipes.
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D. Keep HBA to ‘0’ of defective loco.
E. If non driving loco is defective then do not change any cock position
on any loco & work the train with remaining locos if load & road
permits.
F. If driving loco is defective then change the cab to healthy loco as per
procedure & work the train with remaining locos if load & road
permits.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02
All Loco Inspectors (M/L),
All Loco Pilots and
All Asstt. Loco Pilots.

Date: 23.06.2011

INSTRUCTION NO. 170
Sub:- Instructions for Changing Cab in Multiple unit Loco.
1. On driving Loco operate SA-9 to “ON” position and ensure brake cylender
pressure guage register 4.5 Kg/Cm2. Operate A-9 to emergency position,
closed both the isolating cooks and then operate it to release position.
2. Switch off all auxiliaries one by one and open DJ; operate ZPT to “0” and
remove it. Ensure all Pantos has came down and LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSGR,
LSB and LS indication lamps are illuminating. Remove “BL” key and ensure
all indication lamps are extnguish and BL switches are in lock condition.
3. Closed Add. C-2 valve cock (BP cock).
4. Operat MPJ lever to “0” and remove it. ALP will remain on same loco and
Loco Pilot will proced on another loco with BL key, ZPT and MPJ lever.
On Second Loco, Loco Pilot will:
1. Operat SA-9 to “ON” position.
2. Open all the four cocks of A-9 and SA-9.
3. Open Add. C 2 valve cock (BP cock).
4. Keep MU2B on lead position.
5. Loco Pilot will energise the loco as per procedure and LP will give indication
to ALP by Whistling or Illuminating rear head light.
ALP on non driving Loco:
1. Will keep MU2B on trail and will closed both the cocks of SA 9.
2. Will closed Doors and windows.
Now ALP will came on Driving Loco.
Note: Before starting release SA-9 and apply again and ensure loco brakes are
coming.
( Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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Central Railway

Mumbai Division

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

Dt 21-06-2011

All Loco Pilots/Asst Loco Pilots
Instruction No. 169
Sub-: To Avoid stalling during Monsoon of Dn Mail trains in
WCAM - 3 & WCAG -1 Locos
Recently the wheel slipping cases of locomotives are found increased
considerably.
To improve the driving techniques, to avoid wheel slipping of locomotives,
the following points are to be noted.
1) In order to avoid wheel slipping, proper driving techniques should be
adopted to arrest the wheel slip.
2) Confirm the working of sanders and availability of sand in sand boxes.
Sanding should be done invariably at identified stalling prone areas before
the wheel slipping starts.
3) All LPs are instructed to pack Q-51 relay while taking charge of
Locomotives in Dn direction.
4) All LPs are instructed during rains/drizzling rain notching up should be
done judiciously and gradually by keeping constant watch on ammeter
reading. Be alert to notice the whistling sound coming from the under
gear and mechanical vibration before the actual wheel slipping starts.
5) If whistling sound coming from the under gear or LSP indication comes
LP should notch down manually.
6) If SON buzzer sounding due to Q-20 picks up due to over voltage in
Traction Motor in AC section, LP should notch down manually.
7) Achieve maximum permissible attacking speed at the foot of the gradient
All the loco pilots are hereby instructed to follow the above instruction and
report any abnormality if noticed to the LPC positively.
(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE(TRSO)BB
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 18.05.2011

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.

INSTRUCTION NO. 166
Monsoon instructions & precautions while working train during Monsoon
and flooding of tracks.
Instructions already exist for taking necessary steps while working trains during
flooding of track, same are once again reiterated below for all concern to note
and work accordingly.
At flooding prone locations where the track gets flooded during monsoon,
the flood level markings are provided on OHE structure foundation, on the
bridge wall, on specially provided height guages and platform wall. Before
the start of monsoon, the flooding prone location are circulated every year
for the guidance of all concerned staff.
New colour code scheme for flood gauge has been adopted for the oncoming monsoon season. Flourescent type painted flood gauge visible
even during night have been used on all the flood level indicators for giving
indications to drivers/Guards of the trains regarding the actual water level
on track during flood. The details of colour code scheme are as under :Green colour code - It is provided upto the rail level and train can be
moved without any restriction if the water level is upto the green band or
below it.
Yellow colour code - It is provided from rail level upto 100 mm (4")
above rail level and whenever water is upto this mark, train has to stop
there and proceed with the speed of not exceeding 8 KMPH.
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Red colour code - It is provided from 100 mm (4") and beyond above
rail level. Whenever water level reaches this mark, the services will
have to be suspended immediately.
The services can be started after the water receides to Yellow colour i.e., to
less than 100 mm (4").
S. No.

Water Level

Loco Operation limit

1.

Water level below rail level

Normal speed for all type of
locomotive

2.

Water level upto 100 mm (4")

All type of Elect.locomotives to stop
dead and proceed with speed not
exceeding 8 kmph.

3

If the water level where the loco
standing has gone more than
100 mm (4")
Water level has gone above
275 mm (11") where the loco
is standing.

Loco to be treated as marooned
and not to be moved on own power.

4.

Pantograph must be lowered and
all equipments to be switched off.
The loco is to be moved dead to
loco shed for inspection and drying
of equipments.

GUIDELINES FOR DRIVERS.
(i) While working the train, if it is observed that the water level is above rail
table, the train should be brought to stop and water level should be
ascertained.
(ii) If the water level found below 100 mm (4"), the driver should work with
speed not exceeding 8 kmph by observing maximum coasting to prevent
splashing of water into the traction motor. In case, if track ahead is in low
lying area and water level is likely to exceed the safe limit, the train should
be re-started only after ensuring that the water level ahead is within the safe
margin.
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(iii) In case if any train is held up ahead of your train, restrain from moving even
if ‘A’ marker is given till the time train ahead clears from the flooded area
where water level may be upto 100 mm (4") or above rail level, in order to
avoid bunching of trains and locos getting marooned.
(iv) However, in spite of all precautions, if the locomotive has entered into
flooded section or due to continuous raining the water level has reached
more than 100 mm (4" ), the locomotive must not be worked on its own
power. The driver must refrain from taking any traction notch on master
controller as it will damage the traction motors. The marooned loco should
be cleared dead by other loco when the water level is reduced below 100
mm (4").
(v) If the water level has gone above 275 mm (11") where the loco is standing,
all auxillairies must be switched off, pantograph to be lowered, and
battery to be switched off. Loco to be secured by tightening both hand
brakes and destroying the vacuum to ‘zero’ and in case of air brake train,
A-9 handle to be put in emergency position and also advise the guard on
VHF set or by sounding 000 whisltes for applying of hand brakes.
All loco Inspectors to counsel all Loco Pilots and ALP.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 21.02.2011

All Motormen &
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.

INSTRUCTION NO. 160

Sub: Record of occurrences of trespassers run over in their diary.

Chief Claims Officer vide their letter dtd. 8th February 2011, has advised
this office to deal with non genuine cases for claiming compensation arising out
of untoward incident under section 124A of Railway Act.
All Loco Pilots & Asstt. Loco Pilots and All Motormen are hereby instructed
to record occurrences in then diary so that non genuine cases could be dealt
with more effectively.

(G C SOLANKI)
DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 15.02.2011

All Loco Inspectors &
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION NO. 158
Sub: Proper position of switches in TB Panel on WCAM/3 Loco.

Recently, there have been cases of WCM/3 loco failures since HVSL
and HPH switches were kept on No.II position. In TB panel, HVSL switch is
provided below HVMSR switch and HPH switch is provided above HVMSR
switch.
Loco Pilots & Asstt. Loco Pilots are instructed to ensure proper switching
OFF blower by keeping HVMSR switch on No. II position. While keeping HVMSR
onNo.II position, ensure HPH and HVSL switch no No.III position.
While working ensure HPH, HVMSR, HVSL, HVRH and HVMT 1-2 are
on No.III position.
10 days drive has been launched from 16-02-2011 to 25-02-2011 to
counsel the crew. All Loco Inspectors are instructed to submit the report to this
office on 26-02-2011.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 18.05.2011

All Loco Inspectors &
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION NO. 156
Sub:

Use and maintenance of pins, bushes and cotters of
equaliser and compensating beams on WAG 7 locos.

Ref:

1) Dy. CEE’s L. No. L.326.OP.Circulars dtd 19.08.2010
2) Railway Boards L. No. 2009/Elect (TRS) 441/5 dtd
23.07.2010

With reference to the above subject instruction has been issued in
connection with the use and maintenance of pins, bushes and cottes of
equaliser and compensating beams on WAG 7 locos.
The instructions received from board is as follows ALL RUNNINGSTAFF INCUDING LOCO PILOTS / CO-PILOTS SHOULD
BE COUNSELLED AND DIRECTED FOR CHECKING OF THE, (A)
DEFICIENCIES OF THE COTTER PINS, (B) CONDITION OF THE COTTER
PINS, IF ONE LEG IS BROKEN. IN BOTH THE CASES LOCOMOTIVE WILL
HAVE TO BE WITHDRAWN FROM THE SERVICE IMMEDIATELY AND
ATTENDED.
All loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel the crew on the above subject
while taking over the charge of locomotive.
(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM
DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 10.08.2010

All Loco Inspectors &
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.

INSTRUCTION NO. 155

Sub:

Working of compreessors on WCAM 3 locos while working
Duronto Express trains.

To maintain the air pressure whileworking Duronto Express, instruction has been
issued

WHILE WORKING IN AC CATENARY ALL 3 COMPRESSORS IN WORKING
CONDITION & WHILE WORKING IN DC CATENARY 2 COMPRESSORS
SHALL BE IN WORKING CONDITION.

All loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel the crew on the above subject.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 14.07.2010

All Loco Inspectors &
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.

INSTRUCTION NO. 154

Sub:

Use of Walkie - Talkie sets by crew members.

Ref:

1) Dy. CEE’s L. No. L.700.LG.BB.Hot line dated 15.06.2010
2) CSO’s l. No. SFT/Walkie - Talkie dated 31.05.2010

Please find herewith a copy of CAO’s letter under reference regarding Railway
Board’s instructions regarding use of Walkie - Talkie sets by crew members.
In this context it is requested, all loco Inspectors shall counsel running staff on
the above subject.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr.DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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Office of the Chief Safety Officer,
Annexe Building, First Floor,
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus
Mumbai “ 400 001
No. SFT /Walkie-Talkie

May 31, 2010

DRM/BB, BSL, NGP, PA, SUR
Sub:

Use of Walkie - Talkie sets by Crew members.

Ref:

Railway Board’s letter No. 2009/Safety(A&R)/19/
219. dated 10.03.2010 and 22.04.2010.

Railway Board vide their letter dated 10.3.2010 have laid down the following:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

In case a train has come to an out of course halt in Automatic Signaling
Territory between two stations and is not in a position to move ahead
and requires a relief engine, the Guard of that train shall guide the crew
of a relief engine when it is to come to pick-up the train, except in suburban sections.
Station Master may communicate on \/Valkie - Talkie for advising abnormalities that require immediate attention by Loco Pilot/Guard for controlling/stopping their train.
Use of Walkie-Talkie sets should in no way contravene conditions required to be satisfied for reception/dispatch of a trains as per G & SR’s.
Walkie - Talkie sets should not be used as an alternative to written authority to proceed, authority to pass a defective signal at danger etc.
These sets shall not be used for communicating the aspect/position of
any signal by Station Master to Loco Pilot/Guard. The Loco Pilot/ Guard
may advise if the aspect of any signal is “ON”.
Walkie - Talkie sets should not be as an alternative to or replace physical exchange of signals. However, in case of full length trains, in following circumstances, Walkie - Talkie sets may be used for exchange of
signals between Loco Pilot and Guard when it is not possible to exchange sit 1I1;11s physically and the conditions for exchange have been
fulfilled.
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(a) To dispatch/start the train from a station;
(b) To start a train stopped in curvatures/tunnels in block section;
and
(c) On run, when it is not possible due to curvatures or due to
geographical lay outs.
vii) In all the above cases where the Station Master or Loco Pilot or Guard
uses the Walkie - Talkie, he will clearly mention his identity along with
station name/train number while communicating and also confirm the
identity of the speaker at the other end.
It should be noted that the instructions are in no way indispensation to
GR 4.35(1). The Loco Pilot shall start his train from a station after receipt of
authority to proceed, and the Guard’s signal to start. In conditions of poor visibility
like, fog and at curves or under other circumstances where physical exchange
of all right signals between Guard and loco Pilot is not practically feasible, the
exchange of signal has now been permitted over Walkie-Talkie sets as mentioned
in para (vi) above.
Supervisors and Officers should periodically conduct surprise checks
as a part of their routine inspection regarding use of Walkie - Talkie sets by SM,
Running staff. Cases of violation of above instructions and short-cut methods
adopted should be dealt with firmly.
Please acknowledge receipt, and ensure compliance of instructions in
letter and spirit.

(RAJIV MISRA)
CSO
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 30.06.2010

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Inspectors (M/L)

INSTRUCTION NO. 151
Sub:
Ref:

Prevention of train parting cases in LHB stock.
Letter No.M.102/ C&W/ Duronto dated 25/06/2010

A copy of Joint Operating & Mechanical Circular quoted above on the
subject matter enclosed herewith for your information and necessary action. All
concern should be instructed regarding this matter through RSOB.
All Loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel the crew on the above subject.

(Anoop Kumar Agrawal)
Sr. DEE TRS (O) CSTM
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Central Railway
JOINT OPERATING & MECHANICAL CIRCULAR
No.M.l02/C&W/Duronto

Date: 25.06.2010

Sub: Prevention of train parting cases in LHB stock
LHB stock has recently been introduced in the Mail / Express trains on Central
Railway. Some basic action / precautions need to be taken / observed for ensuring
that train partings in LHB trains do not take place particularly between first coach
(SLR/Power Car) and the loco. Here, it may be noted that while all LHB coaches
have been provided with tight lock couplers; most of the locomotive stock is
provided with conventional AAR type of couplers. Important points to be observed
in this connection are as under:
1. During loco-coupling operation in conventional coaching trains, the Loco
Pilot while attaching the loco on the train; ensures that the loco comes to
a dead stop just before coupling up with the train and then carries out
coupling operation through ‘micromotion’ colloquially called coupling
motion; there after the screw coupling is tightened and buffers compressed.
Unlike this, in case of LHB trains, a jerk is required to be given to the train
with loco while attaching loco to the train at a speed of 5 kmph. This is
required to ensure that lock of CBC drops completely.
2. Normally, coach coupling will be kept in dosed condition with operating
lever locked, besides additional pin is inserted in the CBC to prevent inadvertent opening out of CBC lock of coach. While coupling loco, the
CBC of loco will be kept open and the same will hit the SLR in this condition
at a speed of 5 kmph to provide necessary ‘jerk for dropping of CBC lock
of loco. Under no circumstances, loco should be attached without jerk as
that will leave a possibility of CBC lock of the loco not having dropped
completely. This is all the more essential because the CBC of the
locomotives viz. WCAM3 I WAP41 WAP7 is rarely used for freight and
there are very few Mail/Express trains which are running with LHB stock
with CBC on date.
3. Complete dropping of CBC lock is essential in case of LHB stock. To
achieve this, following action has been taken:
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4.

5.

6.

7.

a. CBC that lock has dropped completely and yellow portion is visible.
b. A pin is provided on to the CBC which needs to be inserted in the
recess of CBC after coupling operation is over. Insertion of this key
shall ensure that:
i. CBC of loco has dropped completely, thereby ensuring complete
positive coupling.
ii. CBC lock of the coach will not open out on run in advertently on
account of jerks 1 lurches.
However, as brought out earlier in normal circumstances, coach
coupling shall not b, opened and as such question of unlocking
operating lever lock or removing pin of CBC of coach is ruled out.
Opening of coupling of coach for locking operation will only b required
in those cases where because of curvature on platform / yard lines
/ pit lines, is not possible to match alignment of coupling of loco and
Coach and therefore opening of CBC of both the loco as well as
SLR is required.
Sometimes, even after opening of CBC of both loco as well as coach, it
may not b possible to lock the CBC. In such cases, physical movement of
CBC shank may t required to match the alignment between the loco and
coach CBC.
After coupling operations are over, train will be drawn ahead by driver for
approximate one meter to ensure and reconfirm that coupling is in place
with positive lock.
Till the field staff at all the points become familiar with LHB coaches, Primary
Maintenance depots are providing a C&W escort who is familiar with the
nuances of LHB coaches. It should be ensured that wherever / whenever
provided, this staff monitors coupling / uncoupling operations on run. The
need to provide escorting staff shall be decided by Sr.DME of the primary
maintenance depot till he feels that the line staff ha’ become familiar with
the features of the LHB stock.
Unlike freight stock, operating levers of LHB coaches have been provided
with locking device to positively ensure locking of operating lever on run
and prevent its inadvertent opening on run due to jerk / lurches. To facilitate
out of course opening of operating lever of coach, key of operating lever
lock of coaches shall be provided in t emergency brake van equipment
compartment of both front and rear SLR’s (two types of keys shall be
provided in the compartment for this purpose, one for CBC of normal
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coaches and another for opening of CBC of LHB power cars, these keys
are also be useful for resetting the ACP). If required, Guards will take out
this key and use it for opening the operating lever lock / resetting ACP. For
removing the additional pin of the CBC lock, no special equipment will be
required.
It may however be noted that some Railways like S.E.Rly. are providing
nut and t arrangement in place of locking pin for lock of CBC. Opening of
the same shall require spanner of size 24/30 mm. Concerned Railways
shall be advised for keeping these spanners, etc. in the emergency brake
van equipment of SLR by C&W staff.
8. All divisions will conduct special training workshops in their BTC / other
training establishments / field units to familiarize staff with the features of
LHB stock.
9. A copy of this joint circular shall be brought out in the working time table

(L. C. Trivedi)
Chief-Rolling Stock Engineer
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Chief Passenger Traffic Manager
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

MUMBAI DIVISION
Date: 19-11-2009
INSTRUCTION No. 140

All Loco Inspectors/ All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
Sub: - Running of Hybird Coaches
Ref:- Sr. DME ( cog) L.No. BB.M.Sr.DME.C.Duronto /TSO
dtd.08.10.2009
Train No. 2289/2290 Duranoto Express is proposed to run between CSTM –
NGP, coaches of this train are hybrid coaches, and these coaches are provcided
with
i) Air springs secondaery suspension .
ii) Center buffer couplers in place of screw coupling arrangemnent.
iii) Fitted with 2 FP & 2 BP cut off angle cock at either end of the coach.
Following precuation must be taken by the crew while running the train.
1.

Loco has to be attached minimum 30 minutes in advance to the train.as
engine has to charge the air brake system and air spring suspension
system of the train through feed pipe
2.
Minimum 7 kg/cm2 to be maintain all the time on the Locomotive.

In case of heavy air leakage from air spring suspension system
isolate both the air spring of affected boggie by closing the isolation
cock provided for each boggie (painted in RED COLOR).Further
work the train up to the terminal point of maintenance of the rake at
the maximum speed of 60 kmph subject to any other speed restriction
imposed.

In case of leakage from any cut off angle cock / bustring of air hose
pipe train can be work after closing both cut off angle cock connected
to the same set of air hose after ensuring continuty test.
3. Procedure for coupling rake:
a) Bring the vehicles near to each other at a slow speed (approx. 2-3
km/h) and stop the vehicles at approximately 1 meter distance of
each other. Check alignment and position of coupler centers.
Couplers must stand within the gathering range as given above.
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b) If required pull the couplers manually towards each other and make
sure that they are in the gathering range of the coupler. Then push
the vehicles together slowly (approx.3 km/h) for coupling the two
coaches.
c) Check position of tell tale device for proper coupling (location of the
tell tale is shown in picture below)

Tell tale sign should be visible after coupling of coaches as indicated
to ensure proper coupling
d) Make sure, that the handle of manual uncoupling device is locked
after coupling.

e) After couplings reverse the power to pull (snatch) the vehicles apart.
This is a typical pull test to reconfirm a positive coupling.
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4. Uncoupling procedure:
a) For uncoupling use the manual uncoupling device provided, uncoupling
lever of this device is accessible from the trackside.
b) Unlock the handle by rotating locking screw.
c) Lift the handle and turn handle in clockwise direction to a horizontal
position (minimum 900) and pull the coaches apart.
d) Before uncoupling make sure that the couplers are not subjected to any
tensile load and the uncoupling lever is fairly free to turn. A common
practice for this uncoupling operation is also to push the vehicles together
(with one vehicle applied with parking brake) to avoid excessive binding
in the system.
All concern to note the above instructions and ensure the compliance. Loco
Inspectors are advised to counsel the staff.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 25.03.2009

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots, SSE’s Trip Shed.
INSTRUCTION No. 132
Sub-: Provision of C2N type 6 kg. feed valve of M/s stone India Ltd. In
AC/ DC locomotive.
Ref: - L. No. EL 91/7/26 dt. 27-02-2009 from CEE (WR).
CEE (WR) vide his above letter No. has advised to this division that presently
C2N type 6 kg. feed valve has been provided on locomotives No. 21871 &
21880.
This feed valve is having 2 cocks, provided on left and right side of C2N 6
kg feed valve. The function of these cocks are as below.
1) Incoming cock is provided to isolate / maintenance of C2N 6 kg.
feed valve.
2) Out cock is provided for checking FP drop.
3) Normal position of both cock is ‘Horizontal’.
4) Isolating position is vertical.
Complete C2N 6 kg. feed valve with cock is isolated near battery base.
It is instructed to all Trip sheds SSE’s to intensively counsel their staff on
this aspect.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 24.03.2009

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Inspectors / SSE’s Trip Shed.
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No. 131
Sub: - Provision of Proper keys on Locomotive.
Ref: - CEE’s L.No.L.326,OP Circular dtd.13.03.2009
CEE vide letter above, had conveyed displeasure of Rly. Board for supplying/use of
improper keys for Loco Operation. As these causes failure of locos land heavy detention
to the traffic.
Hence all the loco pilots, while changing cab must ensure that all the keys viz. ZPT, BL
Key etc. shall be removed in proper off position only.
1. Loco Pilot must operate BL Key to OFF position and’ ensure that no indication
light is burning and also top row of BL switch are locked and not operative.
2. ZPT Key in proper ‘0’ neutral position and ensure visually that panto has
come down.
All Loco Inspectors/ SSE trip shed must carry out cyclic check of all the keys, it must
be ensured that only proper key sets are made available to the loco pilots for working
locos, which are being turned out of shed.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

MUMBAI DIVISION

No. BB.TRSO. TECH.02

Date: 09-02-2009

INSTRUCTION No.129
All Loco pilot’s / ALP’s
Sub: - Working of Loco Pilot details on M/EXP and PASS Link by
Loco Pilot’s /ALP’s.
Instances of irregularities have been reported to this office inconnection
with the working of Pilot details on Mail/Exp. and Passenger train links by Loco
Pilot/ALPs.
1. It is observed that Loco Pilots/ALPs proceeding Pilot details ex HQ. are not
signing ‘ON’ at the depot nominated for Sign ON.
2. Loco Pilots/ALPs coming Pilot Details to HQ. are not Sighing ‘OFF’ at HQ.
3. Through number of time it has been instructed through LC messages and
RSOB. Loco Pilots/ALPs are not taking permission from concern Jr. CC/
LPC before proceding pilot details; which is highly irregular.
It is once again instructed that all concern staff must comply the instruction.
Defaulter will be taken up suitably for non compliance.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr.DEE (TRS/O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 10.09.2008

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No. 123
Sub-: Trouble shooting instruction when a WCAM/l type locomotive
fails to respond even though GR progressing.
Train No 6508, with loco No 21841 was detained at DCC/Di CTL km 46/
18, after passing DC to AC neutral section on dated 03-09-08, since loco
not responding even if GR is progressing. The train was restarted after
isolating one group through HVSI-2.lt is appreciated that in this case crew
has trouble shooted the defects in right direction but time taken was of 30"
which is abnormal.
In view of above failure, the trouble shooting instruction given on Trouble
shooting Directory, Edition July - 2004, page No 17, item No. 16 is reiterated
as below.
In WCAM/l type of loco motives, in case of GR progressing but Ammeters
not reading (Total loss of tractive effort)
1. Check HMCS & HLCS on No-l position.
2. Check the HTC frame isolating cock is open.
3. Open the HTC & operate MP on ‘N’
a. QP relay should energise, if not energise, check that L 1
& L 2 switches were closed. if not closed confirm HVSI-1
& 2 on No 1 position, if still not closing wedge L 1 & L2
switches. If this problem happens after changing traction
from DC to AC, check for LDC 1 & 2 in dropped condition,
operate them manually 2-3 times.
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b. If QP relay in energized condition, check and confirm that
L 3, K 4, K 5 & K 6 switches are in closed condition and K
1, K 2, K 3 & K 7 switches are in opened condition.
4. Operate MP to 1st notch and confirm that L 4, L 5 & K 8 switches
were closed.
5. Try by isolating HVSI l OR 2 to ‘0’ position and work with one RSI
by maintaining current within 500 amps.
6. Try by isolating TM group by HLCS & HMCS.
All LI should counsel their drivers accordingly.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 22.07.2008

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Concerned.
INSTRUCTION No. 122
Sub: -Out Station rest of Running staff of Mumbai Division.
Ref: - 1.COPS Circular No.E.227.Dated 1st July 1953
2. CEE’s L No.326.0p.circular Dated 02/07/2008.
As per COPS letter at reference (1) further clarified vide CEE’s 1etter at reference
(2), the out station rest of Running staff of Mumbai division is as given below:

Rest at out station will be as under.
On Mumbai division rest to the extent of half an hour for each hour worked
will be allowed; the rest period will include call time.
All concerned may note and work accordingly.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 23.06.2008

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No. 118
Sub: -Logging of Kilometers run in BPC by Loco Pilot
Ref: - 1. CEE’s L. No. L.326.0P.All Divn. dt. 10/06/20082.
2. Instruction no. 33 dt. 06.05.2005
With reference to letter quoted above, it has been highlighted by CRSE
(FR) that the discipline of logging of Kilometers run in the BPC by loco
Pilots is not being maintained due to which timely examination of the rake
is not being maintained after its stipulated running. This matter is of a great
concern. Instruction already exists on the subject vide reference-2, hence it
is once again instructed that correct logging of KMs run must be endorsed
in the BPC.
Instruction must be observed rigidly. All Loco Supervisors should give proper
counselling to all Loco Pilots.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 29.04.2008

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No. 114
Sub: Wheel skidding of Locomotives.
Ref: Instruction No. 112 issued vide letter No. Tech-02 dt
11-03-2008.
Recently the wheel skidding cases of locomotives are found increased
considerably and on analyzing these cases having some operational draw
backs.
To improve the driving techniques, to avoid wheel skidding of locomotives,
the following points are identified where improvement / attention is required.
I.

Brakes gear and its parameters.
1)
The primary cause of wheel skidding is due to brake application
of locomotive prior to the load. To avoid this, the PVEF switch
should be pressed when train brake via A-9 is applied in normal
course other than emergency or when driver finds difficulty in
controlling the train for any other reason.
2)
Avoid using locomotive brake via SA-9 during train working.
3)
Confirm that the brake cylinder pressure should not be more than
2.5 kg/cm2 on full brake application ‘via’ A-9 and 4.5 kg/cm2 on full
brake application via SA-9.
4)
Confirm the position of C 3 W goods/passenger handle as per
the traffic requirement.
5)
The BP pressure with A 9 on release/run position should be 5+/0.1 kg/cm2.
6)
Before starting the train, confirm that brakes are fully released.
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7)

8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

15)

II.

At IGP after attaching the BKR on train engine of 24/23 coach
trains or high tonnage loads, proper releasing and application of
train engine in dead condition (conjunction braking with BKR)
should be confirmed.
Confirm the hand brake in release condition and remove the
wooden wedges if applied.
MU2B position should be in proper position and as per the
movement of multiple units.
The FP pressure should be 6 kg/cm2.
In case of movement of dead locomotives, confirm the brake
releasing and application on dead locomotives in conjunction.
At KSRA/KJT confirm the brake releasing of loads before starting.
Confirm the working of Air flow indication and ensure the needle
resumes its original position before notching up.
If train is stopped in ghat/up gradient section and if load condition
permits, to restart, driver to apply loco independent brake SA-9,
then release the train brakes, then notch up judiciously to achieve
previous balancing current and simultaneously release loco brakes
via SA-9 along with sanding.
In case of falling gradient, driver after releasing train brakes and
ensuring that original pressure levels are registered will take UP
few notches before releasing loco brakes to prevent rolling down.

Stalling of loads/wheel slipping.
1) In order to avoid wheel skidding and rail skidding due to heavy
wheel slipping/stalling, proper driving techniques should be
adopted to arrest the wheel slip.
2) Confirm the working of sanders and availability of sand in sand
boxes. Sanding should be done invariably at identified stalling prone
areas before the wheel slipping starts.
3) Pack Q-51 to avoid auto regression and on wheel slipping notch
down manually.
4) During rains/drizzling rain notching up should be done judiciously
and gradually by keeping constant watch on ammeter reading. Be
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5)

alert to notice the whistling sound coming from the under gear and
mechanical vibration before the actual wheel slipping starts.
Achieve maximum permissible attacking speed at the foot of the
gradient.

III. Lapses from the crew side.
On investigation of wheel skidding cases it was noted that while putting
the reverser OFF, the reverser key gets thrown to reverse direction
wrongly. This results in wheel skidding. Cautious and vigilant loco pilots
can avoid such cases.
After TOC if any wheel skidding is noticed or any old remark by previous
drivers on log book is noticed, same to be reported to the LPC with details
at first opportunity.
All the loco pilots are hereby instructed to follow the above instruction and
report any abnormality if noticed to the LPC positively.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 11.03.2008

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Loco Pilots
INSTRUCTION No. 112
Sub-: Use of PVEF pedal switch in Electric Locomotives.
Ref:- 1) Letter No. L.326.0P. Circular dt 27-02-08 from CEE, C.Rly.
2) Letter No. EL.3.2.19/3 dt 06-02-08 from director general/
Elect. ROSO.
3) SMI No. ELRS/SMI/0179/2001, Rev ‘I’ circulated vide
letter No. EL/3.2.19 dt 21-06-01.
In the past while controlling vacuum trains, due to poor brake power, to
avoid wheel skidding, it was advised to press PVEF pedal switch. On
introduction of air brake trains, as the case of poor brake power is very
rare, RDSO vide their SMI, quoted above (Ref-3) instructed not to apply
PVEF in the event of satisfactory brake power, while controlling trains through
A-9. But on long run, it was found that, the frequent brake power application
on wheel disc, increased the thermal loading, which has been identified as
one of the cause of developing crack / breakage on wheel disc.
The loco brake power contributes very little to the total brake power of the
train. It is therefore, worthwhile to limit application of locomotive brakes for
controlling the train. So isolating of loco brake via PVEF will reduce the
thermal loading of the wheel disc, thereby increasing the life of the wheel.
In the view of above, RDSO vide their letter quoted above (Ref-2) advised
to:
1) Ensure effective use of DBR for controlling the train.
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2) Press PVEF switch while controlling the trains in normal course other
than emergency or when the driver finds difficulty to control the train
for any other reason.
All drivers are hereby instructed to follow the above instruction while working
air brake trains.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 05.12.2007

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No. 110

Sub: -Movement of dead AC Locomotives.
Ref: - 1. AC Loco operation & trouble shooting directory item No.
16.092.
2. ACTM Vol. III Para No. 30912
3. CELE’s L. No. 326. OP. All Divn. Dated 29.03.2004.
4. Rly Bd L No. 20001 M (L) I 466 / 803 Dtd 01.03.2004 &
28.06.2006
5. Instruction No. 79 dated 22.03.2006.
Recently, there have been number of cases of wheel skidding of dead
locomotive. Instructions already exists and extracts of duties of the running
staff are once again reiterated below for the guidance and strict compliance of
running Staff.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Keep HBA on ‘0’ position, knife blade switches on ‘off’ position and trip all
circuit breakers.
Ensure that traction motor reversers are physically placed and locked in
neutral position.
Drain all pressure from MR, CR and ER, release C3W chamber by pulling
its release valve and ensure that brakes are release on dead locomotive.
If still brake are not released then close both bogie brake isolating cocks
and after releasing brake cylinder pressure open both bogie brake isolating
cocks.
Close A9 and SA 9 inlet and outlet cocks in both cabs of dead locomotive.
Close MTP cock, BP (L&T) cock, IP valve isolating cock, H5 and HB5
isolating cock and put MU2B on trail position on dead locomotive.
Couple BP pipe, FP pipe (only on twin pipe system) and vacuum hose
pipe between dead loco and healthy loco and open their angle cocks.
Dead loco MR 4 will charge by BP pressure through C3W distributor valve.
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6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

Charge the brake system and apply & release the brakes. Brake should
apply and release simultaneously on both the locomotives.
If MR and BC equalizing pipes are provided on both locos then couple
them and open their angle cocks between dead loco and healthy loco.
Now dead loco MR will charge from healthy loco fully.
In case trailing stock is vacuum braked, only hose pipe should be coupled
between dead loco and healthy loco & dead loco and train.
In case dead locomotives brakes are not functional and it is hauled as a
piped vehicle, then only one dead locomotive is permitted to be hauled.
Preferably it should be attached with the train locomotive. In case it is not
possible to attached to the working locomotive a. It may be marshaled anywhere on the goods train provide that the
minimum distance between dead loco and the train loco / banking
loco (if any) shall be equal to the largest span of the bridge in the
section where the dead locomotive is to be hauled.
b. Dual brake loco on vacuum train - Vacuum train pipe of loco shall be
connected with vacuum train pipe trailing stock and at least twenty
fully vacuum braked 4-wheeler units shall be attached behind the dead
locomotive.
c. Dual brake loco / air brake loco on air braked train - Brake pipe of dead
locomotive shall be attached to brake pipe of the train and at least ten
fully braked wagons should be attached behind the dead locomotive.
As a result of attachment of dead locomotive, maximum permissible length
and maximum permissible load of the train should not exceed. On a goods
train maximum four locomotives (i.e. 2 working and 2 dead or 3 working
and 1 dead) can be attached, provided over all train length does not exceed
the loop length from starter to fouling mark.
In case the maximum permissible speed of the dead locomotive is less
than the maximum permissible speed of the train, suitable speed restriction
shall be imposed on the train while attaching the dead locomotive.
In case, it is not possible to work dead locomotive as a piped vehicle (for
example pure air brake locomotive attached to a vacuum train, breakage
of brake pipe / its angle cock or any other reason) the locomotive had to
be attached at the rear of brake van then following conditions are to be
satisfied: a. Only one dead locomotive is permitted to be hauled.
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13.

14.

b. Such type of dead locomotive is permitted on gradients not steeper
than 1 in 100.
c. Dead Locomotive will be accompanied by a competent person not
less than Assistant Loco Pilot. This competent person should be
provided with suitable equipment including walkie - talkie set, detonators
etc. The guard of the train to which the dead locomotive has been
attached shall personally ensure that the dead locomotive is
accompanied by such a competent person. It will be the duty and
responsibility of the competent person to switch ON flasher light and
apply the hand brakes judiciously in case of run away occurring.
Only one dead locomotive can be attached to Mail Exp. trains (except
Rajdhani or Shatabdi Express), if the locomotive brakes including
proportionate brakes are operational and maximum speed of the locomotive
is not less than the booked speed of the train in which it is being attached.
Loco with inoperative brakes can be attached subject to the brake power
of the train being within the permissible limit i. e. at least 90% when dead
locomotive is attached.
In case of attaching banker in rear a. Banker Loco Pilot should ensure that BP pressure in his loco should
not be more than 4.8 /4.7 + 0.1 kg/cm2. If it is so, then inform train
Loco Pilot and TLC.
b. Train Loco Pilot should also ensure with banker engine Loco Pilot for
brake pipe pressure value in banker loco. It should not be more than
4.8 / 4.7 + 0.1 kg/ cm2.
All Loco Inspectors to counsel on the above subject.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 01.10.2007

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

All Drivers / Asst. Drivers.
INSTRUCTION NO. 109
Sub-: Current rating of TM for Electrical Locomotives.
Ref-: 1) RDSO’s Letter No. EL/3.1.39/1 dt. 10-09-07.
2) CEE, C.RLY’s Letter No. L.728.P.14. DT. 10-09-07.
3) lnstruction No. 39, issued vide this office Letter
NO.BB.TRSO.Tech-02 dt.10.09.07.
RDSO vide letter under reference (1) revised the current rating of TM of AC
Electric locomotives on the basis of its Transformer capacity along with
rating of different class of Traction motors, which is reproduced as below,

Sr.No.

Type of Loco

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

WCAM/1
WCAM/2
WCAM/3
WCAG/1
WAG/5
WAG/5
W AG/5
WAG/7
WAM/4
WAM/4 (6P)
WAP/l
W AP-4/W AP-6
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Type of TM Short time current rating ( amps)
T AO-659
T AO-659
HS - 15250
HS 15250
T AO-659
HS-10250
HS-15250
HS-15250
T AO-659
T AO-659
TAO-659
HS-15250

2 mnts
1100
1100
1250
1250
1100
1200
1200
1300
1100
1100
1100
1250
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10mnts
1000
1000
1150
1150
1000
1150
1100
1100
1000
1000
1000
1150

60 mnts
750
750
960
960
840
840
840
960
750
840
840
960

Continuou
s Rating
667
667
900
900
750
750
750
900
667
750
750
900
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The instruction no. 39 issued from this office vide letter no. BB.TRSO.Tech2 dt. 18-02-2004 regarding the said subject is reiterated here with and
here by instructed to maintain the given current rating against the specified
loco.
In ghat section, if the train engine maintains the minimum current, due to the
maximum load sharing is by BKR ( 3/4th load), the BKR current will increase
to the maximum and ultimately on long run, it will damage the TM of the BKR
locomotives.
So the train engine drivers are here by instructed to maintain the maximum
current within the limits as specify above, and according to other operational
criteria, so that the ghat driver will have more flexibility in his current
consumption and so smooth operation in ghat section.
All LI’s should counsel their drivers accordingly.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 12.09.2007

No. BB.TRSO.TECH 02
All Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No.107

Sub: - Working Dn. Goods Train (UP the Ghat) in Ghat section.
Ref: - 1) Old circular – 16/95 (Loco) dtd.15.05.1995
2) Compedium of important circulars for Loco Pilots Ed-II
page no.42 & 59.
Recently, there were cases of stalling in SE Ghat, due to Loco Pilot made an
attempt to restart the load, heavy scabbing of rails took place at three locations.
Instructions already exists for working Dn. Goods train in Ghat section, same is
again reiterated for guidance of crew.
1. Whenever due to any reason, if any full load goods train stalls in DN
direction (UP the Ghat) in NE and SE ghat sections, Loco Pilot shall not
make any further attemps to restart the load. In all such cases, where
load is stalled train Loco Pilot/Loco Pilot (Ghat) will ask for assisting
engine immediately without any further attempt, which may cause heavy
damage to the rail or traction motor of the locomotive.”
2. In case of a light load goods train stopping in mid-ghat section, one
attempt of restarting should be done as per the procedure of starting
train in 1 in 37 gradient given in Operating Manual.
3. If the attempt of restarting the train fails, then immediately, assistance
should called from rear which will be technically more helpful in restarting
of the train.
4. In the event, train engine becoming defective for whatsoever reason,
then assistance engine should be asked by Ghat Driver from front.
5. In case of banking loco becoming defective, then assisting loco should
be requested from rear for restarting of train.
6. Any decision contrary to above condition, can be taken by LPC and
SCOR only after the consultation of concerned officer as per the demand
of existing situation of detention in section.
7. The Ghat Driver/front driver should under all above circumstances, try
to convey the correct reason to control office through portable field
telephone provided to them. Simultaneously, they should also make
use of VHF set for communication with nearest cabin.
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8. If stopping is occured due to any problem pertaining to OHE, then the
specific mention to be made for demand of Diesel Loco if required for
assistance purpose from the rear or front.
Loco Pilot are advised to ensure strict compliance of the above instruction.
Failures on the above subject will be viewed seriously. All loco Inspectors to
counsell the staff.
(VED PRAKASH)
DEE (TRS) KYN
For Sr.DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE:14.05.2007

No. BB.TRSO.TECH 02

All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.
INSTRUCTION No.102
Sub: - Action to be taken when abnormality is noticed with OHE
Ref:- 1. Correction Slip No. 11 to ACTM Para Appendix of Vol II
Pt II 1994.
2. ACTM Vol. II Part I Para 20521, 20605 & 20816.
3. SR 17.03-3 (3) and 17.09-1 (3) ( C.S. No. 5 )
4. Circular No. 7/2002 / Circular No 4/2002.
5. Compendium 2nd Edition Joint Note Page No. 116
It is noticed at time that, Crew involved in OHE abnormality are not taking
necessary steps for working the train and reporting the abnormalities.
Instructions already exist for taking necessary steps, same are once again
reiterated below for all concern to note and work accordingly.
SR 17.03-3 (3) (a) Drivers of electric rolling-stock shall, as far as possible and
without interfering with their primary duties, watch the overhead equipment.
(b) When a defect on the overhead equipment ,which is likely to
interfere with the smooth movement of the pantograph or cause damage to it,
is noticed ahead, the Driver shall trip the circuit breaker and immediately
lower the pantograph by placing the pantograph handle in the ‘lower’ position.
(c) An emergency stop should be made, if necessary.
(d) If damage to overhead equipment is slight (such as a slight
break away of the contact wire from the droppers or centenary), it may be
practicable to coast under the defective section, but the defect shall be reported
to the Traction Power Controller through the nearest emergency telephone
circuit or in case this circuit is not available, through any other telephone.
(e) In the case of a breakdown of overhead equipment requiring
trains to be stopped, the Driver noticing such a breakdown shall immediately
bring his train to a stop and arrange protection of the line or lines affected in
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accordance with G.R. 6.03 and Subsidiary Rules there under. In the case of a
breakdown in an automatic signaling section, the track must be protected in
accordance with G.R.9.10. Thereafter he will take immediate action to advise
the Traction Power Controller on the nearest emergency telephone circuit
giving details of the break down, and, in case this circuit is not available,
communicate the information to the nearest Station Master/Cabin A.S.M./
switchman on any other telephone circuit. The Traction Power Controller, on
receipt of such message, will pass on suitable instructions to the Section
Controller, and, if necessary, advise him to stop running of trains in the
affected section.
SR 17.09-1 (3) ( C.S. No. 5 )& Advance Correction Slip No. 11 to ACTM
Para 5, Appendix VIII of Vol. II Pt II 1994 ( Page No. 145 )
Duties and responsibilities of the Driver and. the Guard in case of overhead equipment \ tripping / no tension in over-head equipment:i). In cases of transient Tripping of Overhead equipment the Driver shall resume
normal traction and keep a sharp look out including on the adjacent line - lines
to see, if there are any abnormalities-obstructions and will inform to the Guard
through walkie-talkie or whistle code about tripping in over-head equipment.
The guard of the train will look out for any abnormality on his train. The Assistant
Driver should look back and observe his train for any abnormality.
ii). If no tension in over-head equipment continuous, the Driver shall immediately
switch ON the loco flasher and control the speed (not exceeding 60 KMPH at
night) so as to be able to stop short of any obstruction and stop his train close
to first emergency socket and will communicate with the Traction Power
Controller/Control to know the reason for no tension in overhead equipment.
The crew should act according to advice of control.
iii). If it is not possible to communicate with the Traction Power Controller/ Control
immediately, the Driver shall depute the Assistant Driver to get down and check
the train, with the Guard in order. to look for any abnormality for any defect in his
train including locomotive. After the train has been checked, the Driver-Guard
shall inform Section Controller of the abnormality, and assistance required, if
any, or otherwise. through emergency phone of other line, Walkie-Talkie, Level
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Crossings gate or through train of other direction or by any other means of
communication and act In accordance with advice of control. In case no
abnormality is noticed in his train, Driver should switch “OFF” the loco flasher.
iv). If in the meantime, Power supply to over-head equipment gets restored, the
Driver shall resume normal traction no sooner he come to .know of such
resumption of supply.
ACTM- Vol II Part II Annexure A.7.01 Para 3 –
Duties of Drivers and Guards.
On receipt of caution order from the ASM that the OHE in the section is faulty,
he shall proceed cautiously and shall look out for any hanging OHE wire on UP
& DN track.
In case OHE is found to be hanging and the same does not infringe the standard
moving dimensions, the Driver should pass the hanging wire under caution
without further damage to the hanging wire, and on reaching the next station he
should inform about the location of hanging wires to the ASM.
In case the hanging OHE wire are infringing the standard moving dimensions,
the Driver shall stop short of infringements and shall report the location and
nature of infringement to the nearest ASM.
The Driver or any other person shall not come in contact with any of the wires
laying either on ground or hanging loose and shall prevent others from doing so.
In case of passenger trains where the Guard is in possession of a portable
telephone, the same may be used for giving the information regarding the hanging
of wires to the Section Controller. On the energised sections riding on the top of
engine / tender by the Crew is strictly prohibited.
ACTM Vol II Part I -20521
Lowering Pantographs of Defective Locos.
Drivers and motormen should lower the pantographs of their units if they have
reason to believe that a fault has developed causing tripping of 25 KV feeder
circuit breaker at the substation as for example when 25 KV supply gets
interrupted simultaniously with the tripping of the air blast circuit breaker on the
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rolling stock. If this happens more that ones, it is most probable that 25 KV
power supply interruption is due to fault on the loco. In such case, the Driver
should lower the pantograph and inform the TPC through emergency or other
telephone of his observations and action taken by him so that TPC may take
appropriate action.
ACTM Vol II Part I - 20605
Reporting of abnormalities in OHE.
It is the duty of every railway official to report immediately any abnormalities on
the OHE or of tracks, masts/ structures or pantographs of locomotives as may
adversely affect safety of train movements, to be TPC either directly or through
any Station master, Section Controller or through the nearest available telephone.
If the damage is heavy or the moving dimensions are infringed he should take
steps to protect the lines in accordance with General and Subsidiary Rules.
ACTM Vol II Part I -20816
Look – out for OHE defects.
The engine Crew of all trains should keep a sharp look out and report to the
TPC from the nearest station any defect noticed by them in the OHE all
breakdowns or defects in OHE, which are likely to affect the train services,
noticed by any Railway servant, shall be reported immediately to TPC. If TPC
cannot be contacted, the nearest Station Master or Cabin Assistant Station
Master shall be advised. The person reporting a breakdown to TPC should give
as detailed information as possible on the nature of the breakdown, its location,
if masts have been uprooted or both lines in a double track section have been
affected etc.
All loco Inspectors to counsel the staff and ensure the compliance of the
instruction
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr.DEE (TRS/O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 18.12.2006

NO. BB.TRSO.TECH 02
ALL LOCO PILOTS / ASSTT. LOCO PILOTS,
INSTRUCTION NO. 99
SUB: -STABLING OF THE LOCOMOTIVE

REF: - TSR 52, 53, 54, 79, 91 & 92 and ACTM 30614

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 17-18
Recently, there have been number of cases of rolling down of locomotive in
yard. In spite of this, no intiative has been taken by crew to stable the locomotive
properly in yard as well as in shed.
Instructions already exists and extracts of duties of the running staff are once
again reiterated below for the guidance and strict compliance of running staff.
While stabling a loco in the loco shed or a stabling line, the Driver assisted by
the Assistant Driver shall carry out the following operations: 1. Stop the locomotive clear of the fouling mark and at an adequate distance
from ‘Electric Engine Stop’ board, if provided.
2. Open the diaphragm (RAL) cock; operate BLCPD to ‘ON’ position and
build up full air pressure in ER, after creating full air pressure operate
BLCPD to ‘OFF’ position.
3. Close the diaphragm (RAL) cock of emergency reservoir.
4. Operate ‘SA-9’ handle to ‘ON’ position and ensure that brake cylinder
pressure gauge registers 4.5 Kg/cm2 air pressure.
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5. Apply wooden wedges as follows –
a. If loco is stabled on level road then apply wooden wedges below
R 1, R 3 and L 1, L 3 wheel from inside or R 6, R 4 and L 6, L 4
wheel from inside on rail table.
b. If loco is stabled on gradient - If No.1 end is facing the down
grade, then apply wooden wedges below R3, L3 and R6, L6
wheels on rail table against falling gradient. If No.2 end is facing
the down grade, then apply wooden wedges below R1, L1 and
R4, L4 wheels on rail table against falling gradient.
c. Operate the ‘SA-9’ handle to ‘RELEASE’ position and allow the
Locomotive to roll and rest on the wooden wedges.
6. Again apply the loco brakes via SA 9 and then tighten the hand brakes
fully.
7. Switch ‘OFF’ all auxiliary machines in proper sequence. Destroy the BP
pressure partially by operating A 9 handle to full service position.
8. Lower the pantograph by operating ZPT to ‘0’ position and check visually
that pantograph has come down and take out ZPT key.
9. Take out ‘BL’ key in proper manner and check all upper row BL switches
are locked & indication lamps extinguished and also take out reverser
handle & check MP is locked.
10. Switch ‘OFF’ all the lights and then check the BA voltage and record it in
the column provided in the loco log book.
11. Operate ‘HBA’ to ‘0’ position.
12. Close all the doors and shutters.
13. While stabling a locomotive, the Driver shall also carry out under-gear
and roof inspection of loco and make necessary remarks in the log book.
14. Hand over the levers / log book to Engine examiner or Jr. C C on duty /
Cabin ASM.
All Loco Inspectors to counsell on the above subject.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE(TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

NO. BB.TRSO.TECH 02

DATE: 04.12.2006

ALL LOCO PILOTS / ASSTT. LOCO PILOTS,
INSTRUCTION NO. 98
SUB: Preparation of locomotive for service by Loco Pilots
REF: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 19-23
During surprise inspection in trip shed it is noticed that loco pilots and ALP’s
are not preparing locomotive properly, which some time causes failure /
detention to the trains. Every loco pilot / Alp’s has been taught during training
period and clear instruction also already exist on the subject, these are reiterated
for strict follow up to avoid such cases.
Loco pilots / ALP’s after taking charge of the locomotive will go through the log
book and note down the defects. They will ensure that loco is under OHE
wire. They will check and prepare the locomotive as follows: 1. CHECK BOTH FRONT SIDE: Head light, Marker lights, Flasher light.
 Buffers is greased and bolts are intact.
 Cattle guard, rail guards, CBC.
 MR/BP and vacuum hoses with relevant cocks.
2. CHECKING OF UNDERFRAME: Compensating beams, axle boxes, covers and their bolts.
 Helical springs brake blocks are not in cracked condition.
 Check safety loops, slings and ‘J’ brackets, vertical and horizontal shock
absorbers, air ducts (bellows), TM cables,inspection covers and SL cover
jali are intact.
 Check MVMSR 1-2 jali is cleaned.
 Check drain cocks of all reservoirs are closed and various air isolating
cocks are open.
 Check for any other abnormality.
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3. CHECKING OF RELAY CUPBOARD:  All relay covers are intact, sealed and ‘NO TARGET on target relays and
No relay is wedged - if so, remarks in Log Book.
 External wedging operative on QAAC, Q 44 DC, QA 50, Q 100 & Q 118
if provided.
 NFTFS set. .
4. CHECKING OF TB PANEL: 
 HVMT 1-2, HVMSR, HVRH, HPH & HVSL-on ‘III’ position.
 HTFPR, HMCS 1-2, HCHBA & HBA -on ‘1’ position.
 HTT switch on ‘0’ position and HOBA on RHS position.
 ZPV & HCP on selected position.
 All fuses in circuit, intact and tightened and spare fuses are available.
5. CHECKING IN RIGHT CORRIDOR: Test all indications of SI unit by pressing test button and upper jali of SI
unit is cleaned.
 On RSI 1-2 all tell-tale fuses are intact and HVSI 1-2 on ‘III’ position.
 SMSC ‘A’ & SMSC’B’ and SMGR on ‘0’.
 Both circuit breakers of CHBA are set.
 ZSMS on ‘1’ position, ZSMSC/ZSMGR handle are in 6oO clock position.
 Isolating cock of VEPT -DC is open.
 Oil level of TFWR is between max-min levels.
 All three phase contactors are open and their arc-chute are intact.
 Jali of MVMT-2 is cleaned.
 Isolating cock of VEAD and VEAD-A are open.
 On dual brake loco MTP cock is open.
 Ladder is provided and in good condition.
 HTC doors are locked.
6. CHECKING IN LEFT CORRIDOR: VEPT-AC cock, C 3 W cock, Isolating cock of unloader valve of MCP 12-3, IP valve and isolating cock of magnet valve and Isolating cock of
VESA 3-4 are open.
 Oil level of MCP 1-2-3 and MPV 1-2
 Relay QACOS 1-2 not wedged - if so, check remarks in Log Book.
DTC KYN
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HOM in vertical position and all 4 fitchet keys is intact.
Circuit breaker of NFVSD is set and Neon lamps are intact.
Jali of MVMT-2 is cleaned.
Hand brake no.2 is operative.

7. CHECKING IN TPN 1:  MU2B—LEAD position, RGEB cock open.
 On dual brake loco HS4 gauge—after energizing loco shows 1.4—1.7
kg/cm2
8. CHECKING IN TPN-2:  VEPT-AC terminals are intact.
 VESA 1-2 isolating cocks and RGCP isolating cock are open.
 Air drier MCB set.
 RGEB by pass switch in normal position.
 On dual brake loco VBS switch on AIR or VAC position as required.
 CPA & PR drain cocks closed.
9. CHECKING IN TPN-3:  DS manual setting handle is available.
 Check hand brake No. 1 is operative.
 DC-DC converter is in working order.
 On dual brake loco chamber reservoir release valve cock is closed.
10. CHECKING IN HTC: A. HTC No. 1 a. BA 1, 2 & 6 iso. cocks are open.
b. Earthing pole & cable are provided on BA 2.
c. COS & Reverser manual setting handle is provided.
d. All EP contactors arc chutes are intact.
e. Trip relay Q 25 and check it is setting by BLZQRS.
B. HTC No. 2 Check RC network connection cables are intact.
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C. HTC No. 3 a. Check BA frame 3 & 4 iso cocks are open.
b. Check GR oil is between + 20 0C.
c. Check CGR 1-2-3 arc chutes are intact.
d. Check DS is in AC position.
e. Check DJ & DS common air isolating cock & SC/GR air isolating
cock are open.
f. COS & Reverser manual setting handle is provided.
g. Trip relay Q 14/36 and check it is setting by BLZQRS.
h. Check HQOP 1-2 are in ‘ON’ position.
i. On dual brake loco check C 109 contactor on BA-5 is open.
j. All EP contactors arc chutes are intact.
GENERAL CHECKS 1 Check BL key, ZPT & MPJ levers fitting in both cabs and not coming out
in ‘ON’ position.
2 Check A 9 & SA 9 inlet & outlet cocks open in driving cab and closed in
non-driving cab.
3 In cab No.2 Check Add C2 isolating cock open.
4 After putting BL key ‘ON’ check indication lamps LSS, LSDJ/DS, LSCHBA,
LSGR/SC, LSR, LSSC-B & LS are glowing.
5 Check remaining indication lamps by pressing BPT switch.
6 Raise pantograph as per procedure.
7 In DC section a. Check both pantos can be raised by using DC / DC ‘E’ position of
ZPT.
b. Operate ZPT to AC & AC ‘E’ positions and check pantographs are
going up and coming down with SON sounding.
8 In AC section a. Check both pantos can be raised by using AC / AC ‘E’ position of
ZPT.
b. Operate ZPT to DC & DC ‘E’ positions and check pantographs are
going up and coming down with SON sounding.
9 Check functioning of all auxilliary machines.
10 Check charging of MR, FP & BP to 9.5, 6.00 and 5.00 kg/cm 2
respectively
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11 Check application and release of brakes via SA-9 & A9.
Testing of locomotive on power to be done by Driver only








Test both TM groups separately in DC section.
Test the loco from other cab.
Test working of SMSC manually in DC section and SMGR in AC section.
Check working of auto flasher unit.
Check 4 M/max and 4 wooden wedges, 1 tail board and CBC clamp are
available on loco.
Check Headlight, Marker lights, flasher light, whistle, wiper, sanders and
PVEF working.
Before leaving shed as per SR 4.18-6 driver must do the BP, FP leakage
test, BP charging capacity test, vacuum leakage and blockage test and
exhauster efficiency test.

All Loco Inspectors to counsell on the above subject.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE(TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 20.07.2006

No. BB.TRSO.TECH 02
All Loco Pilots/ Asstt. Loco Pilots.

INSTRUCTION NO. 93
Sub: -Proper use of Walkie-Talkie / VHF set.

REF: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 24-26
During Various inspection on line it is noticed that Walkie-Talkie / VHF sets are not
used in properway by staff.
In this regard a detailed guideline was issued vide Safety Circular No. 7/2004 dated
30.07.2004. Same is reiterated below for strict compliance.
Proper use of Walke-Talkie.
1. Before taking over charge of Walkie-Talkie sets, it shall be ensured that the WalkieTalkie is fully charged and is in working condition.
2. Before talking on Walkie-Talkie, Guard/Driver/Station Master or any other Railway
Servant shall say their train number or if a train is passing on the adjacent line - Up
train or Dn train as the case may be, so that communication is done with the proper
person. After the completion of information from his side, the person shall say ‘over’
and shall wait for the reply. In case of Light Engine/Engines the number of Engine
and type Electric/Diesel shall be invariably called. In case of Goods train, the name
of train, direction and Engine No. shall be called.
At Stations:
1. For communicating between Station Master/ Driver/ Guard/ C&W staff after taking
charge of their duty.
2. For communicating between Driver and Guard that the train is ready for despatching.
3. At Originating station due to any reason, if Guard and Driver of the train is not able to
see the exchange of alright signal, can start the train with the help of Walkie-talkie
after ensuring that train has been given ready by Guard & has been confirmed by the
Station Staff and the authority to proceed has been received.
For example Guard of 2137 shall speak on Walkie Talkie, “Guard of 2137 DN calling
Driver of 2137 DN, the train is ready from Guard side Over”. Driver of 2137 DN shall
acknowledge the same by saying Driver of 2137 DN speaking – noted – over”.
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Use of Walkie-Talkie while on run:
1. When train stop due to Alarm Chain pulling.
2. For informing Driver that the train has come fully on Main Line after negotiating cross
over.
3. For informing cautious driving over to the driver during day time.
4. For informing driver in case of over speeding or if he is driving train less than the
prescribed speed.
5. To inform Driver/Guard if any abnormal / dangerous condition is observed on the
passing train by any railway servant.
6. To inform if tail lamp/tail board is not seen on the last vehicle or any dangerous
condition seen while exchanging alright signal with the train passing on the adjacent
line.
7. While being arrived at Junction Stations Guard shall contact on duty ASM on WalkieTalkie & shall repeat the unloading particulars of his train so that if there is any heavy
unloading Station Master can dispatch the other train, if any, promptly.
In Mid-Section.
1. For informing Guard that signal a head is at ‘ON’ position.
2. After train has achieved the prescribed brake power (Air Pressure/Vacuum) after putrighting Alarm Chain Pulling.
3. In case of Engine failed or has become disabled demanding for assisting engine,
mentioning needed in which end.
4. In case of any accident, to inform a train coming from behind or which is coming on
adjacent line while doing immediate protection / going for protection.
5. For discussing any urgent problem to be solved quickly.
DON’T
1. Switch ‘OFF’ the Walkie-Talkie set while you are on duty.
2. Permit any other person to talk on Walkie-Talkie set. Only in case of emergency
Driver shall hand over Walkie-Talkie to Asstt. Driver to pass any information otherwise
not.
3. Involve in unnecessary conversation / Personal talks / murmuring / howling on VHF
/ Walkie-Talkie.
4. Blow whistle or Engine horn on Walkie-Talkie.
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5. Ignore any call made by Guard / Driver / Station Staff / TXR Staff on Walkie- Talkie
and try to attend the same at the earliest.
6. Talk too long. Always use short and meaningful words while talking on Walkie-Talkie.
7. Make assurance regarding the clearance of Fouling Marks on Walkie-Talkie.
8. Cancel Authority to proceed on Walkie-Talkie.
9. Exchange of private number on Walkie-Talkie.
10. Make changes in shunting instructions while performing shunting operations on
Walkie-Talkie.
11. Ignore call made by Guard & Driver to each other when called for on Walkie-Talkie.
All Loco Inspectors should check this aspect during the course of inspections; any
violation of the above instructions should be reported to this office for further necessary
action.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE(TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CSTM

No.BB.TRSO.Tech. 02

Date: 23.06.2006

All Loco Running Staff.
Mumbai Division.
INSTRUCTION NO. 90
Sub: - Ban on use of Mobile Phones in cab while driving trains.
Ref:- CEE office L.No.T.102.LG.5.Safety dated 15.06.2006

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 28
Some Running staff are carrying their personal Mobile Phone and it is observed
that they receive the calls during driving their trains. This practice is very unsafe
as it causes unnecessary anxiety and distraction of attention, which is also
against the Safety Rule.
It is reiterated that Running staff owning Mobile phones should switch ‘OFF’
their set when working trains.
The above instructions must be followed rigidly by everyone in view of the safety
aspect of the train and this will also avoid any likely untoward incident in this
regard.

Sr. DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
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Central Railway

Divisional office
Mumbai-CST

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

DATE:12-06-2006

All Drivers I Asst. Drivers
INSTRUCTION NO. 87
Sub-:Wedging of - CPR relays in WCAM/3 and WCAG/1 locomotives.
Ref-: Letter NO.KYN.RS.T.123 dt 06-06—06 from Sr DEE (TRS)KYN.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 30
CPR relay is provided in WCAM/3 & WCAG/1 locomotives. This relay picks up
while loco passes through the neutral section keeping head light in illuminated
condition as per the design.
After modification of head light with twin beam light and DC to DC converter,
this system was made non functional since DC to DC converter gave permanent
feeding irrespective of energized/non energized condition of locomotives.
But now this system is made again functional by including the CPR relay in
circuit.
So now in case of head light failure on line due to the defect of DC-to-DC
converter in both its position, to illuminate the headlight, CPR relay (provided in
No-3 HTC near QCB) should be packed, to work up to the destination.

(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr.DEE(TRS-O)CSTM
DTC KYN
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Central Railway

Divisional Office
Mumbai-CST

No- BB.TRSOJech-2

DATE:08-06-2006

All Drivers I Asst. Drivers.
INSTRUCTION NO. 86
Sub-: Utilisation of single pantograph while working LE multiple
locomotives ex. shed.

Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 31
On dated 03-06-06, LE (20130+20122+20149 ) from KYN ELS to UPYD trip
shed, while negotiating cross over No 48 II & 48 I from up NE line to DN yard via
cabin No-4, at cross over No 48 I, leading loco No 20130, No-2 and middle loco
No 20122, No-1 pantographs got entangled with OHE due to OHE defects.
If in this multiple locomotives, only one pantograph of leading locomotives had
been used, the damage to the middle loco pantograph could have been avoided.
So it is instructed to use only one pantograph of leading healthy locomotive
during LE movements for mechanical couplers/trippler while bringing the loco
from and to ELS KYN to UPYD KYN/CSTM/LNL.

Sr.DEE(TRS-O)CSTM
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Central Railway

Divisional Office
Mumbai CST
DATE:19-05-2006

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2
All Drivers / Motormen
Mumbai Division
INSTRUCTION NO. 85
Sub: Operation of Head light.
Ref-:

1) Letter No. BB.L.R.RSO.802j2 dated 19-05-1983.
2) Compendium of important circular for drivers ED-I page No.
91.
3) Instruction No.23, Compendium of important circular for
drivers, ED-II page No. 15, ED-III PAGE NO. 32
4) Letter No. BB/P/306/G/PREM, NRMU item No. 4, dated
29-03--2006.

With reference to the above quoted reference letter No.4, the existing instruction
No. 23 is reiterated as follows.
1. The original head light system is having one beam as high beam (normal)
and the other is low beam.
2. The high beam light to be used during normal run.
3. The low beam head light to be used when:
i. Train stops at station.
ii. The train approaching another train which is running in opposite
direction on double or multiple tracks of the same or different gauges.
iii. When it’is necessary to avoid running into dazzled cattle.
iv. To locate the signal.
4. As far as practicable, the head light should not be switched ‘OFF’ on run.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr .DEE(TRS’O’)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CSTM

No.BB.TRSO.Tech. 02

DATE: 03.05.2006
JOINT NOTE

Sub: - Working arrangement of Locomotive in NE Ghat.
Ref: - 1. CEE’s L.No. L.728.P.14.A dated 14.04.2006.
2. Joint note No. BB.L.D394.G.1 Dated 07.03.2006
3. Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 33-34
With reference to Joint note under reference-2 above, during pre-conversion of
AC, movement of more than 5 electric Locomotive in down direction, in a feeding
zone of individual substation was restricted, since substation in NE/SE were
set at operating current of 4500 Amps in a feeding zone of individual sub station.
Now NE Ghat has been converted in to 25 KV AC, this has resulted in increase
of current carrying capacity of individual feeder of substation, therefore more
than 5 locomotive can be worked at a time in KSRA-IGP section.
Hence, the restriction of 5 electric locomotives in one feeding zone is removed
in NE Ghat. But for SE Ghat old procedure order will continue.
All SCORs and LPCs are advised to follow the above instruction. All concern to
note and act accordingly.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM

Sr. DEE (TD) CSTM
Sr. DOM CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CSTM
DATE: 22.03.2006

No.BB.TRSO.Tech. 02
All Loco Pilots & Asstt. Loco Pilots
INSTRUCTION NO. 79

Sub:- Movement of dead AC Locomotives.
Ref: -

1. AC Loco operation and trouble shooting directory item No. 16.09.
2. ACTM Vol. II Para No. 30912
3. CELE’s L.No. 326. OP. All Divn. Dated 29.03.2004.
4. Railway board L.No. 2000/ M(L)/ 466/ 803 Dated 01.03.2004.
5. Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 36

In addition to the earlier instructions given in ref. 1-2 above, when ever movement
of dead AC Locomotive is to be done, Loco Pilot/ Asstt. Loco Pilot will check
and observe the following.
a. DJ is open and BA is in ‘OFF’ position.
b. Ensure that traction motor reversers are physically placed and locked in the
neutral position.
c. It must be ensured that, the availability of MR & BC couplers are intact and
functioning on all Locomotives while taking out from the shed.
d. A dead locomotive can also be attached to Mail/ Exp. Trains including super
fast trains, if the locomotive brakes including proportionate brakes are
operational and maximum speed of the locomotive is not less than the booked
speed of the train in which it is being attached. Locos with inoperative brakes
can be attached subject to the brake power of the train being with in the
permissible limit.Locomotive with defects in under gear equipment can be
attached only in freight trains.
e. Escorting of Locomotive (DSL as well as Electric) attached to freight and
passenger carrying train is not necessary if the brakes including proportionate
are fully operationed and the dead engine is attached next to the train engine
the dead locomotive will continue to be escorted if attached in the rear of
brake van or has defect in under gear equipment.
Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CSTM

No.BB.TRSO.Tech. 02

DATE: 03.02.2006

ALL LOCO PILOTS,
INSTRUCTION NO. 76
Sub: - Feeling of temperature of axle box
Ref: -

1. CEE’s office L.No.T.653.A.33.LC.Fail Dt.25.01.06.
2. AC loco operating manual & trouble shooting directory,
page no.18, item no.2.5/4.
3. ACTM Vol.III. para 30611
4. Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 37

There was a failure of Loco no.27267 at NGP on 24.01.06 because of pinion end bearing
seizure of traction motor.
Clear instruction already exists in the above-mentioned subject in ACTM, Vol III, para
30611,30634 and AC loco operating manual & trouble shooting directory. These are
reiterated for strict follow up to avoid such cases.
ACTM Vol III, Para 30611, 30634, Item No. 4 (a).
30611: “ The relieving driver should make a general inspection of the under frame, drain
the main reservoir and feel by hand the axle boxes and motor bearing to make
sure they are not hot, before entering the cab”
30634: “ The place and duration of stop permitting “ the Driver and Asst.Driver shall check
the following: Axle box, Traction motor and Gear box-bearing temperature (by feeling). In case
the running staff observes abnormal temperature, he will report the matter to TLC
for appropriate action. TLC will arrange its checking through maintenance staff
at suitable point.
AC loco operating manual & trouble shooting directory, page no.18, item 2.5/4
Asst. Driver will drain the main reservoir, check the temperature of axle boxes, under
frame and CBC coupling between engine and load.
Above mention instruction must be observed rigidly failing which will be viewed seriously.
All LI’s must counsel the staff and send their counselling report after one week.

Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

DATE: 06.01.2006
INSTRUCTION NO. 75

All Drivers &
Asstt.Drivers.
Sub: - Proper operation of BL key.
Ref: - Instruction No. 5 dated 18.11.2002 in new compendium of
important Circular for Drivers edition II on page No. 56.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 38
Recently, there was a case of Loco failure on 23.12.2005, where Driver after
attaching Locomotive on load, removed the BL key in ‘ON’ position and changed
the cab resulting BL key switch in energised condition in both the cabs.
Instruction No.5 which was issued earlier is reiterated as under.
“All the Drivers are instructed to ensure when they change the cab, they should
remove the BL key in ‘OFF’ position. After lowering the pantograph and removing
BL key, if any indication is burning, it is clear that the BL key is removed in ‘ON’
(energised) position. Driver must operate the BL key to ‘OFF’ position and ensure
that no indication light is burning and also the top row of BL switches are locked
and not operative. If any BL key is not suitable, this must be pointed out while
taking over the Loco from trip shed”.
All Loco Inspectors are instructed to counsel the Drivers with practical
demonstration under advised to this office.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CSTM

NO.BB. TRSO. TECH.02

Date 19.12.2005

Sr CC (M/L) CSTM, VVH, KYN
Sr CC (SUB) CSTM, KYN
INSTRUCTION NO. 72
Sub: - Sleeping detail of Loco Plots / Motormen / Asstt. Loco
Pilots.

Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 40
It has been noticed that many times Crews are not available at running room for
sleeping details, due to which it is very inconvenient for Crew controller to book
Loco Pilot/ Motorman for proper detail which causes lot of confusion in planning
of Motorman / Loco Pilot booking. All the Loco Pilot / Motorman working under
your control should be instructed suitably to remain in running room for sleeping
detail.

Failing in this aspect will be viewed seriously.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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Central Railway

Divisional Office
Mumbai CSTM
DATE:-04-10-2005

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

All Drivers I Asst. Driver
INSTRUCTION NO. 68
Sub-: Draining of pressure reservoir and panta reservoir pressure
Ref-:1) ACTM Vol-Ill para 30605, 30611 and 30614
2) Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 45
Recently one foreign railway loco given failure in section due to DJ not setting
and similar cases of DJ not setting in many locos were observed. After draining
MR pressure, when re energised DJ set normally.
The importance of draining pressure reservoir at halting stations or at particular
intervals are given in ACTM Vol-III Para 30605,30611 and 30614.
It seems that these instructions are not being followed, which may gradually
leads to loco equipment failures due to moisture accumulation.
Hence the following instruction regarding the subject should be followed
strictly.
1. Before energising the loco initially the panta reservoir should be
drained fully.
2. At every stop, where the A/DR is taking field rounds, the air reservoir
including centrifugal dust collector (CDC) should be drained for Mail /
Exp. trains.
3. For freight traffic, if the load is detained for any reasons, the draining
should be done at least once in an hour.
All LI’s should counsel their staff accordingly.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr. DEE (TRS’O’) CSTM
DTC KYN
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Central Railway

Divisional Office

No- BB.TRSO.Tech-2

Mumbai-CSTM
DATE: 27-09-2005

All Drivers I Asst. Drivers
INSTRUCTION NO. 67
Sub:- Tallying of Speedometer, Ammeter/Voltmeter, Notch
repeater and MR/FP /BP gauge readings of both cabs
between Driver and Assistant Driver.
Ref-: 1) CEE Insp. Note No L. 725.LG.CEE, item No ii, dated 12-09-05.
2) Letter No.L.253.AC.155, dt 19-09-05, from Dy CEE(OP) CSTM.
3) Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 46
CEE/CR while conducting night foot plate inspection between BSL-MMR section
by 2106 UP on dated 06/07-09-2005, noticed that the A/Driver was not tallying
the reading of Speed, Ammeters / Voltmeter, Notch repeater with the driver.
In the inspection note of CEE, item No. ii, CEE/CR instructed to tally these
readings after every neutral section and to record the deviation in loco log book.
Hence, it is instructed to tally the Speedometers reading, Ammeter / Voltmeter
reading, Notch reading on Notch repeater, MR / FP / BP reading of the rear cab
with the driver after passing every neutral section by the Asst driver and records
in the Loco log book for AC Locomotives.
(Sandeep Fuller)
Sr.DEE(TRS-O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CSTM.
DATE : 25.08.2005

No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02
ALL DRIVERS,
MUMBAI DIVISION.

INSTRUCTION NO. 66
(Reiterated instruction no.27)
Sub:- Procedure for working train after assisting engine being
asked for restarting train.
Ref :

1) G&SR 1999 – SR 6.05 – 2
2) Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM INSTRUCTION NO.27 dtd 11.02.2004
3) New COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR
DRIVERS. PAGE N0. 10, ED-III PAGE NO. 47-48

Instruction has been given to all the Drivers in connection with the “Procedure
for working trains after Asstting Engine being asked for restarting train” It is
found that the Drivers are not observing the instruction laid down in G&SR 6/
05.2 (b,c &d).
All Drivers of Mumbai Division are hereby again instructed that once the loco
has failed in section and could not be put right within 15 minutes assisting engine
has to be asked from Section Controller, through PFT or by passing memo
through Station Master & they shall observer G & SR 6/05.2 (b, c & d), which is
reproduced below :“After having asked for assisting engine, if subsequently the driver is able to
repair the damage and is in a position to restart the train, Driver will ask
permission of the Section Controller/Station Master. The section controller/station
master in case assisting engine has not entered in the block section, will regulate
the assisting engine and will advise the Driver to start his train supported by
Train notice/Private number. Driver will work his train cautiously upto next block
station. Driver shall not restart his train unless he receives Train notice/Private
number from Section Controller/Station Master. In such case he will wait till
arrival of assisting engine”.
DTC KYN
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Where there is a likelihood of an engine failing to reach its destination, the Driver
must at once ask for a relief engine.
If the engine of passenger train fails in a section, the train must not be divided.
After protecting the train in accordance with SR. 6.03-1, a relief engine must be
requisitioned. The train must be detained with the engine coupled to the train till
the assistance arrives. The train must then be worked forward with the assisting
engine coupled up to the next block section ahead, where the driver will decide
whether he is in a position to haul the load forward alone with his engine or
double headed with an assisting engine.
The above-mentioned instruction must be observed rigidly failing which will be
viewed seriously.

(SANDEEP FULLER)
Sr. DEE (TRS-O) BB.
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CENTRAL RAILNAY

Divisional Office
Mumbai CSTM
DATE: 21.07.2005

No.BB. TRSO. TECH.02.RSOB

INSTRUCTION NO. 64 (REV)
All Drivers,
Mumbai Division
Sub: -

Provision of speed sensing device on UP M/L at MHC cabin
between section KAD-MHC.
Ref: - 1) Sr. DSO’s L.No.BB.T.400.VI.XIV dtd.11-07-2005.
2) Monkey Hill working Rules Diagram from DSTE (Works)
Mumbai of 5-07-2005.
3) Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 49-50
These working instructions are issued to the Drivers regarding working trains
after commissioning of speed sensing device on UP Main Line at Monkey Hill
for through Line clear in UP direction w.e.f. date to be notified. The instruction
supercedes earlier Instruction No. 64 dated 15.07.2005
All the Drivers / crew are advised to follow the instructions given below :
1. The existing system of Monkey Hill is changed and the speed-sensing,
device is provided at Monkey Hill station on UP Main Line at Km 119/26.
2. This will facilitate run through of trains without stopping at UP Main Line
signal No. MHC S-8.
3. Such run through of trains is possible only when the train approaches at
a controlled speed below 25 KMPH and line clear for section MHC-NAG
is obtained in advance.
4. Speed restriction board of 25 KMPH is erected at the location of AT/BT
track circuit to warn the Driver of an approaching UP train to observe
speed lower than 25 KMPH.
5. If the train is run at speed lower than 25 KMPH from speed restriction
board provided at Km 119/26 then catch siding point can be set for main
line and. MHC home signal S-8 can be taken off by station staff provided
line clear is available up to NAG. Driver can pass the signal based on its
aspect and following other speed restrictions in force.
DTC KYN
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6. In case train runs over speed sensing section at speed more than 25
KMPH then the speed sensing device will not operate and UP main line
home signal MHC S-8 can only be taken ‘OFF’ after the train has come
to a complete stop at Home signal MHC S-8 for 01minutes ( 60 seconds)
as per existing system.
7. Since Monkey Hill Home signal S-8 is visible from driver’s side from
about 250 mtrs. away from the signal, drivers should be in a position to
stop the train in case signal NO.S-8 is not taken “OFF”.
8. In terms of para 5.2.5 & 5.4 of RDSO letter No. SD/INV/9 dated 26-0505 Vacuum brake train shall not run on UP main line from LNL – MHC
but will be run on middle line in this section.
9. For vacuum braked departmental trains running between LNL – MHC on
UP track, Monkey Hill Home signal S–8 will be taken as a stop signal
immaterial of the aspect of the signal. For this purpose, a special caution
order will be issued by SM / LNL to the Pilot, guard and in charge of the
departmental train stating the above. The Cabin staff at MHC will also
ensure that even if the departmental train approaches the signal at speed
less than 25 KMPH, the signal No. S-8 will be taken off only after the
train has come to dead stop in rear of the signal and the timer has
released the signal.
10. In case of signal failure or no line clear ex-Nagnath, the train will have to
stop short of S-8 and will be dispatched on receipt of line clear or issue
appropriate authority as the case may be.
11. Trains / Bankers planned to be diverted from UP main line to middle line
at MHC will continue to run as at present i.e. one minute stop at MHC
signal No. S-8.

(GAURAV KUMAR)
Sr.DME (FR&OP)

(V.A.MALEGAONKAR)
Sr.DOM BB

(SANDEEP FULLER)
Sr.DEE (TRS’O’) BB

(Dr. A. BADKUL)
Sr. DSO BB
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 11.05.2005

No. BB/TRSO/TECH.02

INSTRUCTION NO. 63 (LOCO)
All Drivers and A/DR
Mumbai Division
Sub: - Starting the Goods Train with full releasing.
Ref:- Instructions issued to LI’s vide this office letter of even
no dtd. 11.05.2005.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 51
1. So many cases have come into light that when a train is stopped and
the Driver has to start, Drivers are starting the train without fully releasing.
2. Even certain complaints have been received that after stopping the train,
full charging takes slight higher time. For solving the above problems,
the following to be ensured by all the Goods Drivers: 



Train should not be started unless BP is fully charged and Air Flow
has come to original value. For this Drivers must press BPSW 1/2
switch for faster creation of BP pressure.
He must switch ‘ON’ BLCPD switch for quick MR charging. Both of
the above should be done simultaneously.

All Loco Inspectors to counsel there nominated drivers accordingly.

(A.K.SINGH)
SR. DEE ( TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 11.04.2005

No. BB/TRSO/TECH.02 (operating Instructions)

INSTRUCTION NO. 61

Sub: - Packing of Q-51 relay to avoid Auto regression during wheel
slipping on WCAG-1 locos.
Ref: - Sr. DEE(TRS) KYN letter No.KYN.RS.T.123.dated 04.04.2005.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 52
During wheel slipping QD relay will pick up and subsequently Q-48 and Q-51
relay pick up and so Auto regression will take place.
Vide the under reference letter Sr.DEE(TRS)KYN conveyed the modification
done on wheel slipping circuit, that wire No. 697 and 691, N/O interlock on Q-48
was dummied and so Q-51 relay will not pick up and No Auto regression will
take place in case of wheel slipping, but at the same time LSP indication will
glow and auto sanding will take place.
So it is instructed to discontinue the practice of packing of Q-51 relay to avoid
Auto regression during wheel slipping in WCAG-1 locomotives.
This modification was carried out only in WCAG-1 locomotives.

(A.K.SINGH)
SR.DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB/TRSO/TECH.02A

DATE: 28.03.2005

INSTRUCTION NO. 60

Sub: - JPO for movement of load to siding when driver does not
have LRD for the siding.
Ref: - JPO No. BB.M.104.OP.Vol 1/8C. dtd. 9/12/2004.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 53-54
1. Joint procedure order for movement of load to siding when Driver
does not have learning road is attached here with.
2. All concern to note and follow the instructions in such condition.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.M.104.op.Vol.1/8C

Date: 09.12.2004

Sub:

JPO FOR MOVEMENT OF LOADS TO SIDINGS WHEN
DRIVER DOES NOT HAVE LRD FOR THE SIDING.

1. Imparting, maintaining and reviewing LRD of Drivers for particular sections
is the duty of the Lobby incharge. However, it is not practically possible to
ensure LRD of all the drivers for all the sidings such as NRC where the
movement of goods traffic is occasional.
2. The present practice prevalent in Mumbai Division is for an LI to accompany
the Driver into the siding whenever a Driver does not have LRD for such a
movement to the siding.
3. However, no puppose is served by deputing and LI as the LI himself may not
have the requisite LRD, having not gone there for a long time. In such a
case deputing an LI for this movement is a more transfer of responsibility
rather than fulfilling the requirements of G&SR 3.78(4).
4. It has been therefore decided in case Driver does not have LRD for the
siding, the Driver shall take the load till the first approach signal of the loop,
yard or siding(as per his LRD) and thereafter the movement to the siding
shall be carried out as per G&SR 3.78(4) that is the driver shall obtain the
services of a qualified Rly servant who is conversant with the working, location
of signals and other load conditions affecting the running of trains on that
section. The qualified Railway servant includes operating staff such as Points
men, Station Master, Shunting Master etc. conversant with the working,
location of signals and other local conditions affecting the running of trains
on that section. Hence the driver shall carry out such movements with their
assistance in accordance with the provisions in G&SR.
SR DME (Fr&Ops)
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 28.03.2005

No. BB/TRSO/TECH.02A

INSTRUCTION NO. 59
All Goods Drivers & Ghat Drivers,
Sub: - Releasing of DN Load at KJT/KSRA
Ref: - Appendix - (ix) of WTT No. 89 - Joint revised instruction from Operating.
Mechanical and Electrical department for working DN Goods trains ex
KJT - Circular No. 10
Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 55
There has been so many cases of Stalling in NE and SE Ghats due to brake
binding of load, guide lines on this subject are already there as per references.
However it is found that this is not being done. Following guideline are reiterated
in addition to existing instruction in WTT No.89 appendix (IX) PAGE No. 226 &
233 for working of down trains Ex KSRA / KJT.
1. Ghat Drivers and KYN Drivers before starting DN Load from KSRA / KJT
will depute their Asstt. Drivers to supervise the releasing of the load by C&W
staff KYN Asstt. Driver will proceed towards Brake Van and Ghat Asstt. Driver
will proceed towards train engine, they will check the load and meet and
confirm with each other that load is released.
2. Ghat Driver and KYN Driver will also ensure that load is fully released before
the starting DN load ex KSRA/KJT.

Sr. DEE (TRS/O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 09.12.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

INSTRUCTION NO. 51
All Concerned
Mumbai division,
Sub: - Joint Procedure Order for modification in Freight Train
Examination Pattern.
Ref: -1. CME offie L.No.M.79 C&W Policy dt.01.12.04.

2. Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 56-57
Enclosed herewith, is joint procedure order regarding modificatioons in the
freight train examination pattern vide Railway Board letter No.94/M(n)/57/Vol II/
Pt dt.25.10.04.
These revised instructions are to be implemented with immediate effect.
Sr.DEE(TRS-O)

No. BB.T.103.O.EXAM.
All Concerned
Mumbai division,

DATE: 06.12.2004

Sub: - Joint Procedure Order for modification in Freight Train
Examination Pattern.
Ref: - R. Board letter no. -94/M(N)/57/Vol.II/Pt dated 25/10/2004.
The instructions regarding modifications in the freight train examination
pattern vide Railway Board letter no. 94/M(N)/57/Vol.II/Pt dated 25/10/2004.
1. BPC for CC Rake which is valid for 4500Km. will now valid for 6000Km.
or for 20 days in place of 15 days (in case Kms are not logged). This
modification is valid for only those CC Rakes, maintained by ‘A’ category
CC base.
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2. CC Rake’s integrity should be maintained, however upto 4 wagons
(equivalent to 10 FWUs) may be replaced by good examined wagons in
the entire run between two periodical maintenance examination
(successive examination).
3. BPC remains valid provided, the rake is not stabled for more than 2 hrs at
any train examination depot.
These revised instructions should implemented with immediate effect.
SR. DOM

SR.DEE(TRS’O)

No. M 79.C&W.Policy
DRM BB BSL NGP SUR PA

SR.DME (FR & OP.)

INSTRUCTION NO. 51
December 1.2004.

Sub: - Joint Procedure Order for Freight Train Examination.
Based on the experience gained in respect of freight train operation
during the past few years, the Joint Proccedure Order, as formulated by
Board and issued to all divisions vide letter of even No. dt. 11.04.2000, has
now been improved upon by the Board vide their letter No.94.M(N).951.57.Vol.
II.Pt.dt.25.10.04.
Board’s above letter of 25.10.04 issued with the approval of MT & MM
as well as following other documents, are enclosed for compliance : 1. Board’s JPO for freight train examination issued vide letter No. 94.M(N)
951.57.Vol II.Pt.dt.25.10.04.
2. BPC for air brake freight trains working in close circuit.
3. BPC for air brake trains working in end to end pattern.
4. BPC for vacuum brake trains working in end to end pattern.
5. Board’s letter No.2000. Safety (A&R).19.35 dt 31.7.2001 wherein
amendment of cxisting GR 4.31 has been explained in the context of
clearance of stabled loads.
These revised instructions contained in the above documents are to be
implemented with immediate effect.
(Deepak Dave)
C.F.T.M.
DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 04.11.04

No. BB.TRSO.EMU.01

GENERAL INSTRUCTION NO.37 (EMU) / 50 (Loco)

All Motormen /Drivers
Mumbai Division

Sub: - Over speeding and PF entry speed more than specified.

Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 58
It is being learnt that Motormen / Drivers are over speeding and not observing
speed restrictions imposed of temporary and permanent speed restrictions and
other speed restrictions imposed from time to time on the plea to maintain
punctuality which is totally unsafe and uncalled for.
It is once again instructed that Motormen / Drivers should desist from this practice
and observe speed restrictions imposed rigidly as well as follow all the
instructions as laid down in G&SR, Operating Manual and circulars issued from
time to time. Over speeding on the plea of punctuality is a safety hazard which
could not only cause over shooting of PFs but also result in untoward incidence.
Any violation of these instructions will be viewed seriously.

Sr. DEE (TRS-O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02A (Op. instns)

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 21.09.04

INSTRUCTION NO. 48
All Drivers and Assistant Drivers
Sub: - Negotiation of Neutral section.
Ref-:

1) Instruction No 21 dated 13-10-03 in compendium of important
circulars for drivers, edition II, on page no-17 to 19.
2) Joint note in compendium of important circulars for drivers,
edition II, on page no 115 to 120, ED-III PAGE NO. 59-61
3) Letter No. BB TRSO TECH 51 dated 07-04-04 and 27-04-04 to all
SSE trip sheds and Sr.CC lobbies.

Recently two identical failures have happened at DCC-DI chord line, after
negotiating the Neutral section from DC to AC which are as follows.
1) On dated 16-10-04, loco 21975 with train No L-40 / BSR {BCN-EMPTY}
while going KYN to BSR detained after passing neutral section at KM 46 / 30
due to converter faulty indication on SI unit, and so DJ not setting.
On investigation it was observed-:
a) F-3 fuse found blown in SI unit.
b) Heavy flash mark noticed on DC panta pan.
c) Blocking diode VSHT shorted in SI unit.
d) Lightning arrestor (DC) shorted.
2) On dated 27-10-04, loco 21973 with train No TR/ HAZIRA detained after
passing Neutral section from DC to AC at KM 44/09 due to converter faulty
indication on SI unit.
On investigation it was observed-:
a) COS found in DC side.
b) Severe groove and flashing on DC panta pan.
c) Lightning arrestor found shorted.
d) F-3 fuse found blown in SI unit.
e) Chopper found shorted in SI unit.
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On investigation, it is being suspected that DC panta remains under
centenary for few seconds. This may be due to :
I)
II)
III)
IV)
V)

Time taken by driver to switch off the BLDJ/DS and for lowering the
pantograph is high.
The cautious driving order on cross-over in the neutral section vicinity
is of the order of 20 kmph.
To some extend poor engine man ship of driver.
Location of neutral section is not as per ACTM.
The distance from panto down to neutral section is of the order of
approximately 34 meters. To negotiate the neutral section of 34 meters
it required 6 sec at a speed of 20 kmph. For opening the QADS-50,
the time specified is about 3 sec & for Q-44 (DC), it required 0.6 sec.
At the same time for opening the pneumatic contact of DS it required
near about 1 sec. Hence the total time required for DS opening is
approximately 4 to 5 sec.

Based on above if the response time of driver is more, then such
possibility cannot be ruled out.
So, as a precautionary measure the following instruction are being
issued in addition to the instruction issued earlier vide instruction no 21
dated 13-10-03, in new compendium of important circulars for drivers on
page no 17 to 19 & Joint note in new compendium of important circulars for
drivers on page no 115 to 120.
 Before arriving the neutral section both the Driver and A/Dr should prepare
them self and should be vigilant so that the response time is minimum.
 Open the DS and lower the DC pantograph quickly as specified.
 Confirm LSS light illuminates and ensure the pantograph is in dropped
condition while negotiating the neutral section.
 The A/Dr should also be vigilant enough so that he should help the driver
in case of any mistake.
 The MR pressure should be maintained at the maximum well in advance.
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NOTE:
1) Ensure that the critical relays such as QTADC, Q-44 DC, QPPT-DC
are not in packed condition before entering the AC section.
2) Confirm the rear end ZPT position at ‘0’ and the working end ZPT position
in proper mode only.
3) Open the DS / Circuit breaker before passing the open circuit breaker
board and ensure glowing of LSDJ / DS. If the circuit breaker (DS / DJ)
does not trip at open circuit board the panto must be lowered immediately.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 16.09.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Drivers
All LIs.

INSTRUCTION NO. 46
Sub: - Instructions while working in graded section.
Ref: - This office L.No.BB.TRSO.SAFE.O4 dated 24.08.04.

Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 62-63
Vide letter under refeerence, the detailed instruction/safety drive/cunselling of
all Asstt.Drivers, Shunters, Drivers & LI’s of the Division have been done on the
subject.
Please find enclosed herewith, self contained instructions in pamphlet form in
02 pages. These instructions are to be displayed in all RSOB registers as well
as copy of this, to be pasted at all the prominent places in the lobbies (at-least
05 places).
(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE/TRS.O
INSTRUCTIONS WHILE WORKING IN GRADED SECTION
 KEEP CONSTANT WATCH ON MR PRESSURE. RECORD MR, BP
AND FP PRESSURE ON LOCO LOG BOOK/ MEMO BOOK AT
EVERY ONE HOUR.
A. WHEN LOCO IS STOPPED IN GRADIENT FOR WHATEVER REASON
 APPLY TRAIN BRAKES BY A-9 VALVE UP TO EMERGENCY
POSITION. PERSONALLY ENSURE THAT BRAKES ARE APPLIED.
 KEEP IN APPLIED POSITION (WHEN ON LEVEL FULL SERVICE)
 APPLY LOCO BRAKE BY SA-9 VALVE.
 PUT ON FLASHER LIGHT.
COMPENDIUM
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B. WHEN ENGINE IS HAVING TROUBLE AND IS UNABLE TO START
WITH IN 15 MINUTE OR STOPPED MORE THAN 15 MINUTES/ OHE
GOING OFF.
 IN ADDITION TO WORK DONE IN CASE OF ‘A’
 APPLY LOCO HAND BRAKE & PLACE WOODEN WEDGES.
 DRAW ATTENTION OF GUARD BY GIVING THREE SHORT WHISTLE
FOLLOWED BY FOUR SHORT WHISTLES TO PROTECTION IN
REAR.
 DRIVER AND ASSTT. DRIVER TO PUT BALLAST UNDER LOCO
WHEELS.
 PIN DOWN HAND BRAKES OF 10 WAGONS BEHIND THE LOCO
IN CASE OF FOUR WHEELER AND FIVE WAGON IN CASE OF 8
WHEELER. GUARD WILL PIN DOWN SIMILARLY FROM REAR SIDE.
 DO NOT LEAVE ENGINE IN ANY CASE, IF REQUIRED TO LEAVE
THE ENGINE ENSURE THAT ASSTT. DRIVER IS AVAILABLE IN
ENGINE CAB.
 ADVISED TO CONTROL AND MEET WITH GUARD.
 START TROUBLE SHOOTING, IF THE TROUBLE IS NOT RECTIFIED
WITH IN 15 MINUTES CALL FOR ASSISTING ENGINE.
C. WHILE ON RUN
 IN CASE OF MR PRESSURE DROPS IMMEDIATELY STOP THE
TRAIN BY APPLYING EMERGENCY BY A-9 IRRESPECTIVE OF
PLACE.
 DRIVER/ ASSTT. DRIVER SHOULD REMAIN IN CAB.
D. DETACHING LOCO, SECURING TRAIN AND STARTING.
 WHILE DETACHING LOCO FROM LOAD, LOAD SHOULD BE
SECURED AS PER LAID DOWN PROCEDURE.
 WHENEVER ANY LOCO IS STABLED IN YARD/ SHED ENSURED
THAT HAND BRAKES ARE APPLIED AND WOODEN WEDGES ARE
APPLIED IN ADDITION TO APPLICATION OF SA-9.
 WHILE ENERGIZING THE STABLED LOCO FIRST APPLY SA-9 AND
ENSURE THAT BRAKES ARE APPLIED AND THEN REMOVE
WOODEN WEDGES AND RELEASE HAND BRAKE.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 31.08.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02. RSOB
All Drivers &
LI’s

INSTRUCTION NO.45
Sub: - Unsafe working.

Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 64
1. There have been instances which have come to light regarding unsafe
working system adopted at certain placed especially at IGP.
2. In case of Down trains arriving with excess length, due to excess bogies/
wagons at IGP with Bankers coming to halt beyond shunting signals at IGP,
Ghat Drivers should start after detaching bankers for their next trip under
following conditions: a. Ghat Drivers should wait for the front train/load to depart and then bring
their Banker will before shunt signal. Ghat Driver should start only after
getting proper shunting signal or authority to proceed as per G&SR.
b. In case of Bankers required to be started for Up direction beyond shunting
signals, then he should be in possession authority No.T/511 on page
no.221 of G&SR 1998 edition.
c. In case of Bankers required to be taken in shed/Up Yard/PF, Ghat Driver
should be in possession of written memo or T/806 i.e., shunting order.
3. It is also reiterated that Drivers should make proper use of Walkie Talkie/
VHF set as per Safety circular No.7/2004 issued by Sr.DSO on 30.07.04.
No movement should be done on exchange of private number on Walkie
Talkie.
4. All Drivers and Asstt. Drivers should follow the above instructions and should
not adopt any short-cut method in train operation which is in violation of
General & Subsidiary Rules.
A.K.SINGH
Sr.DEE(TRS-O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 25.08.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH-2 A.

INSTRUCTION NO. 44 (REITRATED)
All Loco Inspectors
Drivers & Asstt.Drivers
Sub: - Closed Circuit operation of BLC rake
Ref: -

1. Rly. Board’s L.No.2002/M(N)/204/10 dt.08.04.04.
2. Sr.DEE.TRS-O.Inst.No.40 as per L.No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02 Dt.23.06.04
3. Sr.DEE.TRS-O.Inst.No.33 as per L.No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02 Dt.06.05.04
4. LC No. 7/165 dated 27.07.2004.
5. LC.No. 8/136 dated 23.08.2004.

6. Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 65
Instruction has been given to all the Drivers that logging of KM. of BLCA rake
will be done as a part of brake power certificate. In spite of repeated
instruction this is not followed properly 100 %. All the Drivers are instructed
to follow the given instruction No.33 & 40. At the time of S/OFF they will
make a positive entry in the S/ OFF register that KM. Entry has been done in
the BPC in given Performa. Failing which the Driver will be taken up under
DAR. All LI’s also to monitor while foot plating & will give a positive compliance
to control office on daily basis Jr.C.C. on duty will confirm the same at time
of S/OFF that Driver has made the entries. LPC on duty will keep a note of
this in his daily staff LPC dairy.
Driver must also be counselled to work the train with proper Brake Power
Certificate (BPC).
LI should counsel the Driver & write a report in his diary & after that he
should do the surprise check & get it confirm whether Drivers are follow the
instructions properly are not.
All Loco inspectors should counsel the crew on the above subject and send
the 10 days compiled report to this office by 05.08.04.
This is to be brought for discussed in next LI meeting.
(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE(TRS.O) CSTM
DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 05.07.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02.RSOB
Sr.CC CSTM
Sr.CC VVH

(To be displayed in RSOB)
INSTRUCTION NO. 41

Sub:- Signing ‘ON’ of M/Exp.Drivers / Asstt.Drivers at CSTM & VVH.
Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 66
It is the duty of all the Drivers & Asstt.Drivers to report in time, as per their
sign ON time.
1. Cases have come into notice where some of the Drivers/Asstt.Drivers
of Mail/Express are not signing ON in time.
2. During emergency, when suburban traffic are disrupted or due to some
other reason, some of the Drivers are not able to reach in time, In that
case, he should inform to LPC/Jr.CC on duty, so that there is no panic
situation at the Control for late start of the train.
3. It has also come to notice that Crew Controller/Jr.Crew Controller on
duty are being informed by the Driver, but they are not informing in time
to LPC. A LC No.7/14 has been given to Sr.CC VVH and CST in this
regard that the intimation must be given by Jr.CC/ET to LPC whenever
any Drivers getting detained or has not signed on proper time. If Driver
is not signing ON even before half an hour of the starting of the train,
the same may be intimated again to LPC by Jr.CC.
4. The above instructions are to be followed strictly. Any lapses in this, will
be viewed seriously, as it causes delay in starting of the train.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE/TRS.O CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 18.06.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Drivers &
Asstt.Drivers
Mumbai

INSTRUCTION NO. 38
Sub:- Action plan for reducing stalling cases.
(pertaining to Drivers)
Ref:-

CEE’s L.No.T.653.A.33/LG/Stalling dtated 14.05.04.
Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 68-69 & ED-III PAGE NO. 68-69

Please find enclosed herwith the instructions issued by HQ, for reducing stalling
cases.
All Drivers are instructed to follow these instructions and Loco Inspectors, to
intensively counsel the staff.
All lobby incharges, to give wide publicity to this instruction..
(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE/TRS.O CSTM
Encls : As above.
ACTION PLAN FOR REDUCING STALLING IN MONSOON

1. Drivers to achieve maximum permissible attacking speed at the foot of
up gradient.
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2. Drivers should be counselled to notch up till maximum short time current
rating of traction motor is achieved, while hauling heavy loads on short
up grades.
3. In case of wheel slipping, regression should be done notch by notch
only.
4. Drivers to ensure wedging of Q.51 relay in single/MU locos before
negotiating up-gradients, so as to avoid auto regression.
5. It is to be ensured that sanders are in working condition and sand is
available in loco. Manual sanding to be done, if required.
6. No TM-isolated loco to be provided on full load
7. Drivers to avoid over controlling while negotiating speed restrictions and
to ensure (through AFI) that last vehicle is also released before further
notching up.
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No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02.RSOB

Date: 11.05.04

INSTRUCTION NO. 36
Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 70-71
TYPICAL MONSOON PROBLEMS ON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
AND ACTION TO BE TAKEN
Following instructions are issued for general guidance of Drivers/Asstt.Drivers
in working Electric locomotives to overcome typical monsoon problems due to
heavy rain.
S.No
Problems
Action to be taken
1.

Arcing and flashing of
pantograph

Stop the train, lower the pantograph which was
flashing and then raise the other healthy
pantograph and work further. Book the defect
in loco log book.

2.

Due to lightning power
goes off the line and after
that, no OHE power

a. Observe SR 17-09-01.
b. Observe SR 6.04-2 &TSR 90 if train held
up on Up/Dn graded section.

3.

If power goes off the line
on raising pantograph

a. Observe any flashing arcing on the roof of
loco and then isolate the same pantograph
from HT side by operating its corresponding
HPT. If possible, then raise the other
pantograph and work further.
b. If flashing or arcing on the roof, then contact,
LPC/TPC on PFT/EFT & act as per their
instruction.

4.

Wheel slipping due to
dizzling or raining

a. Notching up for acceleration to be done
judiciously and gradually by keeping
constant watch on ammeter reading.
b. Be on the alert to notice the whistling sound
coming from wheels and mechanical
vibration before actual wheel slipping,
immedaitely use the sanders and if
required, come down few notches on MP
and then again do the progression.
c. Always use sanders at all the critical
locations.
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5.

If due to water leakage, fire
smoke or sparking noticed
f rom
any
aux illi ary
equipment

a. If from compressor or exhauster, isolate
the same.
b. If on MVMT, isolate it and work as per
instructions for MVMT not working.
c. If on MA set, try to arrest leakage or divert
the flow of leakage if possible.
d. If on SI unit, take action as per item
no.c

6.

If due to water leakage in
HTC resistant compartment
causing NFTCM/ CCPT to
trip or blow or causing QCB
to act

Check HTC for fire smoke. If no fire smoke
noticed in HTC, then check if loco is tripping
in parallel, work in series parallel. If in series
parallel, work upto series. If in series, then
select the group and work on healthy group
if road and load condition permits.

7.

If smoke noti ced f rom
traction motor

Extinguish the fire and isolate defective
traction motor and work on healthy group of
TM. If road and load conditon permits.

8.

Fog in section of poor
visibility due to rain

a. Keep your Headlights ‘ON’.
b. Keep train well under control and be
prepared to stop short of any obstruction.

9.

Patrolling during night by P/
way staff

Always respond to P/way staff hand signal
or whisltes and be extra vigilant at vulnerable
locations particularly in Ghats.

(RAJEEV)
Sr.DEE(TRS.O)CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 06.05.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02.A
INSTRUCTION No.34
All Drivers

Sub:- Joint procedure order for round trip BPC of Diesel and
Electric hauled trains.
Ref: - Compendium ED-III PAGE NO. 74-75
In order to avoid any detention on account of Round Trip BPC coaching train,
due to invalid Brake Power Certificatre, the procedural order is sent herewith
which should be followed by drivers working coaching trains.
(RAJEEV)
Sr.DEE/TRS.O CSTM
Encls : As above.
Annexure of Instruction no.34
JOINT PROCEDURAL ORDER FOR ROUND TRIP BPC
OF DIESEL & ELECTRIC HAULED TRAINS
In order to avoid any detention of round trip BPC Coaching train, due to invalid Brake
Power Certificate, the following procedural order will be followed: 1. While taking over charge at IGP, PUNE, BSR, PNVL and ROHA Driver will take valid
Brake Power Certificate along with Air Pressure Continuity Certificate from incoming
Driver (Original BPC and APCC)
2. He will endorse BPC no. along with Air pressure continuity Certificates with total
number of documents received in his logbook.
3. Similar procedure will be adopted by Guard also while taking Brake Power Certificate/
Air Pressure Continuity Certificate and will mention detail along with number in their
Guard’s station itself.
4. While starting train from above station, Driver and Guard will confirm all documents
along with number on walkie-talkie so that any confusion can be stored out at starting
station itself.
5. In no case Driver will start train from station if he has not received valid Brake Power
Certificate/ Air pressure Continuity Certificate.
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6. If any irregularity is noticed, it should be repeated to DY. SS IGP/ PUNE/ ROHA/
BSR and the matter should be immediately repeated to Certificate.
7. i.

On arrival of the train at destination i.e. CSTM, LTT, DR (T), PNVL, both
Driver and Guard will hand over the Round Trip Brake Power Certificate
(RBPC) in DY. SS office and will endorse their numbers in the Register
provided in DY. SS office.
ii.
The DY. SS shall check if has zero, one or two copies of RBPC. In case both
incoming Driver and Guard copies of RBPC is available, then within a hour of
the train arrival SSE (C&W) will arrange to get RBPC examined to confirm it is
in order by signing the register.
iii.
If only one copy of the RBPC is available then the DY. SS shall arrange to
provide another copy of original BPC and duly certify it. Dy. SS will be provided
with blank proforma of BPC, which will be entered as given in the original
BPC. Then, within an hour of the train arrival SSE (C& W) will arrange to get
RBPC examined to confirm it is in order by signing the register.
iv.
In case no copy of the original RBPC is available, DY SS/ CYM will then offer
the rake for C&W pit line examination. The DY. SS shall immediately inform
control office in case both copies of BPC are not available and Chief Controller
along with C&W Controller shall organize offering of rake for C&W pit line
examination. The locomotive, if required for testing of the rake shall be
organized.
v.
At Diva and Roha, the DY. SS shall examine the RBPC to confirm if it is order.
In case he gets one copy, he shall arrange to provide another copy of original
BPC and duly certify it. In case no copy of original RBPC is available with DY.
SS, then the course of action mentioned in (iv) is to be followed.

8. The DY. SS will arrange to hand over both the copies of the BPC/ APCC received
from the Driver/ Guard of the UP train to the Guard of the pairing train along with the
PG.
9. The Guard shall hand over the Driver copy of RBPC to the platform TXR staff during
the time of continuity test. The platform TXR staff shall then arrange to hand over the
Drivers copy to the Driver, as is done for other originating trains.
10. At the Crew changing point, the guard and Driver will hand over BPC/ APCC to out
going Driver/ Guard respectively and record the names of the Driver/ Guard in their
journal/ log book along with BPC No.

SD
ADEE (TRS.O)

SD
ADME (Cog.)
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 26.02.04

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02.RSOB
All Drivers & Asstt.Drivers
Electric, Mumbai
INSTRUCTION NO. 31

Sub:- Tips for better engine-manship of Drivers.
Ref:- 1) GM (Electric)’s L.No.L.326.Op.All.Divn. dt. 30.01.04.
2) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No. 2-5
& ED-III PAGE NO. 76-78
Drivers are required to inculcate a habit of good engine-manship apart from
knowledge of technical, traffic, safety, trouble shooting etc. Drivers are expected
to possess and exhibit excellent engine-manship during run.
A few tips required to be apart of engine-manship are therefore enumerated in
the annexure enclosed herewith.
Sr.DEE/TRS.O
TIPS FOR BETTER ENGINE-MAN-SHIP ON
CENTRAL RAILWAY
Driver is an important person in Rail Transportation system who is responsible
for smooth and safe movement of all types of trains from one place to another.
Train driving is skill based and a driver cannot be called a perfect driver unless
he acquaints a comprehensive skill pertaining to driving technique. This can be
achieved only when one cultivates a habit of better engine-man-ship. In order to
achieve excellent engine-man-ship following few tips are given below.
1. Driver must take complete prescribed rest at home/outstation before reporting for
duty. He should not travel during rest. He should keep good health and feel cheerful
while reporting for duty.
2. Driver should report “on duty” right time and must leave all his worries behind. He
should not be under the influence of alcohol or any other type of drugs. He should
check the working of his light weight compact field telephone and should also ensure
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that all necessary personal stores are available in his line box. He should not keep
his cell-phone (Mobile) with him while on duty.
3. After signing-on in lobby, driver should check technical / safety circulars, instruc-tions
book and should also familiarize with caution orders exhibited on display board.
4. After taking charge of locomotive he should check all the relevant safety items of
loco and should also see the previous bookings of drivers/maintenance staff in logbook. While taking out engine from shed and attaching on load. Driver should observe
all the prescribed rules and precautions. Ensure proper connection of BP & FP of
loco with train & conduct Brake continuity test before signing BPC, whenever loco
or coach/wagon is attached / detached.
5. Driver should fully acquaint himself with all details of the section including location
of signals, permanent and temporary speed restrictions, location of spring points/
slip sidings, catch-sidings, x-overs, gradients etc. driver should also be aware of the
load particulars of the train and the prescribed current ratings of the locomotive.
6. Whenever a stabled load is required to be cleared en route, driver is required to
ensure adequate BP pressure/vacuum and validity of BPC It is advised to have a
quick visual examination of train for proper connection of hose pipes brake blocks.
pistons etc for ascertaining adequate brake power of the train.
7. Before starting from station/yard slightly back the train in consultation with Guard
and then take 3 to 4 notches to ensure that the train is moving freely and there is no
brake binding or load jam.
8. Immediately after starting, conduct brake feel test and also check the brake power
at first available opportunity after attaining the speed of 20 to 30 Kmph. If the brake
power of train is found poor, driver should work the train up to next station at reduced
speed keeping the train under his control and report the matter to, ASM/SCOR.
9. Notching up should be done gradually to have a smooth start/run keeping prescribed
current values within limit. The current initially rises but then reduces with the increase
in speed. further gradual notching-up is required by keeping an eye on TM voltage
and efforts should be made to achieve maximum allowable current for full load. Have
the desired speed control by controlling the notches and by resorting to minimum
braking. driver should observe maximum possible coasting, in order to achieve energy
conservation.
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10. Driver should work the train at maximum permissible speed, by observing all permanent
and temporary speed restrictions correctly. Shunting notches should be used,
whenever required, for increasing the speed. DBR should be used for bringing down
the speed up to 25 Kmph, followed by judicious application of train brakes.
11. While starting from every scheduled/unscheduled halt and after every application of
brakes, ensure through AFI, that brakes in last coach/wagon are released, before
further notching-up. Similarly, avoid over-controlling the train before negotiating speed
restrictions and also ensure that the train brakes are in fully released condition while
entering the cautious driving zone.
12. Just before negotiating up-gradient, achieve maximum permissible attacking speed.
While working the train on up-gradient, use sanders and reduce the notch slightly in
case of current over-shooting, so as to avoid wheel slipping / auto-regression.
13. If the train is stopped on up-gradient, and the load is permissible to start, driver
should apply loco independent brake, release the train brake, take notches to achieve
previous balancing current and release the loco independent brakes, simultaneously
using the sanders. If the train starts moving, take further notches gradually to avoid
wheel-slip and auto-regression, allowing the current to reach up to maximum
permissible values.
14. When a driver stops his train on a rising/down gradient, he should hold his train on
train brakes partially applied by A-9 valve in addition to loco brakes applied by SA-9
valve. This will avoid rolling down of the train. If the train is held up on a graded
section for more that 15". Suitable action should be taken immediately as per the
guidelines prescribed in SR 6.04-2.
15. If the train is held up en route. Driver should immediately inform SCOR/nearest
Station Master through EFT/MRS or any other available mean within 20" of
experiencing a problem for seeking any assistance required.
16. Driver should use his trouble-shooting knowledge and experience to ensure that
section is cleared in minimum possible time and assisting engine is asked within
prescribed time only when it is absolutely necessary.
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Central Railway

Divisional Office
Mumbai CSTM.

No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02

DATE : 11.02.2004

All Drivers,Motormen.
Mumbai Division.
INSTRUCTION NO. 26
Sub : Fire on the locomotive/EMU.
Ref : 1) L.No.BB.LR.802.RSO.dtd. 2.7.1987.
2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CICULARS FOR
DRIVERS Ed-I PAGE NO. 88, Ed-II PAGE NO. 12 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 82
Instructions already exist regarding action to be taken by the driver/motorman
in case of fire on his locomotive/EMU train. It has been observed that some
drivers/motormen have failed to take correct action as per the instructions.
Instructions are therefore reiterated below :“If driver finds that the fire is not within his control, inspite of using all resources
i.e. by using his loco, Postal van, pantry car, AC coaches, guard’s van, station
or other train fire extinguishers, he should ask for a fire fighting truck and nearby
fire brigade through LPC, SCOR. If felt necessary, the driver will also advise
TPC/LPC to switch OFF OHE supply and continue making efforts to control the
fire.
Please ensure that the instructions are correctly followed to avoid damage to
the locomotive/EMU.
(A.K.SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O)CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 11.02.2004

No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Drivers, All Asstt. Drivers
All Motormen
Mumbai Division.
INSTRUCTION NO. 24
Sub :- Use of required foot wear on duty.
Ref :

1) BB.LR.802.RSO. DT. 29.10.1976.
2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR
DRIVERS ED-I PAGE- 90, ED - II Page No.14 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 83
3) INSTRUCTION NO.20,VIDE L.NO.BB.TRSO.TECH-02
DT-25-08-2003

It is observed that some drivers are not adhering the instructions regarding use of
required footwear on duty as per the existing order. As such, once again the
instructions regarding use of required footwear on duty are reiterated for the
information and strict compliance.
The duties and responsibilities attached to the Loco Running staff is basically and
essentially out door field duty. This involves frequent getting on and off from the loco or
EMU, walking on ballast for various purposes which includes the essential duty of protection
on the opposite track to avoid accident. In carrying out these duties, there is an element
of personal safety, which is also to be borne in mind.
Such essential duties cannot be carried out to any degree of satisfaction or without
personal risk, if the men deputed for the purpose is not attired in proper foot wear.
All loco running staff are hereby instructed that while on duty, whether on foot plate,
stationary or in training schools, they should appear with either boots or shoes with full
lace which is conducive to personal safety and which alone will enable them to discharge
their duties satisfactorily. Chappals and sandals should not be used.
During the monsoon season only, however, the use of seasonal footwear is permitted.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O)CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

DATE: 29.12.03

INSTRUCTION NO. 22
Sub : Exchanging of signal from proper side
( Dashing between 9006 Up Express Road Tanker
At unmanned level crossing No.85 C between Lunsoriua
& Daladeon stations of Rajkot division of Western Railway
on 31.03.03.)
Ref:- 1) Sr.DSO’s L.No.BB.T.106.S.CRs.Rec.dt.17.09.03.
2) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No.16
& ED-III PAGE NO. 84
1. As per the recommendations of CRS on above subject, all Drivers and
Asstt.Drivers should be counselled to remain in their sides while exchanging
/observing signals being exhibited by station staff.
2. All loco inspectors to educate all running staff during foot plating and lobby
counselling.

Sr.DEE/TRS.O CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

DATE 25.08.03

INSTRUCTION NO. 20
(Through Sr.CC)
All Running staff
Sub:- Wearing of uniforms
Ref:-1) GM’s D.O.L.No.GM.CR.DO.DRMs/2003 dt.02.08.03.
(copy attached)
2) Instruction no. 24 L.N. BB. TRSO. TECH. 02 DT-11-02-2004
3) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No. 20 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 85
Serious note has been taken by Senior Officials during inspection that Railway
staff are not wearing the uniform supplied to them while on duty.
It is expected from every Railway staff that they should wear the uniform supplied
to them and any breach of this, will be viewed seriously and the concerned
staff will be taken up.
All staff to please note and act accordingly.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE/TRS.O CSTM

DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST.
DATE: 08.7.2003

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
All Drivers/Motormen
INSTRUCTION NO. 18

Sub : Submission of Unusual Occurrence reports
Ref :

1) This office instruction No. 2/2002 dtd. 28-10-02 issued
vide L.No.BB.TRSO.TECH.02 dtd.28-10-2.
2) This office L.No.BB.TRSO.SAFE.03 dtd. 14.1.03 & 24.01.03.
3) Joint circular issued by Safety department No.BB.T.016.Safety.
INST/03 dtd. 26.02.03.
4) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No. 24 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 86

1. Vide letter under reference, detailed instructions had been given to all Drivers
regarding submission of Unusual Occurrence Report (U O R).
2. Once again instructions is reiterated and all drivers are instructed that
whenever any unusual occurrence takes place while working Mail/Express/
Passenger/Goods train/EMU, and if any detention is caused to train for any
reason whether of unit/loco or outside, U O R must be submitted at the time
of Signing ‘OFF’. For the trains which are going to IGP/PA, while submitting
punctuality, UOR of train detention if any and the cause thereof should be
submitted as wells as LPC should be contacted for any abnormality which
has been noticed enroute.
This is required to be done because otherwise the punctuality is being logged
on Drivers/loco account and no details are available in TLC.
3. The Mail/Express/Passenger trains on arrival at CSTM must hand over the
punctuality and UOR if any filled with all detention particulars duly signed by
the Drivers personally to LPC, in case of a train either DN or UP has
been late/any unusual has happened enroute but the train even has
reached Right Time.
This needs to be strictly complied.
(A.K. SINGH)
SR.DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
COMPENDIUM
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No. BB/TRSO.TECH.02.RSOB

DATE: 12.05.03

INSTRUCTION NO. 12
SUB: INSTRUCTIONS FOR DRIVERS WHILE WORKING ON LOCOMOTIVES
PROVIDED WITH “AUTOMATIC SWITCHING ON/OFF FLASHER LIGHT.”

REF: 1) SR. DEE.TRS.KYN.LETTER NO. KYN / RS/T/132.Dated.10-5-03
2) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No.36-37 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 87-88
As per RDSO’s modification “AUTOMATIC SWITCHING ON / OFF OF
FLASHER LIGHT” are provided in locomotives & guidelines are illustrated for
the knowledge & trouble shooting of all Drivers working on modified locos provided
with automatic flasher unit.
Encl: Copy of Sr. DEE (TRS) KYN instruction.
(A.K. SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DRIVERS
1. This loco has been modified to switch ON flasher light and audio-visual
indications automatically during train parting / emergency brake application
by D 1 emergency ACP.
2. Reset switches SW 1/SW 2 have been provided in both cabs to reset
flasher light and audio indication whenever they are switched ON
automatically, pressing the reset switch will switch OFF the flasher light
and audio indication. But light indication through LED will continue till the
brake pipe, pressure is built up to 4.8 kg/cm2.
3. If reset switch SW 1/SW 2 have been pressed in case of parting, driver
should put on flasher light manually.
4. A time delay of 60 seconds has been introduced in the circuit to avoid
switching ON of flasher light with audio-visual indications during normal
application of brake. However when full service brake is applied continuously
(and not in cyclic manner) such that the train comes to stop flasher light
DTC KYN
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may switch ON. The driver should reset the same through reset switch SW 1
/ SW 2.
5. During Normal Running if All Indications i. e. Switching ‘ON’ flasher light
indication and buzzer come automatically and, GR/SMGR notch comes at
zero (incase of WCAM-3 / WCAG-1) and control circuit becomes switched
‘OFF’ (in case of WCG2) then it indicates an abnormals situations on the
train like train parting.
NOTE:
1) At the time of initial charging of BP, brake releasing and BP test plug testing,
driver should keep pressing BPSW 1 / BPSW 2 till full BP is charged.
2) Modification to switch on the flasher light automatically during train
parting is just an aid to the driver, In no way it does take away the
responsibility of the driver in abnormal situations like train parting
etc.
3) Driver should normally keep flasher light switch in Auto mode when flasher
light is required to be put ON driver should keep it in MANUAL / ON mode.
4) In dual brake WCAM-3 / WCAG-1 locos, driver should select VBS switch to
either AIR or VACUUM position.
5) In dual brake WCG-2 locos driver should isolate HB 5 valve by isolating
cock in case loco is working in Air brake load.
6) At the time charging on load, if flasher light buzzer & LED working press SW
1/SW 2 to switch ‘OFF’ flasher light and buzzer; LED will be switched off
when BP is fully charged.

Sr. DEE/TRS. KALYAN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 16.4.2003

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02
INSTRUCTION NO. 10
All Drivers, Mumbai Division.

Sub :- L/Engine working in Up direction between IGP-KSRA & LNL-KJT
Ref :- i) Item No.5.10 of Train Operation Hand Book.
ii) RSOB of 17.03.97 & iii) RSOB of 21.12.98.
iv) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No. 38-39 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 89-90
Recently, there was a case of locomotive entering in catch siding. On dated 9/
4/03 Loco No. 21972 WCAG/1 while working Light Engine from IGP in Up direction
in NE section entered into catch siding of TGR/II. To avoid recurrences of such
cases, following instructions are reiterated for the Drivers working Light Engine/
Multiple Unit coupler in Up direction as per item No. 5.10 of Train Operation
Hand Book, RSOB of 17.03.1997 and RSOB of 21.12.98 of L.No.BB/LR/802/
RSO/2 dtd. 21.12.98.
To avoid recurrences of such cases again all the Drivers are strictly advised to
follow the reiterated instructions given below and all SLI’s are advised for proper
counseling of Drivers :1. KYN Goods Driver is supposed to work one light engine in Ghat section. He
cannot accept dead engine attached to his engine.
2. He can work a multiple unit coupler as C/LE engine with MU coupler. Ensure
MU 2B is in “LEAD” in leading loco and ‘TRAIL’ on the trailing loco, additional
C 2 cock open on driving loco and closed on non driving loco and A 9/SA 9
inlet and outlet cocks open in the driving cab and closed in all other nondriving cabs. Loco brakes via IAB/SA9 and proportional valve and C3W are
applying/releasing from driving loco driving cab to non driving loco.
3. He will only work loco/MU coupler, when he ensures that loco does not
move with ‘Full loco’ air brakes via IAB/SA 9 and impressing 80% of continues
rating current on traction motors.
DTC KYN
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4. He will keep the exhauster working and control engine or MU coupler on
independent loco air brakes only. In emergency he can apply vacuum/A 9
through C 3 W brakes.
5. Minimum 2 compressors working MR pressure 8 to 9.5 kg cm 2 with
compressors cutting in and cut out. Locomotive with one compressor must
not be worked even if it maintains MR pressure.
6. All drivers are hereby advised to work light engine with maximum speed of
30 KMPH while working with WCAM/3 & WCAG/1 locos single, coupler or
double headed in Up direction in both SE & NE Ghat section between IGPKSRA and LNL-KJT section.

(A.K. SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 13.03.03

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

INSTRUCTION NO. 8
Sub:- Demanding of assisting Engine in Ghat Section.
Ref: 1) Circular no.3/02 dated23-8-02
2) SR.DEE(O) circular no.16/95(loco) dated15-05-95.
3) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No.42 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 91-92
Recently, there has been a case in Ghat, where a wrong decision taken by
Ghat Driver of a stalled train in demanding the attachment of Asssistance Engine
caused unnecessary detention of about 8.00 hrs in section.
The following instructions are being issued for the guidance of all Drivers in the
event of any failure in Ghat section.
1. Whenever due to any reason, if any full load goods train stalls in mid-Ghat
section, no further attempt of restarting the train should be done as per
Sr.DEE(O)’s circular no.16/95 (Loco) dated 15.05.1995. The Ghat driver
should ask immediately for assistance engine from rear in order to clear
the section.
2. In case of a light load goods train stopping in mid-ghat section, one attempt
of restarting should be done as per the procedure of starting train in 1 in 37
gradient given in Operating Manual.
3. If the attempt of restarting the train fails, then immediately, assistance should
called from rear which will be technically more helpful in restarting of the
train.
4. In the event, train engine becoming defective for whatsoever reason, then
assistance engine should be asked by Ghat Driver from front.
DTC KYN
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5. In case of banking loco becoming defective, then assisting loco should be
requested from rear for restarting of train.
6. Any decision contrary to above condition, can be taken by LPC and SCOR
only after the consultation of concerned officer as per the demand of existing
situation of detention in section.
7. The Ghat Driver/front driver should under all above circumstances, try to
convey the correct reason to control office through portable field telephone
provided to them. Simultaneously, they should also make use of VHF set
for communication with nearest cabin.
8. If stopping is occurred due to any problem pertaining to OHE, then the specific
mention to be made for demand of Diesel Loco if required for assistance
purpose from the rear or front.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE(TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.TECH.15

Date: 20.02.2003
INSTRUCTION NO. 8( A)

SUB: - CALLING OUT OF SIGNAL ASPECTS BY ENGINE CREW
REF: Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II P. No. 61
& ED-III PAGE NO. 93
It has been observed by Officers that Engine Crew are not following properly
GR. 4.40, GR 4.41 and GR. 4.42
It has been pointed out that Asstt. Drivers and Drivers are not calling out the
signal aspects loudly and clearly as per the above existing Rules.
It is reiterated that the Asstt. Drivers should call out the signal aspects with
signal numbers loudly to Drivers and the Driver will also repeat the aspects
clearly & loudly.
The Asst. Driver shall also repeat all temporary & permanent speed restrictions
to the Driver and scheduled halts of the train in advance.
All Loco Inspectors to intensively monitor the above instructions during their
foot plating and also submit the complete report to this office for 10 days with
effect from 21st Feb to 2nd March 03.

SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.SAFE.03

Date: 23.01.2003

All Drivers / Motormen
INSTRUCTION NO. 5
SUB: - PROPER LOGGING OF DEFECTS PERTAINING TO TRACK
SIGNAL AND LOCO FOR ADEQUATE RECTIFICATION.
REF: (1) RSOB NO: T.361. P. SAFETY CIRCULAR DATED 18.12.02 SAFETY
CIRCULAR NO.08/2002/03
(2) SR. DSO SAFETY CIRCULAR NO.12.2002 NO.88 T.1 06/5.INST.
DATE 06.12.02
(3) SR.DEE (TRS-O) SAFE 03 DT. 14.01.03
(4) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No. 46 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 94
On perusal of engine log book, track, signal defect register, it has been noticed that
drivers are not endorsing defects in log book and defect registers kept in lobby even
though RSOB is already issued regarding this matter This RSOB is reiterated for ready
reference :
Register to record Drivers/Motormen observation during their run must be maintained in
all lobbies for Drivers / Motormen to enter all unusual they encounter regarding OHE/
Engineering & other unusual.
The lobby in-charge/LPC must relay the same to concerned department, power/Traction
controller, engineering controller etc. under exchange of private numbers. These controllers
should convey these observations to their counter-parts of the concerned department for
remedial measures and remarks should be written in the register to whom it was advised
for necessary action.
All drivers are strictly instructed to follow the instructions so that immediate corrective
action can be taken. Sr.C.C’s of respective depot to ensure that the drivers are making
the endorsement in all the registers provided in lobby while signing OFF.
Non compliance of the above instructions will be viewed seriously.

(A.K. SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
COMPENDIUM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
Date: 04.12.02

No. BB.TRSO.TECh.02
All Drivers
(to be put in RSOB)
INSTRUCTION NO. 4

SUB :- Taking out locomotive from the trip shed/ Electric Loco Shed
REF:- Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No.47, &
ED-III PAGE NO. 95
1. Elaborated and detailed instructions have been given to all the drivers and
shunters for the items to be checked before taking out the lcomotives from
Electric Loco Shed/Engine Trip Shed.
2. Instruction has also been given through Trouble Shooting directory in
Oct.2000, circulated to all Drivers that the locomtovies have to be taken out
from CSTM Loco Shed (specially) ‘on SMSC manual operation’.
3. While counter-checking and in surprise checking, it has been found that
these instructions are not being followed. Even the shunters/Jr.CCs/
Asstt.Drivers are not checking the locomotive after getting ready from the
maintenance staff for SMSC manual operation and again back to ‘0’.
4. This is not a healthy practice and it is once again reiterated that all Drivers
will follow the instructions mentioned above. It will be ensured by shunters/
Jr.CCs at all other locations also, that even if the locomotive is not taken out
on SMSC operation, at-least SMSC operation is checked when the engine
is taken ready.
5. This should be done by Driver as well as Asst.Driver so that whenever
manual operation of SMSC is to be done on line, they are able to do it properly
and do trouble shooting of the locomotive.
6. All LI’s must ensure that their drivers are knowing this operation properly
and resorting it when required.
(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE(TRS.O) CSTM
DTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

Date: 05.3.2003

All Drivers, Mumbai Division
RSOB CIRCULAR NO 1/2003
REF: Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No. 55 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 98
1. Portable Field phones have already been issued to all Mail Drivers as personal
store.
2. It was supplied for use during any emergency while working train en route.
3. It has been checked and confirmed that almost all the sockets of emergency
field phones are in working condition. It is required that all the Drivers working
on Mail/Exp/Passenger should use this invariably whenever there is any
problem on line as per the procedure to inform the control:
The compiled list of the locations of field telephone in section is attached
herewith for the guidance of all staff while working trains.
Sr. C.C’s are instructed that they should ensure that all Drivers going on
foot plate should have this as personal stores and also if any defective
phones are there in circulation should be informed immediately to S & T
department for repair / replacement under advice to this office.

(A. K. SINGH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.EMU 01

Date: 27.9.2002

All Motorman, Mumbai Division.
CIRCULAR NO. 4/2002
SUB: - UNUSUAL NOTICED WITH OHE ON RUN AND WHEN
PANTO ENTAGLED HOW TO WORK THE DAMAGED
PANTO.
REF: 1) BB.TRSO. TECH. 02 DTD. 03-05-2000
2) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No. 57
& ED-III PAGE NO. 99-100
On 25-09-02, it was noticed by Motorman that some part of OHE was hanging
near Malavli sub station. The Motorman applied emergency brake and stopped
after the OHE part hit the coach and panto.
The Motorman should first have to drop the pantos on run electrically thereafter
applied emergency brakes and also put ‘ON’ the flasher light and Blinker.
With regards to panto entangled and how to work with damage panto,
instructions are again reiterated to all Motormen / Drivers that whenever panto
is damaged or panto pan is missing, the Motorman/ Driver has to put ‘ON’ the flasher/blinker light, stop the train protect adjacent line and advise the adjacent
train Driver / Motorman to look out for damage to OHE. He should call for
assistance from OHE and Loco staff through Section Controller / LPC and only
after the arrival of EMU / Loco staff & OHE staff, isolate the damaged panto
from HT side and securing of the damaged panto, the Motorman / Driver should
proceed by the other panto.
Whenever Motorman / Driver observes tripping of sub station, they should ensure
that the panto is up and no unusual is observed.

DTC KYN
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It has been observed at times when instructions are conveyed to Motorman /
Driver for dropping all the pantographs or if the Motorman / Driver has to drop at
the pantographs when required to do so, sometimes it is not physically ensured
by the Motorman / Driver that the pantographs have actually been lowered.
Motorman / Drivers are once again instructed that he must ensure that all the
pantos have come down. If due to any reasons, the pantograph is not coming
down. after dropping electrically / manually, message should be immediately
conveyed to SCOR / LPC / TPC through station / gate or phone / MTNL phone
and if required, by stopping the opposite line train.
A record should be kept of the Train No., Motorman / Drivers name and the time
the message has been conveyed.

(A. K. SINGH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST

No. BB.TRSO.TECh.02

Date: 23.08.02

All Drivers
Mumbai Division
CIRCULAR NO. 3/2002
SUB:- Working Dn Goods ( Up the Ghat ) in NE & SE ghat sections
REF: 1) Old circular 16/95 (loco) Dated 15.05.1995
2) Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No. 59 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 101

Circular No. 16/95 ( Loco) dtd. 15.05.1995 issued is once again reiterated to all
the drivers of MUMBAI DIVISION.

“ All the drivers are advised to ensure that while working , goods train in Dn
direction ( UP the Ghat ) in NE and SE ghat sections , in case load is stalled,
driver shall not make any further attempt to re-start the load. In all such
cases,where load is stalled train driver / Ghat driver will ask for Asstt. Engine
immediately without any further attempt which may cause heavy damage to the
rail or Traction Motor of the locomotive.
Drivers are advised to ensur strict complience of the above instructions. Failure
in compliance of the above aspect shall be viewed very seriously.

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr.DEE(TRS.O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB.TRSO.TECH.04

Date: 31.03.2003

SUB: ADDITIONAL DUTIES OF GHAT ASSTT. DRIVERS WHILE
WORKING IN GHATS ON TRIPLER LOCO
REF: Compendium of important circulars for drivers Ed-II page No. 65 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 103
Duties while descending Ghat (Up Direction).
1.
He will ensure that during dynamic stationary test, his engine and middle
engine QTC, QR, QRBS-3 has picked up, also in motoring both engines
are responding, & progressing normally with rising of current according to
the Ghat - Driver’s operation.
2.
On run after setting the dynamic, the will note down the dynamic current
reading, speed, L.V. meter reading and the same should be conveyed to
the Ghat Driver at first catch siding halt. Further, he should keep a watch
and inform the Ghat driver for any abnormalities till destination.
3.
While starting ex. every catch siding halt whistle out (one short) and
exchange signal with driving crew, station staff, and Guard.
4.
At KJT / KSRA, he will assist the driver for detaching banker from train.
Duties while ascending Ghat (Down direction)
1. On run ensure that balancing current is maintained. If the amperage
increases and feeling of engine vibrations, do the sanding. While on run, he
will look on curves for any abnormalities on train.
2. He will exchange hand signals while passing curves and in abnormal
condition, he will whistle out frequently and wave green hand signal up and
down continuously to attach the attention of banking engine crew.
3. If the train stops anywhere in the section, he should immediately contact
the Ghat driver. It is the duty of Ghat driver that he will start his train from
the spot only after assuring that Asstt. Drivers are on banker.
4. He will note down line voltage, balancing current, speed etc of his loco.
5. In the Ghat section, he will exchange hand signals with every station staff,
on curves, he will exchange with banking crews and guard with opposite
line train crew to ensure that everything is normal.
On arrival at LNL / IGP, KJT / KSRA he will feel around both locos (i.e. LNL/IGP
end the Middle Loco) for abnormalities. He shall record PG (pulse Generator of
both locos). In the defect card & and sign it. If any deficiencies observed, he
shall bring to the notice of Ghat Driver and take his acknowledgement on the
defect card.
(A. K. SINGH)
SR. DEE (TRS-O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB/TRSO.MISC.26

Date: 28.07.03

Sr. CC Sub CSTM, KYN
Sr. CC M/L CSTM, KYN
Sr. CC VVH, Sr. CC LNL
SLI IGP, PA, LNL
SUB: TOOLS IN THE BRIEF CASE / LINE BOX GIVEN TO DRIVERS
WORKING GOODS / MAIL. EXP. TRAINS
REF: Compendium of important circulars for drivers
Ed-II page No. 66-67 & ED-III PAGE NO. 104-105
1. It has come to the notice of the undersigned during surprise inspection that
the tools which are being kept in the line box / brief case are not standard
and there is no consolidated list existing for the same.
2. All the tools kept at the depot should be checked thoroughly for availability of
all the tools as per the standard list (G&SR & TSR). An indicative list is
attached herewith.
3. All the depot in -charges are required to ensure that drivers are having their
tools & materials in their tool box as per standard list when they work on
line.
4. All LI’s will ensure that their drivers are having their equipments as per
standard list, in co-ordination with Sr. CC concerned.
(A. K. SINGH)
SR. DEE (TRS.O) CSTM.
Encl: As above
INDICATIVE LIST OF TOOLS / MATERIALS
1. G & SR Book (Hand Book)
2. Working Time Table
3. Tri-colour Torch (Dry Cell)
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4. 02 Red & 01 Green flags.
5. 10 detonators.
6. Two pairs of spects, if medically advised
7. Accident Manual (Hand Book)
8. Safety Pamphlets.
9. Drivers Memo Book
10. ACP Re-setting key
11. Head Light & cab light bulbs.
12. Fusee
13. Trouble shooting Guide.
14. Speed Calculator.
15. Adjustable spanner 2"
16. Hammer 1 kg.
17. Chisel 6"
18. Universal Plier 6"
19. Pin punch 6"
20. Screw Driver 9"
21. Cardege 3 mm 2mts
22. Wooden plug 3"
23. Miniature Plug
24. Light weight portable field telephone.
25. Spare Battery for VHF set.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
No. BB/LR/802/RSO/38

Date :22/02/99
INSTRUCTIONS

All Drivers
Mumbai division.
SUB: Working Without Traction Motor Blower On WCAM /3 Loco.
REF: Compendium of important circulars for drivers
Ed-I page No.32, Ed-II page No. 72 & ED-III PAGE NO. 107
Instructions regarding working without traction motor blower are being revised.
All drivers are hereby instructed to isolate defective MVMT in case of defect in
MVMT - 1 or 2. They will isolate defective MVMT in case of defect in MVMT-1 or
2, They will isolate defective blower motor, operate respective HVMT to “0”,
wedge Q118 relay and work the train up to destination. Care should be taken
that traction current reading should not exceed 600 Amps. in any combination.

Sr. DEE (TRS’O) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

No. BB/LR/802/RSO/2

Date: 17/3/98
CIRCULAR 8A / 98 (LOCO)

SUB: LEAVING OF LOCOMOTIVE BY GHAT DRIVERS
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR
DRIVERS ED-I PAGE NO. 55, ED-II PAGE NO. 75 &
ED-III PAGE NO. 108
In terms of G & SR rule No.4 61 TSR Rule No. 91 a driver is not supposed
to leave the locomotive during his duty hours.
However, it is observed that Ghat Drivers are leaving their locomotives which is
in contravention of G & SR and TSR.
It is also observed that Ghat drivers are giving their locomotives to
Asstt. Driver for driving at KJT, KSRA, IGP & LNL which is in contravention of G
& SR provisions.
Ambush checks are being organized & SLI have been asked to carry
out surprise checks on these locations to check it Asstt. Drivers are driving the
locomotives and whether proper securing of locomotives is being carried out or
not during stabling. Serious disciplinary action shall be taken against staff involved
in reported cases.

Sr. DEE (TRS’O) CSTM
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CHAPTER - II
TROUBLE
SHOOTING
INSTRUCTIONS
SR. INST NO.
NO.
1

RSOB
24/2005

2

24/2005

3

25/2005

4

26/2005

5

27/2005

MTC KYN

DATE

SUBJECT

PAGE
NO.

19.05.2005 Working of AC pantograph with
metallized carbon wearing strip
pan under DC catenary.
10.10.2005 Maintenance and operation of air
driers
11.11.2005 Isolation of RC damping network
on line
16.11.2005 Procedure to be taken while
wedging Q 100 relay
02.02.2006 Correct instruction for isolation of
CTF
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170

171-172
173
174
175
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 19.05.2005

No. BB/TRSO/TECH.02B

All Drivers and A/DR’s
RSOB 24/2005
SUB: Working of AC pantograph with metallized carbon wearing
strip pan under DC catenary.
REF: 1) Instruction No. 15, page No. 31 of compendium of important
circulars for drivers
2) Instruction No. 15 A (revised), dated 01.12.2004
3) Sr. DEE (TRS) KYN, letter No. KYN.RS.T.136, dated
08.04.2005 (Copy attached)
4) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR DRIV
ERS ED-III PAGE No. 111
Instruction No. 15, page No. 31 of compendium of important circulars and
Instruction No. 15A for drivers is revised and reiterated as under.
All WCAM 3 (53 Nos.) and WCAG 1 (12 Nos.) locos, AC panta pan is now
provided with double metallic carbon strips work completed.
If DC pantograph of these locomotives fails under DC catenary due to any
reasons, the locomotive can be worked with AC pantograph without packing
QPTE DC relay with the following restriction.
1) For WCAG-1 locos (Goods) - upto series notches.
2) For WCAM-3 locos (Mail/Exp) - upto series parallel notches.
All LI’s should counsel their staff accordingly.

(A. K. SINGH)
Sr. DEE TRS (0) CSTM
COMPENDIUM
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TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUCTION/RSOB NO.24 - 2005.
Sub:- Maintenance and operation of air driers.
Ref:- 1) CEE’s L.No.L.253/AC/59 dt.06.10.2005
2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR
DRIVERS ED-III PAGE No. 112-113
The above mentioned circular is reiterated for proper trouble shooting by crew.
In case of leakage and pressure not building up, Driver must isolate the air drier
as detailed below: 1. Air drier to be isolated as per procedure given in enclosed annexure A.
2. Auto drain valve to be isolated by closing both the cocks in the under frame
near MR1 and MR 2. Auto drain valve is provided between MR 1 and MR 2.
3. HCP position to be changed so that all compressor are working instead of
single compressor. Even now if the presure does not increase, use BLCPD.
SR DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
Encl: Annexure A.
Annexure A
PROCEDURE FOR ISOLATION OF AIR DRIER

FROM
MR-2

COCK-C
RED

TO
MR-3

COCK-B
GREEN

COCK-A
GREEN
AIR
DRIER

MTC KYN
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AIR DRIER COCK OPERATING PROCEDURE
1. The isolation of air drier by trip sheds and crew is to be done by operating
cocks A, B & C as per the table given below: Condition of Air

Position Cock A

Position Cock B

Position Cock C

Drier

(Green)

(Green)

(Red)

Working

Open

Open

Closed

Isolated

Closed

Closed

Open

2. If shed is required to isolate the air drier in extreme emergency, then
besides the above operation of isolating cocks, shed must also isolate
the air drier electrically.
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CENTRALRAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
TRO BRANCH
MUMBAI
Date:- 11.11.2005

No. BB.TRSO.TECH-2B

RSOB/TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUCTION NO. 25
Sr.CC CSTM (M/L), VVH, KYN, PNVL, LNL (GHAT & GOODS), IGP.
Sub:- Isolation of RC damping networks on line.
Ref: - CEE’s Office L.No.L.326.0P.Circular dt. 18.10.2005
(Technical Instruction No.2) & COMPENDIUM OF

IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-III
PAGE No. 114
With reference to above-mentioned letter, all the Loco Pilots are instructed that
in case of any unusual in RC network. Loco Pilots has to take following steps
as per above mentioned letter which is reproduced bellow: 1.
2.
3.
4.

Lower the pantograph immediately.
Open the HT Compartment after grounding the Pantograph.
Use the extinguisher to extinguish the smoke flame from the RC network.
Isolate the RC damping network after opening the electrical connection and
taping the ends of the loose wires. For this electrical insulation tape be
made a part of personal store of the driver by all the divisions. By isolating
the RC damping network there is no problem anticipated in the control circuit
for closing of DJ and running of loco.
5. Try to energize the loco again keeping the Assistant Driver Loco Pilot just
outside the HT for observing any unusual.
6. If the loco gets energized, look for target dropping of QOA or QSIT relay (in
case of SI unit locos). If the target of these relays drops, shut down the loco
and ask for assisting engine.
7. Steps 1-6 above have to be done within 20 minutes otherwise assisting
engine to ask by the loco Pilot.
CAUTION:
Steps 1 to 6 above have to be taken only for clearing the block section. After
clearing the block section, assisting engine must compulsorily be demanded
for which pre-intimation can be given by the driver from mid-section it self.
Sr. DEE(TRS/O) CSTM
MTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CSTM.
Date: 16-11-2005

NO.BB.TRSO.TECH.2B
Sr.C.C. CSTM, PNVL, KYN Up Yard,
LNL, LNL Ghat, IGP Ghat

RSOB/TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUCTION NO. 26
Sub: Precaution to be taken while wedging Q-100 relay.
Ref: 1) CEE’s office L.No.L.326.0P.Circular dtd. 14-11-2005.

2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR
DRIVERS ED-III PAGE No. 115
Instructions for drivers for precaution to be taken while wedging Q-100 relay
vide above mentioned circular is reproduced below :
Whenever Q-100 is wedged by the Driver, following actions have to be further
taken.
1. MPJ has to be thrown to Zero and BLVMT kept off before closing the DJ so
as to prevent ICDJ taking place. This is specially required after neutral section
if Q 100 is already wedged.
2. Even after wedging Q 100 if the DJ is not closing then Q 118 is to be wedged.
3. After wedging Q 100 driver must ensure that auxiliaries, especially
4. MPH, is in working condition.
5. Driver to also check oil level of transformer.
6. Wedging of Q 100 to be recorded in the Log book.

Sr. DEE (TRS.O) BB.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CSTM.

NO.BRTRSO.TECH.02B .

Date: 02-02-2006

All Loco Pilots,
TROUBLE SHOOTING INSTRUCTION NO. 27
Sub: Correct instruction for isolation of CTF.
Ref:- 1) CEE office L.No.L.326.0P.Circular dtd. 12-01-2006.
(TRO Technical Instruction No. 06).

2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR
DRIVERS ED-III PAGE No. 116
With reference to above mentioned letter, all the Loco Pilots are instructed that
in case of CTF defective in AC locomotives (WAG 5, WAG 7, WAM 4, WAP 1/3)
they have to operate CTF as per instructions produced below: “In case of air leakage from traction side EP valve of CTF or any other defects
in it, both the EP valves of CTF (Traction as well Braking) should be isolated by
disconnecting electrical wire and CTF should be tied in traction side with rope.
This will ensure power for traction in normal motoring operation in case of
adversity. In the event of braking side EP valve failure of CTF, control supply
wire to braking side EP valve only be disconnected. In such case DBR operation
will not be available. Any such isolation should be recorded in the log book”.
It is advised that all staff should be counselled accordingly
.

Sr. DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
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CHAPTER - III
GENERAL
CIRCULARS
SR.
NO.

CIR.
NO.

DATE

SUBJECT

PAGE
NO.

1

Observe personal safety

177-178

2

Precautions to be observed while
working on graded section
Note for Active counselling for
Driver / Assistant Driver
Action to be taken in case air flow
gauge shows reading on goods train
Action to be taken in case of cattle
run over
Un authorised person travelling on
locomtive in ghat section
Procedure for testing brake power
of goods train after restarting from
various points
Action to be taken when engine
wheels get locked
Duty at stretch of running staff
Sign On / Sign OFF

179-181

3
4

06/2000

27.07.2000

5

22.01.1999

6

24.12.1998

7

8
9
10

14-95

04.05.1995
13.04.1992
29.10.2002

176

182-184
185
186
187
188-189

190
191-192
193

OBSERVE PERSONAL SAFETY
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 42-43 & ED-II PAGE NO. 76-77 & ED-III PAGE No. 118-119
1. Before coming on duty take complete rest at home.
2. After reporting for duty, think only about your duties.
3. Before going to prepare the locomotive for service ensure that other
movement. Before crossing the line, look out on both sides.
4. While preparing Loco for service when pantograph is to be lowered for
opening HTC, visually ensure that pantograph has come down and properly
housed and then remove ZPT key.
5. Do not wear chappals while on duty, use shoes, you may have to get down
in mid section to attend to unusuals. Do not wear very loose clothes, which
may get sucked by exhauster / blower or get entangled.
6. Do not argue with your supervisors or colleagues or passengers. It may
disturb your mental concentration while discharging your duties.
7. On line while working a train and at the time of exchanging signal with station
staff or looking back on curvature to ensure safe running of train, do not lean
out of the window of locomotive fully. Take only your head out.
8. Close all the doors of locomotive while on motion and do not stand at the
door if it is open. Keep rear cab doors always closed from inside.
9. Consumption of intoxicating items will definitely affect you personal safety,
do not consume Alcohol at all.
10. While attending a train on line for various purpose such as train parting,
brake binding, stalling, proceeding for asking A/Eng., proceeding for
protection, attending AC pull or for any other reason always be alert and
ensure that you are moving at a safe distance from moving trains on other
COMPENDIUM
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tracks. Be on the look out for trains/ engines coming from opposite direction.
11. Do not open the HTC when train is in motion, even though panto graph is
lowered.
12. Refrain from out of duty conversations when moving, it may endanger your
life, an OHE wire is broken and hanging or there is a rail fracture, you cannot
take timely action due to momentary lapse of attention.
13. Take rest at Running Rooms; do not waste your rest time by any means.
14. Be acquainted with rules and regulations of G & SR and must have a thorough
knowledge of whistle codes and authority numbers.
15. Read caution orders and do not over speed at temporary and permanent
cautious driving area and do not exceed maximum permissible speed.
16. Get thorough knowledge of handling fire extinguishers.
17. Do not climb on roof for any trouble shooting.
18. While doing regular checking of live loco, when feeling around, do not enter
HTC Compt. even though HTC doors are open.
19. Whistle freely near level crossing, near spots when Rly. Staff are working or
a train loco is standing.
20. Dim headlight when a train/loco is approaching from opposite direction to
allow opposite train / loco’s driver to see track / signals ahead.
21. While climbing down from loco, look carefully for any pit / ditch /
both side use touch light during night.
22. While looking out of window, be careful of overgrown tree branches.

MTC KYN
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“PRECAUTIONS TO BE OBSERVED WHILE WORKING
ON GRADED SECTION”
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 36-38 & ED-II PAGE NO. 80-82 & ED-III PAGE No. 120-122
DUTIES FOR DRIVERS
DO’s
1. Before starting the train destroy vacuum / pressure and recreates to do
away with the possibility of floating obstructions.
2. Check brake power of your train at the first opportunity and regulate speed
accordingly.
3. Brake gradually to avoid sudden jerks in normal running. Maximum possible
use of Dynamic brakes must be made.
4. Wherever in graded sections catch sidings are provided obey the statutory
halts and speed restrictions till the whole train clears the catch siding points.
5. Ensure your presence in the locomotive where the gradients are steeper
than 1 in 400 in block section and at station.
6. In an emergency if you have to leave engines ensure that the Assistant
Driver is in charge of locomotive in your absence.
7. In the event of the train being unable to proceed further in a graded section
apply the train and loco brakes.
8. When the train is stopped at any signal or mid-section on a steep down
gradient give sufficient time for the train brakes to get released by ensuring
that the original vacuum / pressure level are registered. Then slightly release
the loco brakes to allow the train to start rolling and the couplings to get
stretched and buffers decompressed.
9. However, when the train comes to halt on a STEEP RISING GRADIENT,
before restarting release train brakes fully and then slightly notch up before
releasing loco brakes to ensure that train does not roll down.
10. In case of train parting in a graded section, the following actions must be
taken :
I.
Driver will attract Guard’s attention by giving 3 short whistles.
II.

Driver will ensure that the train is brought to a halt maintaining sufficient
gap between the two portions so that the two portions do not collide
while on run.
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III.
IV.
V.

Driver to apply his loco brakes and train brakes in “ON’ position.
Driver to put “ON’ the “Flasher light’
If the OHE/locomotive trips, driver to apply loco hand brakes.
Assistant driver to be sent for putting on manual brakes for at least ten
wagons together to secure the load.

VI.

After ensuring that the load is secured, Assistant Driver will protect the
front portion.

VII.

Driver to instruct Assistant Driver to jointly examine with Guard the
broken couplings and take a decision whether the load can be coupled.

VIII. The rear portion will be secured and protected by the Guard.
IX. Before coupling the load, Assistant Driver will confirm to the Driver
that rear portion has been secured and he has re moved the wedges,
released the manual brakes of wagons and front load can be taken
back for coupling.
X.

In the rising gradient, driver will ensure that train brakes are released
by restoring original vacuum / pressure levels and will then gradually
release loco brakes to allow controlled rolling movement towards the
rear portion so as to couple up without giving bump.

XI.

In case of falling gradient, driver after releasing train brakes and
ensuring that original vacuum / pressure levels are registered will take
up few notches before releasing loco brakes to prevent rolling down
and will thereafter notch up sufficiently to proceed towards the parted
portion at 10 KMPH.

XII.

After the loads have been coupled in both the cases as mentioned
above, Assistant Driver along with guard will ensure proper coupling
and connection of Hose / Pressure pipes. During this period driver
should keep the loco brakes in “ON’ position.

XIII. Assistant Driver will confirm to the Driver that the Hose pipes! pressure
pipes have been connected, hand brakes of rear wagons have been
released and wedges removed.
XIV. Driver will now ensure that train brakes are fully released registering
original vacuum / pressure levels.
XV.

In case of rising gradient, driver will ensure that few notches are taken
before loco brakes are released to prevent rolling down of the load.
Once in control of the train without loco brakes, he will notch up after
exchanging “All right’ signal with the guard to proceed with full train.

MTC KYN
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XVI. On a falling gradient, he will gradually release loco brakes to stretch
out the couplings, decompress the buffers and will then proceed after
exchanging ‘All right’ signal with guard.
XVII. Lln case it is not possible to couple up, the load will be worked in two
portions. as per sr. 6.09-1
XVllI. The Assistant Driver will bring written authority from the guard and
hand over to the Driver authorizing him to proceed.
XIX. Assistant Driver will ensure that wagon hand brakes are released and
wedges removed before moving the train. Assistant Driver will remain
with part load in the section.
XX. For Starting a train in case of falling gradients instructions are given in
item No. XVI above will be followed. In case of rising gradients,
instructions given in item No. XV above will be followed.
XXI. While approaching the station section, stop at the “Home Signal” even
if it is given “OFF’ and whistle, advise the Station
Master of part load arrival so that the station master does not clear the
section.
DRIVERS
DONT’S
1. Do not attempt to start the train without ensuring that the vacuum system
is fully charged and the load has been released. In case of air brake
stock BP pressure should be 5.00 kg/cm2.
2. While approaching a hump notch up sufficiently in advance to build up
momentum to negotiate the hump. Do not take extra notches until the
entire train passed.
3. In the event of train partings:
I. Do not stop abruptly to avoid bumping
II. While stopping, do not release brakes quickly as this will cause the
front portion to run out resulting in servere jerks and breakage of
coupling
III. In case the parted portions cannot be coupled, do not clear the front
portion without taking written authority from the guard.
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NEED FOR ACTIVE COUNSELLING FOR DRIVER / ASSISTANT DRIVER
REF : COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 39-41& ED-II PAGE NO. 83-85 & ED-III PAGE No. 123-125
SR NO.
SHOULD ALWAYS
WHY ?
1

Check Loco safety equipement
(Flasher Light, speedometer
Headlight, W edges, & Fire
Extinguisher

2

Conduct brake feel test at first
opportunity

3

Stop at catch siding signals

4

Call out signal aspect

5

Be in possession of BPC

6

Exchange all right signals and
look back at station. Exchange
all right Signal with opposite
direction train
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To ensure that these equipments are
working for safe running of trains.
Flasher light to be used in case of
emergency when train is stopped in
block section due to any cause and
cannot
proceed
f urther.
Speedometer to maintain the speed
as required. Head light-To have good
look for any unusual/obstruction on
track. Wedges to be used in case of
train stalled and to aviod rolling down
etc. Fire extinguisher - Fire measure
to cease Fire.
i. To ensure adequate brake power
is avialbale and if not to judge the
Brake application
ii. To be in complete control of train
in emergency.
To ensure the brake power is
adequate to prevent train running into
Block Section.
i. To confirm and reconfirm signal
aspect.
ii. To ensure that the Driver/ Asstt.
Driver are in complete control of
their train and alert to obey the
signal aspect.
To ensure that the Correct amount
of Brake Power available.
To ensure that nothing is wrong with
the train Signal is exhibited by station
staff and guard and engine crew of
opposite train for preventing
derailments due to Hot axle. Seizure
of roller bearing, brake binding and
fires on train, flat tyre etc.
COMPENDIUM
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Check the correct starter is
taken off receiving PLC Token
etc.

To avoid picking up wrong signal

8

Apply emergency brakes if
train is not under control while
approaching signal at danger

To stop short of signal to prevent
overshooting of signal to aviod
collision / unusual occurrence.

9

Stop engine 20 meters short
of the load while attaching
engine on load

To avoid bumping and / or injury to
shunting staff and the passengers
in case of occupied coach.

10

Whistle continuously from W/
L andWhistle board and while
passing through stations

To warn road users of an
approachingtrain so that road
vehicles stop at L/Xing gate thereby
preventing
collision
with
approaching train.

11

Do protection in front on
signal line and adjacent line
on double line during accident
derailment obstruction.

To avoid collision

12

Look back at curves

To ensure complete train is intact
and following safely and also to
detect unusual on the train.

13

Use whistle codes

14

(i) Apply train & Loco brakes
when train stalled on gradient
(ii) Apply Locomotive Hand
brake when engine is
disabled and cannot proceed
within 20 minutes.

To communicate with guard in
case of emergency and as the
when re quired to (i) Call for
guards signal (ii) Guard to release
brake, guard to apply hand brake,
train cannot proceed on account
of failure / obstruction etc.(iii)
Guard to come on engines. (iv)
Token not received, Train parting,
Alarm Chain pulled.
To avoid Rolling down and
derailmentand collisionTo avoid
rolling down on derailment
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15

Take Special preacutions
whiledriving CRT & E/Oil
Tank Loads

(i) These wagons are 4 wheeler
and have rigid wheel base
(ii) To avoid derailment, jumping of
wagons, always follow the speed
restriction prescribed for these
loads rigidly.
(iii) Do not notch up at curves or
apply sudden brakes.

16

Observe caution order

(i) To restrict the speed where ever
required.
(ii) Pick up normal speed only after
passing the T/P Board f or
passenger train and T/G Board for
Goods train to prevent derailments
due to over speeding in the speed
restriction area.

17

Switch on flasher light
immediatelyduring any
unusual on Loco/Train

To attract the attention of the
Driver of the train approaching
from opposite TRACK / OHE
direction of unusual occurrence
so as to enable stopping in time.

18

Observe speed restriction
afterpassing Automatic
Signal at “ON’

To stop the train short of any
obstruction i. e. Rail fracture,
train ahead etc.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY :

Divisional office,
Mumbai CST,
Dated:27-07-2000

No. BB/TRS-O/TECH/O2
All Elect. Loco Drivers ,

CIRCULAR NO. 6 / 2000
Sub :- Action to be taken by Driver in case Air flow gauge
shows reading on Goods train.
REF : COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR DRIVERS
ED-III PAGE NO. 126
There have been cases of trains getting detained on account of air
flow gauge showing reading and C & W staff unable to identify and
attend leakages. Following guidelines are to be followed in such cases
On air brake stock Goods loads ,if the BP pressure on train loco is
showing 5.0 kg/cm2 and in the Guard’s gauge on the brake van as
4.8 kg/cm2. but air flow gauge on the locomotive is indicating some
reading, then driver must ask the C & W staff to attend to the leakages
on the load starting from the wagon next to the loco and upto the brake
van.
If after C & W attention, the air flow gauge shows more than 100
reading and buzzer continues to sound, then the Driver must not start the
train and must get the load attended by C & W staff.
If after C & W attention, the air flow gauge shows less than 100
reading and the buzzer is not sounding and there is no audible leakage on
the train, then the driver can start the train provided BP reading on loco
and brake van is 5.00 kg./cm2 and 4.8 kg./cm2 respectively and load is
moving on 1st notch. However, driver must set the air flow gauge Red
marker at the level of white marker before starting the train and must
keep a watch on the air flow gauge during train working . If the air flow
gauge reading increases beyond red needle then it could be due to
application of brakes by guard or due to any unusual on the brake pipe
system on the train and in such case , driver must stop the train and take
action as per extant rules and G & SR provisions.
The above guidelines are not applicable to Mail / Express trains.
On Mail/Express trains , driver should not start the train unless air flow
gauge is showing zero reading and buzzer is not sounding.
(RAJIV AGRAWAL)
Sr.DEE (TRS.O) CSTM.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY :

Divisional office,
CST Mumbai.
Dated : 22-01-99

No. BB.LR.802.RSO.38.
All Drivers
Mumbai Division.

Sub :- Action to be taken in case of cattle run over.
REF : COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 44 & ED-II PAGE NO. 88 & ED-III PAGE No. 127
Instructions already exists with regard to action to be taken when cattle is run
over by Mail/Exp/Pass/Goods trains. Instructions are already existing in letter
No. BB/LR/802/RSO/2 dtd. 25/1/94 which are again reiterated as under for
guidance of all Drivers, who will ensure that the same are followed without fail:
1. In the event of cattle being run over or knocked down by an
Engine / Train , the driver must immediately stop his train and put
the flasher light ‘ON’. He should observe the air pressure guage /
vacuum gauge and if he finds pressure / vacuum dropping, he
should trouble shoot the fault.
2. Thereafter Driver should clear the track with the help of Guard and
any volunteer from the train . If the animal is lying underneath the
train , the train should be drawn ahead, body of the cattle removed
and the track cleared.
3. The Engine should be personally examined visually by the driver for
any damage to the under gear parts ; if no damage is noticed , and
the train is fit to run in all respects & track is clear, driver should
proceed to the first Engine Examining depot / destination and have
his loco checked , particularly for any floating obstruction due to
animal flesh being sucked in through Loco hose pipe.
4. On arrival at the destination, he should inform the LPC and Engine
Examiner about the cattle run over, consequent loss of time and also
pass a remark on the defect card advising Engine Examiner to
check the under gear thoroughly .
SR DEE (TRS-O) CSTM
MTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CSTM.
Date: 24/12/98

No. BB/lR/802/RSO/38
All Drivers,

SUB: UNAUTHORISED PERSON TRAVELLING ON LOCOMOTIVE
IN GHAT SECTION.
.
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR DRIVERS
ED-I PAGE NO. 45 & ED-II PAGE NO. 89 & ED-III PAGE No.
128
Number of cases have repeatedly occurred regarding cab equipment damage,
disturbing isolating cocks position on coupler / trippler locos in Ghat section.
This is due to unauthorised persons are traveling between the locomotives in
Ghat section. Even some WCAM/3 Goods couplers are working in Goods train
in Ghat section. Following precautions must be taken before starting the train /
LE at KSRA / IGP and KJT / LNL station.
Ensure that all FP, BP, MR equalizing and Brake equalizing pipes are connected
properly and cocks are in open position.
No unauthorized person should be allowed to travel in loco or in between locos.
Rear locos all door and rear cab’s door should be in closed condition. All Drivers
to follow these instructions rigidly. Any inadvertent closing of cocks may lead to
accident disaster.

Sr. DEE(TRS.O)CSTM
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PROCEDURE FOR TESTING BRAKE POWER OF GOODS TRAINS
AFTER STARTING FROM VARIOUS POINTS
REF : COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 57-58 & ED-II PAGE NO. 93-94 & ED-III PAGE No. 129-130
All Drivers and Loco Inspectors - Guidelines
After starting from yard / station when full train comes out of yard/ station on
Main line, following procedure should be adopted for testing brake power of
Goods Trains:
1. Attain the speed of train, 25 KMPH to 30 KMPH.
2. Keep ABS pressed and switch “OFF” power.
3. With Vacuum braked trains destroy 50% of vacuum registering on the guage
by DVB/A9.
With Air braked trains destroy BP 0.8 kg/cm2 by A9 and note down the
structure number.
4. Travel in the same condition for 5 structures in case of vaccum / 4 structures
in case of Air braked train, observe drop in speed and bring DVB/A9 to RUN; position after passing structure.
i)

If the seed drops to 15 KMPH or below, then the brake power of train is
satisfactory, work onward normally.
ii) If speed does not drop to 15 to 20 KMPH brake power of the train is not
satisfactory anp driver should take precautions for stopping/controlling the
train but continue to work the train till destination advising LPC/TCOR and
endorsing BPC/CC.
iii) If no drop or slight drop in speed is observed, release ABS, destroy VAC/BP
and stop train, count total structures traveled in the VAC/BP destroyed
condition. Train brake power is very poor in this case.
5. Work the train with a reduced speed very cautiously and inform LPC/TCOR
at first convenient place and take the train into a yard or loop line with LPC/
TCOR advise.
6. This procedure of brake test must be carried out at notified brake test locations
while starting from designated yards / stations and enroute after taking over
charge at first opportunity.
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On Mumbai Division, the following are the location where driver can check
the brake power of his train:
Train leaving from STN / Yard

Location from where brake power
assessment test should begin

1.

MB CST/WB yard

OHE STR NO.

2.

CLA yard

-do-

20/2

3.

TROMBAY yard

-do-

16/2

4.

VADALA yard

-do-

12/14

5.

KYN STN / KYN yard

-do-

56/14

6.

KYN STN / KYN yard

-do-

58/2

7.

LNL - PA

-do-

131/13

8.

GIT-PA-LNL

-do-

189/12

9.

LNL - KJT

-do-

126/32

10.

IGP - KYN

-do-

134/4

11.

JASAI - PNVL

-do-

80/10

12.

PANVEL - JASAI

-do-

65/5

5/5

7. If train brake power is not satisfactory, driver will also pass remark
accordingly in the BPC at the back side clearly and legibly.
8. Above guidelines are for a 35 BOX load i. e. 2800 T load on a level road,
Braking distance will vary depending upon load of train’distance between
one structure and gradients. Distance between OHE structures has
been taken as approx. 70 m for above guidelines.
9. Above procedure is a guidance only. Drivers should however, observe
all provisions mentioned in G & SR for safe working of trains and take
necessary precaution.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE,
MUMBAI CSTM

NO. BB/LR/802/RSO/2

DATE: 04/05/1995

All Drivers,
Loco Supervisors
Mumbai Division.
CIRCULAR NO. 14/95 (LOCO)
SUB: ACTION TO BE TAKEN WHEN ENGINE WHEELS GET LOCKED
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULARS FOR DRIVERS ED-I PAGE NO. 80 &
ED-II PAGE NO. 100 & ED-III PAGE NO. 131

Whenever the driver experiences wheels locking on his engine, he should take
the following action at once:
Indications: When the wheels are getting locked, the following indications will
be noticed:
There will be high current with an unusual rubbing noise from the bogie and
sparking may be noticed from the locked wheel at night while starting on run.
The over-load relays of traction motors or QCB may trip. The train may not be
able to start or may not gain normal speed on run.
Action: The train must be stopped immediately and locked wheel checked by
moving the train slowly in forward direction. After confirming the wheel locking,
the train may be backed slightly in reverse with due precautions. If the wheels
become free, the train must be worked cautiously with reduced speed upto the
next station. The Driver must inform LPC and be guided by his instructions.
In case the wheel does not get free, the train must not be moved but lines must
be protected in front, as well as in rear as per S.R. 6.03. The break down train
along with Assisting Engine must be called immediately through whatever mean
available.
After the breakdown operation is over, the train should be worked with reduced
speed as per the instructions given by the Break down train in-charge upto the
first station where the disabled engine detaching facility is available. The engine
should be detached and then the train should be worked normally with the
Assisting Engine upto the destination.
Sr. DEE(TRS.O)CSTM
MTC KYN
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COPY
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)
NO. E (LL) 91 HER/1-11
New Delhi, dated 13-4-92
The General Managers,
All Indian Railways,
SUB: DUTY AT A STRETCH OF RUNNING STAFF
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-I
PAGE NO. 83-84 & ED-II PAGE NO. 105-106 & ED-III PAGE NO. 132133
1. Attention is invited to this Ministry’s letter No. 0 (LWA) , 68/HER/66 DT. 15.7.68,
No. E. (LL) 77/HER/29 dt. 31.8.78, No. E(LL)78/HER/76 dt. 23.10.78, No.
E(LL) 77 HER 129 dt. 28.3.79 and NO.E.(LL) 77/HER/29 dtd. 3.4.81 wherein
instructions have been issued in.
2. In Suppression of instructions contained in the above letters, it has been
decided to amend subsidiary instructions No. 17 (iii). The amended
instructions be read as under:
1.7 (iii) The following will be the duty at a stretch:
a. The overall duty at a stretch of running staff from ‘signing on’ should not
ordinarily exceed 12 hrs. and they should be entitled to claim relief
thereafter.
b. The running duty at a stretch should not ordinarily exceed 10 hrs. from
the departure of the train and the staff should be entitled to claim relief
thereafter.
c. In operational exigencies the running duty may be extended beyond 10
hrs. within overall limit of 12 hrs. provided a due notice has been given to
the staff by the Controller before the completion of 8 hrs. of running duty.
d. lf a train does not reach, within the overalI limit of 12 hrs. its normal crew
changing point destination of train / or the place where a relief has been
COMPENDIUM
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i.

arranged and such point is approximately one hour’s journey away, the
staff shall be required to work to that point.
Within 10/12 hours from ‘signing on’ in control offices where computers
have been provided complete information on duty hours of crew should
be entered in the computers, along with the reasons for excessive duty
hours.

ii. A daily exceptional statement of cases of excessive duty hours, alongwith
the reasons, should be prepared manually where the information is kept
in the registers or generated by computers where the information is
entered in the computers.
iii. The exceptional statement should be reviewed by Power and operating
officers daily and by DRM/ADRM every week. Similarly, monthly review
should be done by AGM at Headquarter level alongwith COPS CFTS/
OMPE (RUNNING) CLE (RUNNING). At suitable intervals, the
performance should also be reviewed by General Manager.
iv. Periodical meeting with both the recognized unions to review the
performances should be held regularly as hitherto directed. This will
give an opportunity to identity the weak spots and take remedial action.
v. A statement according to the revised proforma (enclosed), should be
sent to the Board under a D.O letter addressed to MS and MT And signed
by General Manager.

Please acknowledge the receipt.

GENERAL MANAGER,
CENTRAL RAILWAY,
MUMBAI

MTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

D.R.M.’S OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 29-OCT-02

NO. BB.M. 104, OP. VOL. 1
CC CLA, CC KYN,
CC PNVL, CC PA,
LF (D) NRL
SUB: SIGN ON / SIGN OFF

REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-II
PAGE NO. 110 & ED-III PAGE NO. 134
Instances of irregularities in sign on and sign off have come to light during my
inspection of lobbies in the last week
The following is being reiterated for being observed strictly:
1. Sign on and sign off has to be strictly done. In cases where PNVL Goods
Drivers are signing off at KYN lobby, CC & LI’s PNVL should periodically
check the separate sign off book, which has been opened at KYN lobby
for PNVL Drivers.
2. Cases of large gaps between the HOC and final sign off have come to
Iight.These are highly irregular and strict action will be taken in such
cases. APO (T) and ADME (I) may do random checks to counter check
the pilot mileage being claimed and the actual HOC and sign off time
and where there are any large gaps between the two, which cannot be
logically explained.
3. Drivers being booked for LRD must sign on and sign off and submit
their Learn ing Road particulars in the extant proforma. ADME (I) and
APO (T) to randomly check the mileage being paid to Drivers during
their LRD period and counter check with the sign on the sign off register
available in the lobby.
(RAHUL MITHAL)
Sr. DME (Fr. & Ops.) CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional
office ,
(Safety Branch)
CST Mumbai.
Dated : 09-04-99.

No. BB/T/400/W/X/IV

JOINT SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 2/99
All concerned
Mumbai Division.
Sub:

System of Train working to be adopted during
unusual occurrence.
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-II
PAGE NO. 86 & ED-IIIPAGE NO. 136-137
The method and system of Train working to be adopted during unusual
occurrence in respect of the following items is detailed in this safety
circular, annexed herewith, for guidance and strict compliance by all the
staff.
Whenever a down goods train parts in the Ghat section :
1. Leading Driver , Ghat Driver and Guard will act as per GR 6.08 and
SR 6.08-1.
2. Secure the rear and front portions in accordance with GR 6.08 (2)
and SR 6.04-2.
3. Ghat driver will switch the flasher light ‘ON’ and protect the rear as
per rule 6.03.
4. Guard will inform TCOR through field telephone or any other
means -TSR 10.
If

unable to couple the train -

1. Guard will give a written authority ( T427 B) to the Ghat driver to
proceed towards KSRA / PDI, clearly stating the number of vehicles
& also painted No. & owning railway of last vehicle of the load
attached to the Banker - GR 6.09, SR 6.09-1.
2. Guard will protect the remaining load in rear . Leading Driver will
be informed accordingly. Ghat driver will ask for additional assisting
engine in rear in case load of rear portion is more than what can
be worked with only banker loco safely.
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3. After removing wooden wedges, sprogs or chains & lifting of hand
brakes, Ghat Driver will work part load towards KSRA/PDI at
a speed not exceeding 15 KMPH , and must not stop at the
outermost facing points and give --0--0 whistles repeatedly to
warn the station staff.- SR 6.09-1, TSR 26.
4. He will send his Asstt Driver to explain to SM KSRA / PDI. The SM
of KSRA / PDI after understanding the situation will take immediate
steps to ensure that the Block section ahead is not cleared.
5. SM PDI will advise SM KJT of the situation and SM KJT on
understanding the situation will arrange to accept the parted portion
of the load through exchange of private numbers.
6. SM PDI / KSRA will then accept parted portion of the train by giving
a written memo to the Ghat Driver clearly indicating the line on
which the parted portion is to be received. ( SM PDI will also note
the private number exchanged with SM KJT).
7. On arrival at KSRA / KJT the banking Engine will be sent back
under Authority to proceed without Line Clear to work the front
portion to KSRA / KJT, along with C & W staff. Ghat Driver will be
given written permission to bring back the front portion to KSRA
/ KJT.
8. On attaching banker to the front portion of the parted load &
removing wooden etc. & lifting hand brakes, will then work the
front portion cautiously to KSRA / KJT at a speed not exceeding 15
KMPH.
9. Alternatively , on instructions of TCOR the front portion may be
permitted to be worked to IGP / LNL.
Note :
a) If parting has taken place closer to JBC or between JBC-LNL
and TGR 3 - IGP and the load cannot be coupled for whatever
reason, the train will not be worked in two portions. C & W staff
/ Tool Van must be called for.
b) Passenger carrying trains will not be worked in two portions.
SR DSO CSTM

SR DEE (TRS-O) CSTM

SR DME (GOODS) CSTM
MTC KYN
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST.
Date: 28.05.03

No. BB.TRSO.TECH.02

JOINT PROCEDURE ORDER
SUB: METHOD OF CONDUCTING BP LEAKAGE TEST ON LOAD/LOCO
REF:

COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-II
PAGE NO. 111-112 & ED-III PAGE NO. 138-140

For problem identification during any dispute
Instructions on this subject are already existing in the Operating Manual issued
by Electrical TRS.O., IRCAM. TECH (Mechanical) as well as RDSO LKO has
circulated an Instruction Booklet in detail for operation of Air Brake trains, issued
in Dec. 1994. However, the same is being reiterated for guidance of all concerned
staff :
Whenever the problem of low brake pipe pressure is experienced, conduct
LlEAKAGE TEST as per procedure detailed below to check whether the leakages
in the train air brake system are within permissible limits and to take corrective
actions. If required
1. Ensure that brake pipe of all wagons are coupled and brake pipe angle
cocks on all the wagons are in OPEN position.
2. Place the Driver’s Automatic Brake Value handle in RELEASE Position.
Ensure that the brake pipe pressure has stabilized in the locomotive
and rear most vehicle to the level indicated below:
Length of train

Loco

Last wagon

Up to 56 BOXN wagons

5.0 kg/cm2

4.8 kg/cm2

More than 56 BOXN wagons

5.0 kg/cm2

4.7 kg/cm2

3. Move the Driver’s Automotive Brake Valve Handle towards the APPLICATION Position to reduce the brake pipe pressure from 5 kg/cm2 to 4
kgIcm2.
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4. After the brake pipe pressure has stabilized, close the brake pipe isolating
cock provided between additional C2 relay valve and brake pipe on the
loco motive.
5. Wait for 60 seconds for temperature and gauge settlement and then
note the drop in pressure in the brake pipe pressure gauge in the
locomotive for five minutes.
6. The drop in brake pipe pressure gauge shall not be more than 1.25 kg/
cm2 in 5 minutes (i. e. rate of drop should be less than 0.25 kg/cm2/
min.).
7. If the leakage rate is more than the value indicated in para 6, check for
leakages on individual wagons.
(A.K. SINGH)
Sr. DEE (TRS.O)

(RAHUL MITTAL)
Sr. DME (FR & OP)

(MUKUL JAIN)
Sr. DOM

6.0 LEAKAGE TEST
Whenever the problem of low brake pipe pressure is experienced, conduct
leakage test as per procedure detailed below to check whether the leakages in
the train air brake system are within permissible limits and to take corrective
actions, if required.
Step-1
Ensure that brake pipe of all wagons are coupled and brake pipe angle cocks
on all the wagons are in open position.
Step-2
Place the Driver’s automatic brake valve handle in release position. Ensure
that brake pipe pressure has stabilised in the locomotive and rear most vehicle
to the level indicated below: Length of train

Loco

Last wagon

Up to 56 BOXN wagons

5.0 kg/cm2

4.8 kg/cm2

More than 56 BOXN wagons

5.0 kg/cm2

4.7 kg/cm2

MTC KYN
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Step-3
Move the Driver’s automatic brake valve handle towrads the application position
to reduce the brake pipe pressure from 5 kg/cm2 to 4 kg/cm2.
Step-4
After the brake pipe pressure has stabilised, close the the brake pipe isolating
cock provided between additional C 2 relay valve and brake pipe on the
locomotive.
Step-5
Wait for 60 seconds for temperature and gauge settlement and then note the
drop in pressure in the brake pipe pressure gauge in the locomotive for 5
minutes.
Step-6
The drop in brake pipe pressure gauge shall not be more than 1.25 kg/cm2 in
5 minutes (i. e. rate of drop should be less than 0.25 kg/cm2/min.)
Step-7
If the leakage rate is more than the value indicated in para 6, check for
leakages on individual wagons.

WARNING
Never close any brake pipe angle cock.
Exceptions are: 1. At the extreme front end and rear end of the train.
2. To uncouple the respective hose pipes.
3. For shunting.
4. After coupling the hose pipe and / or shunting operations. The angle cocks
should be opened to ensure continuity of brake pipe.
Closure of any brake pipe angle cock shall make the brake system inoperative
in the remaining portion of a train in rear of the closed angle cock. This shall
reduce the brake power of the train considerably and shall cause ACCIDENTS.
Therefore continuity of the brake pipe must be ensured under all circumstances.
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
NO. BB.TRSO.TECH.02.A
DATE: 18.08.03
JOINT PROCEDURE ORDER
SUB: INTRODUCTION OF CTR FORMS ON MUMBAI DIVISION
FOR GOODS TRAIN CREW.
REF:1) IT NOTE NO. T. 483 N. RSC DT. 5-9-94 OF CTPM, CELE, CME
(O&C) & FA&CAO (F& B) AND THIS OFFICE LETTER NO.
BB.TRSO. TECH 02 DT 12.06.00.
2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED-II PAGE NO. 123-125 & ED-III PAGE NO. 148-149
General Manager / HQ C.Rly has directed that CTR (Combined Train Report)
is to be introduced and that Engine hours and train hours, GTKM, overtime,
mileage should be worked out on the basis of CTA. Procedure order has already
been issued vide this letter of even number dated 12/06/2000. The same Is
reiterated below which shall be followed on Mumbai division for the purpose of
CTR system:
1. Printed blank CTR forms will be stocked in Sr. DEE/TRS.O’s office and
supplied to all Crew Booking points, These forms will be quadruplicate
with printed serial number. While issuing CTR forms booklet, Sr. DEE
office will maintain a register showing Sr. No. of the CTR forms issued to
the concerned lobby.
2. Driver booking lobby in charge will collect the CTR form booklet from Sr.
DEE/TRS.O office and will also maintain a register showing Sr. Nos. of
CTR form booklet collected and utilised.
3. A register will be maintained at each crew booking lobby showing Sr. No. of
the CTR issued to the Driver at the time of sign ON for the trip along with
Drivers name and date of issue. Drivers signature will be obtained on this
register. The form is to be issued in quadruplicate to the driver.
4. Driver will collect blank CTR form in quadruplicate at the time of signing
ON, fill the relevant particulars from the time of his sign on till the time the
loco is attached on load. After this driver will hand over all 4 copies of CTR
to the Guard of the train.
5. Guard will fill the CTR during train journey and return 3 copies of the filled up
CTR duly signed by him to the Driver at the station where driver’s run
MTC KYN
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terminates retaining one copy with him for submission to Guard’s Bill section
for Mileage OT calculations.
6. After receiving 03 copies from Guard, driver will fill up the remaining details
i. e., time of arrival at station, time engine detached and reached outstation
as well as sign off.
7. Driver will hand over the form for both outward trip as well as return trip in 3
copies to the Crew Controller duly signed by him. Crew Controller will retain
one copy in the office, send one copy to the Bill section and one copy will be
sent to the statistical branch.
8. At the end of each 10 days period, one copy each of the CTR forms will be
sent by lobby in charge to the statistical branch in a bundle through Courier.
Abstract will also be sent at the end of each 10 days period by Crew Controller
detailing Sr. No. of CTR forms issued, received and outstanding.
9. Bill section / pay-sheet preparing section of the train Crew Controller will
work out the mileage / OT etc. based on CTRA.
Statistical branch will work out statistical data, Engine km, Engine hours,
Train km, GTKM, NTKM etc. from the CTR’s, transfer the same to coding
sheet and send to HQ for further processing.
10. In case, as per the link/system in force, the driver is required to work the
pairing train immediately on arrival at the destination, he should take two
sets of CTR forms (8 blank forms instead of 4 blank forms) initially while
starting from signing ON lobby.
Where there is change of Guard within Drivers run, out-going Guard after filling
up the details relating to his portion will hand over all the copies of CTR to the incoming Guard. In-coming Guard will fill the relevant particulars of the balance
journey and hand over 03 copies of the CTR form to the driver at the destination
station where driver’s run terminates.
In case there is change of Driver, then Guard will hand over 03 copies of the
CTR to the out-going driver and collect 04 copies of the fresh CTR from the Incoming driver. For this purpose, driver and Guard will kept in contact with each
other on VHF sets.
(A.K.SINGH)
SR. DEE/TRS.O
COMPENDIUM
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(GUARAV KUMAR)
SR. DME/FR&OP
MTC KYN

CTR CUM CREW DETENTION FORM
DEPOT_________
Driver’s Name
Asst. Driver Name
Driver S/ON
A/Driver S/ON
Booked at
VHF No.
W/Start
W/Stop
Loco No.

DATE __________
Detail No.
Deatil No.
Place
Place
TOC Place
HOC Place

S/OFF
S/OFF
TOC Time
HOC Time
EOL
Train Ready

Wkg/Pilot

Train No.

From

To

Arrl.

Out Stn wtg

Detention (specify reasons as Line clear, C & W, Loco, BKR, Guard etc.)
Place

Detained From

Detained To

Total Time

Reasons

F/Oil consumed ___________
Driver’s Sign _____________
MTC KYN
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING ORDERING
OF ART/ARME
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-II
PAGE NO. 126-130 & ED-III PAGE NO. 151-152
1. CHC (Goods) will order the Break down directly to diesel Shed Incharge
(Phone No. 66731). He will also inform CASM/CLA regarding brake down
train ordering. (ordering time 2")
2. Nominated WDS-4 engine shall be kept at Diesel Shed all the time for
Break Down Train with loco at KYN end.
3. Available Guard in CLA yard or LTT or nearby will work on Break Down
Train otherwise break down Incharge will work as Guard of the break
Down Train.
DESPATCH IN UP DIRECTION
a. Loco will be detached from KYN end and to be attached at CSTM
end.(10")
b. Train to get ready. (8").
c. It is signaled movement. CLA Shunt signal SH 69 under control of CLA
CTL shall be operated well in advance so that Break down Train can be
received on PF No.8 or goods line. (10")
d. From here can be dispatched either to CSTM or up HB line. (2")
DESPATCH IN DOWN DIRECTION
a. Train to get ready. (8")
b. He will send a pilot man or P/man to water column line in CLA Diesel shed,
he will pilot the BDT up to open line. Piloting time up to Goods Cabin 3. (10")
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GC 3 will advice the CLA CTL and section controller regarding dispatch of
BDT And line clear will be given in advance by operating SH 16 (control of
GC 3 and S91 (control of CLA CTL), (10")

NOTE:
1. All the Brake Down staff and other concerned staff will board the train at
Diesel Shed itself.
2. Cabin ASM will freeze all the yard movements except movement related
to BDT.
3. If WDM2 loco is available in CLA yard then WDS4 loco to be replaced by
WDM2.
4. CHC (P) shall ensure that all section controllers will give priority to break
down train.
5. The crane shall be kept on L/5 of Diesel shed and will be attached to
the breakdown if required with crane. Extra time permitted for this activity
is 10 minutes.
6. During monsoon due to flooding of loco shed the crane will be kept at
KYN end of breakdown with Jib trailing towards Mumbai end. In case
breakdown is ordered in the down direction with out crane, the crane will
be detached for which 10 minutes are permitted. In case the crane is
ordered in UP direction with crane, only the loco will be reversed and
train worked with crane as the rear most vehicle and if without crane,
the crane will simply be uncoupled, while the loco is reversing.
(A.K. SINGH)
SR. DEE (TRS/O)

MTC KYN

(GAURAV K.)

(MUKUL JAIN)

SR. DME (FR & OP)

SR. DOM BB
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JOINT CIRCULAR - ORDERING OF ART/ARME - KYN
SR
No.

Ordering
Time

1.

ORDERINGOrdering of ART / ARME shall be done by
CHC (Goods) directly To Engine turner at Ph. : 63154/
63146 and thereafter, to ACORIKYN.

2.

CREW BOOKINGSDC/KYN & Jr. CC KYN, in
consultation with LPC (staff) will immediately ensure
that the crew is booked.

3.

(i)
(ii)

4.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

LOCO NOMINATIONDy CHC (GDS) in consultation with
LPC (Elect), LPC (Dsl) andThe ACOR / KYN will
immediately nominate a first available Loco, whether
diesel or electric. If ART is moved by Electric Loco,
Diesel Engine will also be ordered to follow ART /
ARMEIn all cases. Diesel Engine will be cancelled later
Incase of the ART / ARME Moving in a wired section
and OHE being healthy.
Incase of un-wired section or in sections where OHE is
damaged, if a Diesel Engine is already available en
route to the accident side.
TAKING LOCO ON LOAD & GETTING THE TRAIN READY
If the nominated Loco Is from shed, time taken will be as
below:
Energizing the Loco - (if required) 10"
Taking loco or ART / ARME by the Engine Turner - 5"
If the nominated Loco is stabled in the yard, Crew will be
required to take charge of the Loco in yard, energise it
and take it to ELS, KYN :Crew arrived on loco - 5"
Energizing the loco - 10"
Taking the Loco from the shed and attaching on ART/
ARME -10"
If the nominated Loco is from Yard which is in energised
condition with Shunter available on it:-Time taken to take
energise Loco by Shunter on ART / ARME at ELS - 10"
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ORD + 5"

ORD +5"

ORD+20"

ORD+30”

ORD+15"
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(b)
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(c)
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Getting the train ready -7"
If the nominated Loco is from shed
If the nominated Loco is stabled in the yard and crew
is required. To take charge of the Loco in yard,
energise it and take it to ELS KYN.
If the nominated Loco is from Yard which is in
energised Condition with Shunter available on it.
Shed to EXIT - 3"
If the nominated Loco is from shed.
If the nominated Loco is stabled in the year crew
will be required to take charge of the Loco in yard,
energise it and take it to ELS, KYN.
If the nominated Loco is from Yard which is in
energised Condition with Shunter available on it.

Sr.

DESPATCH FROM YARD

1.

(Mumbai / BSR / PNVL) direction
Exit to Cabin 4 (S-35 to be taken OFF in advance) -8"
For crew to take charge - 1"
Cabin 4 to BB end of NE, lines where P/man will be
readyWith starting permit for dispatch in UP direction - 8"
On to Main line - 2"
IGP DIRECTION (NE)
Exit to S-14-2"
Piloting to 5-2 - 5"
S-2 to M/L S-73 and to M/L - 5"
PUNE DIRECTION (SE)
Exit to O/L - 10"
Crew to take near Cabin 4 -2"
O/L to M/L signal S-54 and to M/L - 8"

2.

3.

(ORD+27")
(ORD+37")

(ORD+ 22")

(ORD+ 30")
(ORD+ 40")

(ORD+ 25")

Time
19"

12"

20"

Note:
1. Efforts will be made to nominate Loco from the ELS KYN and the target
time for turning out the ART will be 30" during day and 45" during night as
per para 405 (4) of Accident Manual 2003.
2. ACOR will freeze movements in the yard in a manner so as to ensure a
clear path for movement of the nominated loco and subsequently, the ART/
MTC KYN
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ARME. The SCOR, in consultation with the CASM KYN will take necessary
steps to ensure that the departure of ART/ARME from KYN yard on the M/L
is not delayed.
3. If the nominated Loco is form shed or is from Yard with Shunter on it, ART/
ARME will be turned out ex. ELS, KYN by “On-duty” Engine Turner
When ART/ARME is ordered towards NE/SE/Mumbai direction, the Crew
will reach near Signal No. S-2 on DN NE Goods Line (for NE direction), near
Signal No-54 on Cross Traffic Line near Cabin No.4 (for SE direction) and
Signal NO.35 on UP NE Goods Line near Cabin No.4 (for Mumbai/BSR
PNVL direction) within 15 mts of booking of crew (ORD+20). It will be ensured
by Crew Controller and ACOR/KYN.
In all cases Crew will be available at nominated place in advance of arrival
of ART/ARME ex ELS.
4. As the driver booking is done in advance from KYN slate and no waiting
driver is available, booking will be done such that one driver is always in
hand at KYN Lobby. This will be ensured by Dy. CHC (Goods), LPC (staff)
and ACOR/KYN.
All concerned to please note and act accordingly so as to ensure adherence
to the above time schedule
(MUKUL JAIN)
Sr. DOM/BB

(A.K.SINGH)
Sr. DEE/TRS-O/BB

(KISHOR MADHAVI)
Sr. DEE/TRS/KYN

(M. A. KAMBLE)
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

DIVISIONAL OFFICE
MUMBAI CST
DATE: 16.06.2006

NO. BB. T. 106.A.S.INST
All Concerned,
Mumbai Division

SUB: - Joint working procedure regarding despatch of DN Mail/
Express trains from KJT station and KSRA station
REF: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS ED-III
PAGE NO. 162-164
During the inspection of various Officers, it is noticed that at the time of
despatching DN trains, proper procedures were not adopted by the Station staff
and the train working staff.
Following joint working procedure is given for the guidance of the station staff
and train working staff which shall be followed rigidly.
As per SR 4.35-1 Starting of trains
(a) i) No train shall be started from a station by the Guard of the train unless
the Station Master has permitted the train to leave.
ii) The Station Master will give permission to start a train only when the
following conditions are fullfilled.
1) Line clear from the station ahead has been obtained.
2) Correct starting signal has been taken ‘OFF’ or starting permit has
been sent to Driver.
3) The last stop signal has been correctly taken ‘OFF’ on double line.
4) In case of the starter or advance starter signal being defective, the
provisions of rule 3.70 and SR 3.70-1, 3.70-2, 3.70-3 there under
have been complied with.
As per SR 4.35-1 (b)
i) For passenger trains, the Station Master will give permission to the Guard
to start the train either personally or by having the station bell rung
according to the prescribed code or giving a green hand signal to the
Guard.
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Guard in charge of train as per SR 4.35-2
i) On receipt of Station Master’s permission to start the train and when all work
in connection with the train is completed the Guard will sound his whistle
and will display a green flag by day or a green light by night to the Driver to
start his train.
ii) The Guard in charge of a passenger carrying train must satsfy himself by
visual check that the passengers have detrained and entrained.
iii) On sections of the line where banking engines are employed, the Guard
after giving the starting signal to the Driver in front shall immediately repeat
the signal to the Driver in rear.
1. Duties of train Drivers of DN trains on arrival at KJT and KSRA stations
When a DN train has arrived on platform, the train Driver shall apply loco
brake & train brake, and shall release the loco brake & train only after the
starter signal is taken ‘OFF’ and banker attachment completed. He shall not
leave the loco unmannned.
2. Duties of Dy. Station Manager (outdoor) while attaching banker &
despatch of DN trains at KJT & KSRA stations.
After the DN train has arrived at KJT or KSRA station, Dy. Station Manager,
shall be responsible for taking all the precautions for attaching the banking
engine and shall follow SR 5.14-1 (i). The banking engine must be brought to
stop 20 metres away from the train and thereafter banker shall be attached
to the train carefully. He shall also see that passengers have detrained and
entrained and after the starter signal is taken ‘OFF’ for the train to proceed,
shall arrange to show the alright signal to the Guard and Ghat Driver to start
the train.
Note: At Kasara station, repeater signal of DN starter signals of UP/DN
platform line No. 1 & UP/DN platform line No. 2 are provided.
3. Duties of Guard in charge of DN trains on arrival at Karjat or Kasara
stations
After the DN train has arrived at KJT or KSRA station, Guard in charge of the
train, shall be responsible for taking all the precautions and shall follow SR
5.14-1 (i) for attaching the banking engine. The banking engine must be
brought to stop 20 metres away from the train and thereafter banker shall be
attached to the train carefully.
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Guard in charge of the train as per the rules mentioned above on getting the
alright signal from the station staff, will see that all work in connection with
the train is completed, shall satisfy himself by visual check that passengers
have detrained and entrained, will sound his whistle and displaya green flag
by day or a green light by night to the Driver in front, shall immediately repeat
the signal to the Ghat Driver in rear for starting the train.
4. Duties of Ghat Driver while attaching banker on DN trains & further
starting from Karjat or Kasara stations.
After the DN train has arrived at KJT or KSRA station, Ghat Driver, shall be
responsible for taking all the precautions and shall follow SR 5.14-1 (i) for
attaching the banking engine. The banking engine must be brought to stop
20 metres away from the train and thereafter banker shall be attached to the
train carefully.
He shall then see that the vacuum or air pressure gauge in the banker is
showing required amount of vacuum or air pressure as the case may be
and only after getting the alright signal of Guard in charge and station staff
shall start / push the train.

SR DOM
CSTM

MTC KYN

SR DSO
CSTM

SR DEE (TRS-O)
CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY
.
NO.BB.T. 204.JPO.

SR.DOM OFICE,
MOVEMENT SECTION,
CST-MUMBAI.
DATE: 08.02.2012

JOINT PROCEDURE ORDER
It has been noted that crew of Freight trains are taking excessive time in

checking of load and there after preparation of GDR. The time taken is
much in excess of what is sufficient for checking the items as mentioned in
Railway Boards letter No.2005/M/N 951/13/PN dtd 07.04.2006 (GDR
check list), also mentioned on page 48 of Working Time Table.
Now it has been decided to fix target time of GDR check to a maximum of
40 minutes during day and 60 Minutes during night. The timing has been
reckoned from the time crew arrives at load to the time the load is made
ready.
Periodical review and analysis of cases where excessive time taken will
be carried out. Depot Incharge will be required to submit the rake wise
detention particulars of total GDR check during the month.

(K N SINGH)
SR.DOM/MUMBAI

COMPENDIUM

(VED PRAKASH)
SR. DEE(TRS-O)/MUMBAI
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CHAPTER - V
SAFETY
CIRCULARS
SR. S / CIR
NO.
NO.

DATE

PAGE
NO.

SUBJECT

1

9/2002 03.09.2002 Prevention of fire on trains

214-216

2

9/2004 25.09.2004 Precautions to be taken when the train

217-219

is stopped in graded section
3

2/2005 21.02.2005 Alertness of train working staff while

220-223

working / passing trains
4
5

7/2005 25.07.2005 Reporting of untoward incident

224-226

9/2005 25.10.2005 Temporary single line working

227-233

7/2006 13.07.2006 Exchanging of signals when and how

234-238

between Driver-Guard and station staff
6

2/2011 16.10.2006 Maintenance of S & T failure & Relay

7
8

239-241

room records at stations
4/2011 02.08.2010 Observance of Rules & adoption of

242-245

correct shunting procedure by
concerned staaff
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9

5/2011 10.03.2011 Stabling / Securing of loads &

246-248

locomotives
10 4/2012

Precautions to be observed while pasing

249-252

a stop signal at ‘ON’
11 6/2012

Action to be taken during SPAD and

253-255

Platform overshooting
12 7/2012

Precautions and Working of trains

256-260

during OHE break down
13 11/2012

GDR check list & post loading / post

261-263

tripl1ing examination
14 12/2012

Action to be taken on brake binding and

264-267

prevention of flat tyre on passenger
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional office,
(Safety Branch),
Mumbai. C.S.T.
Dated: 03/9/2002.

No: BB.T.106.S.INST.
All Concerned,
Mumbai Division

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 9/2002
Sub: Prevention of fire in trains.
Ref: 1) CSO’S L.NO. T.361/P/ Safety Circular dated 20.08.2002
2) COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED-II PAGE NO. 149-151 & ED III PAGE NO. 166-168
There is a considerable increase in the cases of fire on trains, which is
a cause of serious concern. During the current year 2002-2003 (upto July) there
have been 5 cases of fire in passenger trains and one in goods train on BB,
BPL, JHS, BSL and JBP which resulted in loss of Railway property and
Punctuality of Mail/Exp. Trains.
It is therefore necessary that all efforts should be made to prevent such
type of accidents.
In this regard, the following precautions are required to be taken to avoid
such type of fire Accidents.
A. Prevention of fire in coaches.
1. General
1. Prevent passengers from carrying inflammable materials such as
petrol, Kerosene, films, gas cylinders, stove etc.
2. Prevent carrying of Kerosene stove/gas cylinders in party coaches.
3. Prevent passengers form smoking in coaches and Railway
premises.
4. Prevent smoking or carrying naked light while loading or unloading
luggage/parcels.
5. Prevent unauthorised travel in brake van.
6. Ensure provision of requisite number of fire extinguishers in pantry
car, Ac coaches, engines, brake van and at stations and arrange for
training to the staff to operate fire extinguishers.
7. Ensure proper provision of disposal of garbage in pantry car.
MTC KYN
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2. Electrical / Mechanical department.
1. To avoid short-circuiting, ensure that no open wiring is provided in
coaches/SLR’s.
2. Pantry cars should be examined for gas pipe connections as per
schedules laid down.
3. Ensure that front brake van without Assistant Guard is sealed and
locked to prevent unauthorised travelling.
B. Prevention of fire on diesel locomotives.
1. Drivers:1.1 Before leaving from the shed1) Check the fuel oil tank for oil leakage.
2) Check the fuel oil filling plug of fuel tank.
3) Ensure that there is no brake binding in loco wheels.
4) Check engine block, cylinder head for any abnormalities.
5) Check high pressure and low pressure cylinders of compressor and
discharge and discharge pipe.
6) Check the condition of axle boxes.
7) Check the fuel oil cross over pipe leakage.
8) Check for oil spillage on the foot plate of loco.
9) Check for sparking at contact points.
Check availability of fire extinguishers on the loco.
1.2 While on run1) If GR operates on notches visual check may be carried out in traction
generators. Traction motors and High tension cables.
2) Dynamic braking blower motor and grids to be checked for any abnormalities.
3) Temperature of low pressure / high pressure cylinder of expresser to be
checked frequently.
4) Fuel oil cross over fire to be checked frequently.
5) Exhaust manifold: Exhaust chimney TSC ton be checked frequently.
C . PREVENTION OF FIRE ON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
1. DRIVERS:1.1 Before leaving from the shed:1) Ensure all jumper cables are properly fixed up in their respective socket.
2) All TM inspection covers are properly secured.
3) All EM contactors are in open conditions and no contactors are wedged.
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4) No relay target is dropped, no relay is wedged. Their covers are intact and
sealed.
5) PV, CP are properly filled up with oil up to mark, and no oil is splashed.
6) Shunting contactors, Line contactors and CGR 1, 2, 3 archchute intact.
7) No waste-cotton, cotton pieces or waste paper are left inside HTC.
8) All brake cylinders are getting released properly and brake blocks are not
jammed.
Ensure availability of 4 Nos. or 5 Kg. DCP type fire extinguishers with current
validity date in AC locomotive.
1.2 While on Run—
1) QRSI- If dropping on lower notches/low current, check HTC for fire and
smoke isolate RSI.
2) When QLM is dropped, look for fire and smoke near GR/TFP/HTC.
3) Whenever wheel slip occurs, check GC for smoke.
4) Whenever QOP drops, check for unusual sound and smoke from T/Motors.
5) If fire brake out on loco trip DJ, put HBA to ‘0’ and drop pantograph. Put ‘ON’
flasher, protect opposite line.
6) If air flow relay is isolated, keep watch on the motor of cooling blower and
the equipment.
7) Whenever manual control of GR is taken to clear block section, all related
precautions must be observed.
8) Ensure proper oil level in Transformer and GR.

All concerned staff please note and act accordingly. All SC’s, TI’s, SLI’s,
and GC’s should counsel the staff in this regard.

(M.A.KAMBLE)
Sr.DSO BB
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional Office,
Safety Branch
Mumbai CST
Date: 25.09.2004

No. BB/T/106/S/ Inst.

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO 9/2004
All Concerned,
Mumbai Division.
Sub : Precautions to be taken when the train is stopped in
graded section.
Ref: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED III PAGE NO. 169-171
On 21.08.2004 at Nilje station on Mumbai division, RTM/JNPT goods
train was admitted on down main line. The driver of RTM/JNPT reported DJ resetting of WAG/5 loco problem due to which signal given to the train was
cancelled and DDL-JNPT goods train which was halting at down home signal
of Nilje station was given signal to run through via down loop line. The RTM/
JNPT rolled down and collided with DDL-JNPT goods train causing derailment
and capsizing of brake van and two rear wagons of RTM/JNPT, loco (WAG 7)
and one wagon of DDL-JNPT.
A number of instances have taken place in the earlier also of trains rolling
back, standing on UP gradient due to failure of locomotive or OHE, obstruction
or any other exceptional causes and has rolled back as the locomotive brakes
got released.
The following instructions shall be strictly followed by the Driver :
i) Driver should record the MR pressure, BP pressure Brake cylinder pressure,
Feeding pipe pressure, functioning of equipments in their logbook the time
of starting of loco and shall start the locos only after Main Reservoir (MR)
Pressure, minimum 8.0 Kg/cm2 has been created.
ii)If due to any reason, MR pressure starts dropping irrespective of the location
whether graded or level, then Driver should keep watch on MR pressure
and apply train brake & loco brake before MR pressure drops to 5 kg/cms2
to ensure train brake application.
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If for any reason, a train is brought to a stand on a gradient the following
precautions should be taken by the train crew. :
1. Driver should immediately put on the flasher lights.
2. Driver should apply loco brakes in addition to the application of train brake
i.e. vacuum/air brake and physically verify that train brakes are in applied
condition. Train brake must not be released.
3. Driver should not normally leave locomotive. If required to leave in an
emergency he will ensure that Asstt. Driver is present on the locomotive.
4. When the train is not likely to start within 15 minutes, Driver should:
a) Apply locomotive hand brakes.
b) Direct Assistant Driver to pin down the hand brakes of 10 wagons in case
of 4 wheeler or 5 wagons in case of 8 wheeler load behind the loco and
put wedges under the loco wheels and also inform the Guard to pin down
the rear side wagons and apply hand brakes of the brake-van.
c) Draw the attention of Guard by sounding 3 short whistle (000) for applying
brake followed by 4 short (0000) whistles for protection in rear.
d) Direct Assistant Driver in single line section for protection of train in front.
5. The Guard of the train will apply hand brake of brakevan and pin down hand
brakes of 10 wagons in case of 4 wheelers load or 5 wagons in case of 8
wheelers load. In case of passenger carrying trains he will put wedges to
the wheels of two vehicles nearer to the brakevan. After it, he will protect
train in rear.
6. Guard, after protecting train in rear, should meet Driver/Assistant Driver and
will take action for advising Control to arrange assisting engine or other sort
of assistance.
7. The following procedure should be adopted to restart the train –
a) Driver to recreate adequate vacuum/air pressure gradually,
b) Release train brakes fully with loco brake ‘ON’.
c) Notch up the loco by a few notches in forward direction in case of up
gradient or reverse direction in case of down gradient.
d) Release the wagons hand brakes and remove wooden wedges both in
front and in rear.
e) Guard to release hand brake of his brakevan.
f) Exchange All Right signal with Guard.
g) Release hand brake of locomotive.
h) Gradually release loco brake and start.
MTC KYN
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i)
j)

Re-check brake power at the first opportunity.
The train will not be divided under any circumstances.

8. The Driver himself or, on his direction, the Assistant Driver shall be
responsible for application and release of the hand brakes of wagons behind
the engine. The Guard shall be responsible for the similar action in regard to
the wagons inside the brakevan.
9. Considering the condition of brake power on train, the Driver may take
additional precautions during the stoppage of his train on section sleeper
than 1 in 400 to avoid run away.
10. While stabling the train at stations located on gradient the train should be
secured as per the laid down procedure. Driver shall also satisfy himself
that load is secured properly by Guard/Station staff.
11. Driver should not normally leave the locomotive. If required to leave in an
emergency he will ensure that Assistant Driver is present on the loco.
12. While detaching the loco from load standing on the gradient for any purpose
load should be secured as per the laid down procedure.
13. While stabling the locomotive in the shed/yard the loco should be secured
by applying hand brakes in addition to loco brake application keeping the
wedges/skid underneath the loco wheels.
14. While energizing stable loco Driver should look round the locomotive to
check visually that wooden wedges are placed underneath the wheels and
the wheels and then energies the loco first, apply and ensure loco brake
application through SA-9, remove all wooden wedges/skids placed
underneath the wheels. There after release loco hand brake.
The above instructions should be brought to the notice of Driving staff and Guards
and their acknowledgements should be obtained by the Depot incharges.
All SLI’s/LI’s/TI’s & SC’s should educate the Driving staff & Guards in this regard
and ensure that the Driving staff & Guards are aware of the above instructions
& follow them rigidly.
Sr. DSO’s
fasumile Signature
(Dr. ALOK BADKUL)
Sr. DSO, CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date: 21.02.2005

No. BB/T/106/S/Inst/2005

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO 2/2005
Sub: - Alertness of train working staff while working / passing trains.
Ref: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED III PAGE NO. 179-182
In some recent accidents it has been noticed that the running staff and train
operation staff while on duty were not been observant, vigilant, alert and prompt.
It is a matter of serious concern. The G & S Rules to be followed by the running
staff and train operation staff while on duty is reproduced below for guidance
and strict compliance.
2.11 Duty for securing safety - (1) Every railway servant shall (a) See that every exertion is made for ensuring the safety of the public,
(b) Promptly report to his superior any occurrence affecting the safe or
proper working of the railway which may come to his notice, and
(c) Render on demand all possible assistance in the case of an accident
or obstruction.
(2)

Every railway servant who observes (a) That any signal is defective,
(b) Any obstruction, failure or threatened failure of any part of the way or
works.
(c) Anything wrong with a train, or
(d) Any unusual circumstances likely to interfere with the safe running of
trains, or the safety of the public, shall take immediate steps, such as
the circumstances of the case may demand, to prevent accident; and
where necessary, advise the nearest Station Master by the quickest
possible means :
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Provided that in the case of a train having parted, he shall not show a Stop hand
signal but shall endeavour to attract the attention of the Driver and Guard by
shouting, gesticulating or other means.
Duties of staff working trains during journey.
G.R. 4.41 -

S.R. 4.41-1

S.R. 4.41-2

G.R. 4.43

Driver and Fireman or Assistant Driver to look back - The Driver
and the Fireman or the Assistant Driver shall look back frequently
during the journey to see whether the train is following in a safe
and proper manner.
When a train passes a gang working on the line or a manned
level crossing gate, the Driver, Assistant Driver or Diesel
Assistant should look back to ascertain, if every thing is all right
with the train and if any signal is being exhibited warning them of
a danger of an accident.
In case of animal run over, Driver will abide by the instructions
issued in Item No. 7 on “Animal run over” in Appendix 1 on
“Classification of Accidents” in Chapter-7 of Accident Manual.
Whenever animals are run over and the carcass does not foul
the track, driver and Assistant Driver should look back to see
whether the train is following in safe and proper manner. In case
of slightest doubt, the train should be stopped and examined for
safe running before starting.
In case of animal run over by a train, and the carcass is on the
track and is very heavy and large can’t be removed, normal
protection of the line (600 - 600 - 10 - 10) on which the carcass
is lying shall be done, so that it will not cause any damage to the
following Mail/Express Pass trains and a written Memo shall be
given at the Station in advance regarding the same mentioning
line is protected and for arrangement of removal of carcass.
Guard to keep a good lookout. - During the journey including
halts at stations, every Guard shall keep a good look-out and
satisfy himself from time to time that the tail board and brakevan lamps are in position and that all brake-van lamps, where
required, are burning brightly, that the train is complete in every
respect and is proceeding in a safe and proper manner.
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Note - The term “brake van lamp” includes “tail lamp”.
The running staff and train operation staff while on duty: A Driver and Assistant Driver shall always
1. Check Loco safety equipment (Flasher light, speedometer, headlight,
Wooden Wedges, Fire Extinguishers)
2. Conduct brake feel at first opportunity.
3. Call out signal aspect.
4. Exchange all right signal and look back at station. Exchange all right
signal with opposite direction train.
5. Apply emergency brakes if train is not under control while approaching
signal at danger.
6. Whistle continuously from W/L and whistle boards.
7. Look back at curves.
8. Take special precautions while driving Goods train having four wheeler
empty wagons.
9. Observe Caution Order / Observe TP / TG Boards.
10. Switch ‘ON’ flasher light immediately during any unusual on Loco /
Train / Track / OHE.
11. Observe Speed Restriction after passing Automatic signal at ‘ON’.
B

Guard shall always
1. Shall conduct ‘Continuity test’.
2. Ensure protection of the train to prevent collision.
3. Exchange All right signal with Station/Cabin/Passing trains on adjacent
line.
4. Observe the Gateman’s Signal while the train is passing through Level
Crossing Gates.
5. Supervise shunting and shall be alert to prevent any movement on
wrong line from taking place causing collision / derailments at stations
and shall ensure correct setting, clamping and padlocking of the points
for the intended move.
6. Ensure the train is standing clear of fouling marks.
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C

Station Staff shall always
1. Setting of points to vacant line/Line occupied by less important train
after arrival of train.
2. Exchange of all right signals on both sides with ‘Run through’ trains.
3. To secure stabled load / wagons to prevent rolling down and colliding
with train in Station / Block Section.
4. To issue shunting instruction (T/806) to Drivers and Guards.
5. Do not clear the block section after arrival of train unless complete
arrival of train is ensured by observing LV/Tail lamp and shall also see
that the train standing clear of Fouling Mark.
6. Issue Caution Order immediately in case of any unusual occurrence
in the section to prevent derailment or collisions.
7. Use of Slide Pins / Lever collar / Button Collar to prevent accidental
admission of train on the occupied line.
8. Prompt exchange of Private Number with the Gateman of Level
Crossing Gates for each train as an assurance of Gate is closed and
locked against road traffic before accepting / despatching.
9. Before granting Line Clear to a train it shall be ensured that the line is
clear upto adequate distance after first stop signal.

D

Gateman shall always
1. Exchange Private Number to Station / Cabin for each train to be passed
as an assurance of Gate is closed and locked against road traffic.
2. Ensure protection of Gate by banner flag / Red light and detonators
whenever the running line / lines are obstructed or Gate cannot be
closed or is damaged.
3. Be alert and ensure detection of unusual on train such as Hot Axle,
Hanging parts, fire, derailed wheels, load parting or any abnormal
condition and shall show danger signal to train crew and advise Station
/ Cabin / adjoining Gates to take necessary action.

All TI’s, SC’s and Supervisors should ensure that the train working staff concerned
are conversant with the provisions of above rules and follow them correctly and
shall be counselled accordingly.
Please acknowledge the receipt of this letter.
(Dr. ALOK BADKUL)
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date: 25.7.2005

No. BBfT/106/SlInsU2005

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 7/2005
All Concerned
Mumbai Division.
Ref:

Sub: Report about untoward incident.
COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED III PAGE NO. 183-185

Any railway servant, including Guard and Driver of the train, on coming to know
of the occurrence of an untoward incident, shall report the incident, immediately
to the nearest Station Superintendent.
1. Duties of Guard, Driver and Train Ticket Examiner - Any Guard or Driver or
Train Ticket Examiner, who is on duty at the time of occurrence of untoward
incident shall :
a. immediately arrange for medical assistance to. the injured
passengers, and
b. report the occurrence of such incident to the supervisor in Form-1
given below:
Form-1
(See rule 4)
REPORT OF UNTOWARD INCIDENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Kilometer at which untoward incident occurred
Name of the Driver of the train with Headquarter
Name of the Guard of the train with Headquarter
Name of the,Train Ticket Examiner of the train, if posted with Headquarter
Nature of the untoward incident
(a) accidental fall (b) bomb blast (c) rioting/shoot-out (d) others
Time of occurrence;
Position of human body in relation to track.
Whether medical help was given to the injured;
Whether train stopped or not;
Condition of Doors and occupation of coach;

Signature
Name and designation
MTC KYN
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2.
3.

4.

5.

Note: All Guards, Drivers and Train Ticket Examiners shall keep the
proforma of Form -1 in their Personal Store for making the report.
Duties of Supervisor - On receipt of a report in Form-1, the Supervisor shall
forward the same to the Divisional Railway Manager.
Duties of Station Superintendent - The Station Superintendent, on receipt of
an Information about the occurrence of an untoward incident under rule 3,
shall 
i. Make necessary entries to this effect in the station diary;
ii. Arrange for medical assistance to the injured passengers;
iii. Make out a brief report in respect of spot of the untoward incident
and forward copies thereof to the Divisional Office, Zonal Railways,
police and incharge of the Force;
iv. Carry out technical survey of the untoward incident himself or through
his representative.
v. Depute his representative to assist the force to complete the process
of investigation.
Conducting of investigation and submission of report by the RPF Staff.
On receipt of information under rule 6, an officer of the RPF, not below the
rank of Inspector, shall carry out the investigation and shall, 
i. Obtain copies of the inquest report, post mortem report and Jama Talashi
Report from the police Investigating the incident;
ii. Obtain copy of the technical survey carried out by the railway official
nominated by the Station Superintendent;
iii. Obtain information about the untoward incident in Form No.2;
iv. Record statement of additional witnesses, if so required;
v. Collect any other evidence required by the circumstances of the case.
Officer of the RPF, on completion of the investigation shall submit a report to
the authorities specified under sub-rule (2) of rule 10.
Form-2
(See rule 7)
BRIEF PARTICULARS OF UNTOWARD INCIDENT

1. In case of death
a. Time and place the body was detected:
b. Position of the body in relation to the tracks:
c. Blood stains on ballast or engine, extent of the injuries and whether prima
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facie inflicted by a train or otherwise :
d. Position of any clothing etc. found on or near the rails:
e. Name of informant, his parentage and address:
2. In case of accidental falling or other untoward incidents:
a. Kilometreage at which the passenger fell or person was knocked down:
b. Was the incident noticed by the Guard/Driver/TTE and the train stopped or was
the alarm chain pulled to stop the train:
c. Was the train backed to the incident spot
d. How the injured or dead person was dealt with:
3. In case the passenger falling out
a. Name. age, sex and address of the passenger, with the particulars of ticket, if
any, held:
b. If child, also give the name and address of the guardian at the time, and his
relationship to the child:
c. Where was the person or child seated or standing at the time last seen by fellow
passengers:
d. Owning railway, painted number, compartment number, type description and
position of the carriage from the engine:
e. Condition of doors:
f. Officer of the Force on train:
g. Brief statement of the injured person containing ‘cause of accident
h. Name and signature of the passenger in whose presence the statement is
recorded:
i. In the case of a child, the name and signature of guardian:
j. Statement of co-passengers:
k. Type of injuries sustained by the injured i.e. temporary, permanent, partial or
complete disablement

Signature
Date:

Name and designation

All staff concerned shall strictly adhere to the instructions mentioned above and
shall report as per the format to the Supervisor to take prompt action accordingly
(Dr. ALOK BADKUL)
Sr.DSO BB
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date: 25-10-2005.

No. BBIT/106/S/lnst/2005

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 9/2005
AIl Concerned, Mumbai Division.

Ref:

Sub: - Temporary Single Line Working.
COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED III PAGE NO. 186-192

It has been observed that the provision contained in G & S Rules for working
trains during temporary’ Single line Working is not being correctly adopted by
the concerned train working staff due to lack of knowledge or are adopting shortcut methods. This incorrect method of working can cause serious accidents
such as collisions, head on collisions & derailments, which is a matter of serious
concern.
In this regard instructions are issued by this office from time to time. However,
the instructions are reiterated below for guidance of the staff so as to familiar
with this rule and also strict compliance.
1. INTRODUCTION OF TSL.
a. On double line whenever one line is obstructed for any reason, the UP/
DN trains may be passed over other line and the Line clear shall be
obtained on electric speaking instrument. .
b. The Station Master shall ensure that the line on which TSL is to be
introduced is safe and clear as per reliable source confirmed by a
message in writing.
c. TSL shall not be introduced in case of any doubt as regards safety and
clearance of the track until it is confirmed by a safety certificate from
SSE (P/Way).
d. TSL shall be introduced between the nearest stations provided with cross
over facility between UP & DN line on either side of the obstruction.
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e. IBH, if any, shall be treated as closed and the entire section treated as
single block section.
f. In case of “C” class station, block instrument shall be kept locked “on
TOL” position through out the period single line working is in force and
SM’s key taken out & kept in personal custody and caution indicator
kept on the block instrument.
.
g. At the “C” class station / IBH Home signal shall be passed by Driver at
“ON” on the written authority to be issued by the Station Master of the
station in rear endorsing in T/D 602.
h. The block instruments of both the stations shall be kept locked in “Train
on Line” position for UP & DN trains.
i. SM’s key taken out and to be kept under personal custody of SM.
j. Caution indicator shall be kept on the handle of the block instrument.
2. THE PROCEDURE FOR INTRODUCING TSL
a. It will be the responsibility of both end SM and the Sect10n Controller to
ensure that the line is safe and clear of any obstruction on which TSL is
to be introduced.
b. A control message shall be issued to the concerned SM’s permitting
TSL clarifying the following aspects, which shall be confirmed by SM’s
under exchange of private number.
i. cause of introduction of single line working,
ii. the line in which the single line working is proposed,
iii. source of information that the said line is clear,
iv. place of obstructions
v. restriction of speed, if any, on line,
vi. names of intermediate stations, if any, which would be out of
use,
vii. assurance that the trap points, if any have been spiked or clamped
and padlocked.
viii. assurance that if the train is running on the right line, the last
stop signal shall be kept in the ‘ON’ position. In case the train is
running on the wrong line, all fixed signals shall be kept in the
“ON” position and
ix. the number and the timings of the last train which arrived or left
the block station issuing the message.
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c. The record of TN message from SCOR/ initials/ P. No./ time shall be
ecorded in TN book at each stations concerned including ‘C’ class station,
if any.
d. ‘C’ class station shall be temporarily closed only for the purpose of granting
and taking Line Clear and remain functional for all other purpose. . .
e. In case of non-availability of favorable X over, the TSL may be introduced
in two or morephases i.e. between two or more stations separately. In
such cases the authorities shall be issued only for the next block section.
f.

The SM shall also advise all the Gateman in the section on telephone
about introduction and cancellation of TSL working.

g. It will be the responsibility of both SM and ASM of .C. class station if any
to obtain assurance and the private number from the gateman of all
non-interlocked gates under their control. .
3. Procedure for dispatch of a train on TSL:
a. The line clear shall be obtained on block telephone/control telephone or
VHF set as the case may be, and record maintained in enquiry message
book (T/A 1425) & TSR.
b. SM will ensure that all points.enroute.inc1uding cross over points are
correctly set, clamped and padlocked J9r reception / dispatch of train
as per existing procedure.
c. Authorities to be issued: 
i. T/D 602 Authority (Up/Dn.) Write on top – “TSL ON Road”.
ii. Starting permit (T/511) or (T/512) as the case may be.
d. The maximum speed for First train on TSL will be 25 kmph when
visibility is clear; 8 kmph in case of poor visibility / foggy Weather /
curves or Ghat and the driver of the 1 st train to inform all Gatemen
and Gang men on the way about the ii1troduction of TSL working and
specifying the road on which the train will run. This information shall
be conveyed through the Driver of a subsequent train also, if
necessary.
e. The driver should switch “ON” the flasher light of the train engine while
running on the wrong line on proper authority to proceed. In case the
train engine running on the wrong line without switching “ON” the flasher
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light is noticed by the station staff, Gatemen and Gang men, they shall
stop the train immediately.
f.

For second train on TSL 25 kmph Speed Restriction to be deleted
from T/D 602 (caution order item no. ii) and endorse “Second Train”
on TSL, ‘Normal speed’.

4. Procedure for reception of a train:
a. On proper road: The concerned reception signal shall be taken
“OFF”.
b. Reception of train on wrong line: The driver to stop the train opposite
the First stop signal pertaining to right line or at the last stop signal
pertaining to wrong line which he encounters first. The driver will
not enter into the station section without pilot-in-memo and alright
signal from the Pilot man in Uniform at the foot of the signal as
above.
5. Working of trains during TSL at stations having end cabins manned
by Switchman / CASM.
a. The message for introduction of TSL shall be repeated to
Switchman/CASM under exchange of Private No. by SM.
b. The line clear shall be obtained / granted by SM only on Control
Phone and not by Switchman and record maintained in T/A 1425
by SM directly.
c. The Block Instrument at cabins shall be kept locked in TOL position
for Up and On. Trains and keys kept under personal custody of
Switchman, SM to ensure the same.
d. Before granting line clear to any train or before dispatching a train
the concerned SM will obtain assurance private number from
Switchman for closure of all non-interlocked/interlocked gates under
his control.
e. The -Switchman/CASM shall not issue confirmation P.No. to SM
on duty until he has ensured closure of all gates under his control
and other conditions for granting line clear are fulfilled. A log register
as usual be maintained for Pvt. No. for gates.
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f.

It will be the responsibility of Switchman to physically check the
correct setting/clamping and padlocking of all points en route
including cross over for reception / dispatch.
g. The Switchman/CASM shall ensure that the interlocked gate under
his control is closed against the road traffic by Gateman and
confirmed by the indication of Gate Closed against road traffic
available on the panel in the cabin and in case if Gate closed
indication is, not available on the panel, assurance P. No. of the
Gateman shall be obtained.
h. Only after fulfilling the above condition the Switchman will give
confirmation private number to ‘SM on duty permitting SM to issue
necessary authorities to take ‘OFF’ relevant signals for reception/
dispatch of trains.
i. On getting the confirmation Private No. from Switchman/CASM on
duty, SM will arrange to take OFF signals/issue necessary
authorities for reception/dispatch of train.
.
j. All the duties of Switchman/CASM will devolve upon the Cabin man
at non-block cabins.
6. WORKING OF INTERLOCKED GATES
a. Gate closure indication on panel/transmission of HKT must be ensured
by gateman and SM.
b. If it is not possible, the gate shall be treated as non-interlocked and
assurance of closure of gate obtained by SM/ Switchman/Cabinman,
as the case may be, supported by a private number.
c. In case of Engg. interlocked gates with gate signals, SM shall advise the
Gateman for closing the gate for the said train and on advise, Gateman
will take OFF the gate signal for the said train.
7.

DUTIES OF CASM/SM OF BLOCK HUT/ ‘C’ CLASS STATION.
a. Block instrument will be kept locked in TOL for UP and Dn.
b. Ensure there is no train in the section before permitting any train on
TSL.
c. The SM/SWM shall ensure closure of all interlocked gates and also
non-interlocked gates confirmed by assurance P. No. of gateman
and recorded in the log register.
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d. The SM’s of adjoining station shall obtain private number for each
and every train proceeding on TSL from SM of ‘C’ class station.
e. SM of ‘C’ class station shall not issue such P. No. until he has
confirmed closure of all gates under his control.
f. TSR shall be maintained keeping relevant record of all trains and
perform all other duties except Granting / taking Line clear during
TSL.
g. In case the train /engine running on the wrong line without switching
‘ON’ flasher light is noticed the train/engine should be stopped
immediately.
8. DUTIES OF DRIVERS & GUARDS
a. Driver will ensure that for passing Home signal at ‘C’ class station I for
ISH home, if any, necessary endorsement in T/D 602 is received at the
station in rear,.
b. Driver and Guard will remain alert on duty and ensure that alright signals
are exchanged properly where required and that “Train is proceeding on
the nominated line for TSL, as per authority issued.
c. The Driver of the first train will advise all Gangmen/Gatemen (according
to their duty hrs.) in the section regarding TSL working.
d. The Driver of the first train, after normal working is resumed, shall inform
all the. Gangmen/Gatemen in the section depending upon the duty hours.
e. While approaching LC Gate having gate signal in the block section in
wrong direction, the driver
shall frequently whistle and ensure alright signal from the Gateman and
closure of gate before
passing the gate and observe aspect of gate signal of proper road in the
direction of movement.
f. “During TSL working, the Driver shall switch ON the Flasher Light of the
train engine while running on the wrong line (SR 6.02-1(14.a.ii))”.
9. DUTIES OF GATEMEN
a. The Gateman in the section should remain alert and watch the train.
b. In case the train / engine running on the wrong line without switching ON
flasher light is noticed the train/engine should be stopped immediately.
c. The Gateman will watch that the train is proceeding on nominated line.
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d. The Gateman will advise the P. Way staff working nearby regarding
introduction/cancellation of TSL and the line nominated.
e. Gate signal (if any) shall be taken OFF for UP/DN Train, as per advise
from ASM.
10. RESUMPTION OF NORMAL WORKING.
a. TSL once introduced shall not be cancelled until the obstruction on the
other track is finally cleared and safety certificate is issued, if required.
b. The controller will issue a message giving reference of safety certificate
to concerned SMs clarifying after passage of which train, normal working
may be resumed. The Station Masters will confirm the safety certificate
and acknowledge the message supported by private numbers.
c. The cancellation message will also be repeated to the CASM of block
hut/’C’ class station under exchange of private number.
d. SMs will ensure that the last train on TSL has cleared the block section
before permitting resumption of normal working.
e. Entry shall be made in train signal register, showing period and trains
passed during TSL in RED INK.
f. SM will advise the Driver of the first train after resumption of normal
working to inform the Gangmen/Gatemen.
11. GENERAL.
i)

Entry should be made in the abnormal working register by SM/ASM/
CASM/SWM concerned and a brief report submitted to Sectional TI/ Sr.
DSO immediately.
ii) The records/authorities shall be checked by TI within 7 days to ensure
whether the procedure is correctly followed and authorities are correctly
prepared and issued and submit report to DRM accordingly.
The above instructions must be strictly followed. Any lapse on this part will be
viewed seriously. All inspectorial staff to ensure this aspect during their footplate
inspection. All SC’s / SLI’s should counsel the staff in this regard.

(Dr. ALOK BADKUL)
Sr.DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAILWAY

Divisional office,
(Safety Branch),
Mumbai CST
Date: 13-07-2006

No. BB. T. 106. S/lnst

SAFETY CIRCULAR - 7/2006
All concerned,
Mumbai Division
Sub:

Exchange of signals when and how between DriverGuard and Station Staff.
Ref: COMPENDIUM OF IMPORTANT CIRCULAR FOR DRIVERS
ED III PAGE NO. 193-197
The safety aspect and importance of exchange of signals between Drivers,
Guards and Station staff seems to be not correctly understood and is therefore
not correctly followed by the staff. Many cases have come to light wherein
exchanging of alright signals is done in a very casual manner, or not from a
proper nominated place or failing completely to exchange alright signal or
exchanging from PF end/PF side ‘only and not deputing pointsman at off side.
In this regard the provisions contained in G. R. 4.42 & SR’s 4.42-1, 4.42-2, 4.423, 4.42-4, 4.42-5 and 4.42-6 have been issued by this office from time to time.
However, the instructions in this regard are once again re-iterated for
immediate reference and strict compliance by the staff. During train working’
the exchanging of signals are required to be done between the following staff.
1. Between the Guard/Asstt. Guard and Driver.
(a)
When a train starts after stopping at a station.
(b)
When a train starts after stopping between stations.
(c)
When a train runs through a station.
(d)
When trains are running in the same direction i. e. the other train
on the adjacent line.
(e)
When trains are running in the opposite direction as on double
line.
2. Between the Guard/Asstt. Guard-Driver and Station staff
(a)
When a train is booked to run through a station.
(b)
When a train is approaching a station or departing from a station,
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(with rear end cabin staff and far end cabin staff when train is
scheduled to halt or stopped out of course) as per SR. 4.42-1.
Signals, how exchanged
(i)
When there is an Asstt. Guard on the train, he shall, as soon as his
work is completed, show a green hand signal to the guard by waving
it up and down. The Guard will then show the Green hand signal to
the driver to start. In no circumstances, driver shall start his train on
the Asstt. Guard’s signal and must only do so on receiving a green
hand signal from the Guard. The only signal that the driver will obey
from the Asstt. Guard is a danger signal, except in cases mentioned
in the S. R. 4.42-2 (b).
(iii)
While exchanging signals with the driver, the guard will have the
hand signal horizontally at a level above his head before the train
starts and will just hold it out when the train is in motion. The Asstt.
Guard when signaling to the guard will move the hand signal Up &
Down.
(iv)
The Driver may depute the Asstt. Driver to exchange signals on his
behalf. When a train starts from station after stopping or runs through
a station, hand signal shall normally be exchanged on the platform
side unless the track is on a curve and signals can not be seen from
that side. When a train starts after stopping outside the station limits,
signals must be exchanged on the left side, unless the track is on
right hand curve in which case signals shall be exchanged from the
right hand side.
(iv)
In case of train starting from a station when the guard signal cannot
be seen by the Driver for any reason, the station master shall arrange
for the guard’s signal to be repeated to the Driver.
(v)
When a train, either stopping or non stopping at a station, has passed
a station, inclusive of a train halt, the guard shall look back and satisfy
himself, that no danger signal or other indication is given by any of
the station staff, as warning that there is anything wrong with the
train
In (i) and (iii) cases signals must be exchanged until the engine has passed the
advanced starter signal or the outer most points where an advance starter signal
is not provided. If the Driver does not get signal from the guard, he shall whistle
and if there is no response, he shall stop the train and ascertain the cause, as
per SR 4.42-1 (a) (b).
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SR 4.42-2 (a) When a train has come to a stand in the block section, the Driver
must not start his train until the guard has signalled from the brake van to proceed.
SR 4.42-2 (b) Whenever a train stops out of course in a section due to alarm
chain pulling or for any other reason, where the signals between the guard and
driver cannot be seen by each other due to curvature or any other reason, the
Asstt. Guard, if there is any, shall walk back to the spot from where he can see
the signal of the guard and on receipt of ‘alright’ signal from guard, shall come
back to his brake and show ‘alright’ signal to the driver who shall start on Asstt.
Guard’s signal. If there is no Asstt. Guard, the driver shall depute his Asstt.
Driver to walk back to the spot where he can see the signal of the Guard. On
receipt of ‘alright’ signal from the guard, the Asstt. Driver shall proceed to the
engine and assure the Driver that everything is alright. The driver will then start
the train. But the driver and the Guard shall continue to exhibit all right signals till
they are visible to each other.
SR 4.42-3 Exchange of signal between guard, driver and station staff:
a. When a train is booked to run through a station, a green hand signal
shall be exhibited by the station master from the platform or from where
it can be best seen by the guard and the driver. Green Hand signal shall
also be exchanged between the cabin staff of block and non-block cabins
with the guard and the driver of a train. The Station Master and the cabin
staff shall take measures to stop the train when any unusual condition
endangering safety of the train is notice.
b. In case of a train running through a Station, the Asstt. Guard shall
exchange a green hand, signal with the Pointsman deputed by the Station
Master and the cabin staff on the ‘OFF’ side. He shall be vigilant to observe
any danger signal displayed by the, Pointsman or by cabin staff and
take measures to stop the train.
In case of a train having a scheduled halt or when a train is stopped out
of course at a station for any reason, the cabin staff near end cabins
when a train is approaching, and the cabin staff of far end cabin for
trains departing after halt, will watch the train and will also exchange the
hand signals with the train crew except for those cabins, which have
been specifically exempted.
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The cabin staff of these cabins shall display danger hand signal to attract
the attention of Guard/ Engine crew/Asstt. Guard when any dangerous
or unsafe condition is noticed on the train and immediately advise the
Station Master. In case of far end cabins provided with block instruments,
the CASM/Switchman will transmit ‘Stop and examine Train’ signal to
the station in advance. In case the train does not stop either by display
of hand danger signal exhibited by cabin staff or on signals, the signal
should be put back to ‘ON’ in such cases.
During night time while exchanging alright hand signals the cabin staff
must not display the green hand signal light towards the approaching
train which is likely to be mistaken for a stop signal by the train crew.
The Green light should be at right angle to the track, so that the hand
signal is visible only when the train passes the cabin.
The Asstt. Guard of the train which starts, after stopping at a station
shall also exchange hand signal when a train has started after stopping
at a station, with the cabin staff situated on the opposite side of the
platform.
c. Guards of running train will be responsible to watch any trains passing
on the adjacent line and attract the attention of the Guard or the driver
of the latter train, by exhibiting danger hand signal, should any condition
be noticed on the train which may endanger it’s safety. In case of trains
running in opposite direction, as on double line, the Guards of the two
trains will exchange green hand signals after having examined each
other’s train. In case anything unusual is noticed, a danger hand signal
shall be exhibited to attract the attention of the Guard and Driver of the
other train.
d. The Station Master/Cabin staff/Pointsman while exchanging green hand
signal during day should also have Red flag furled ready, which should
be exhibited immediately to attract the attention of the train crew should
any unsafe condition on the train be noticed.
e. “Whenever a train has been stopped out of course by station staff by
exhibiting a hand danger signal or by any other means, Guard of the
train shall not authorise the train to restart unless he has personally
ascertained from the Station Master on duty the cause of the train being
so stopped. The train shall be started only after it has been ascertained
that everything is safe for the train to proceed”.
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Note :- This rule does not apply to Electrical Multiple Unit Train. When a
train including Light Engine passes through a station and signals are not
exchanged from the Locomotives as prescribed, the Station master
should immediately advise SM / ASM at the next station to stop the train
and ascertain the cause and will also inform controller. The Controller
will make an entry in the chart to this effect and will also ascertain the
details of action taken by SM / ASM at the station ahead, as per SR 4.424.
If the Guard of a train running through a station fails to exchange hand
signals with the station staff, the SM/ASM should at once advise the SM/
ASM of the Station in advance to stop the train and ascertain the cause
and will inform controller who will make an entry in the chart and also
ascertain particulars of action taken by the SM/ASM at station ahead as
per SR 4.42-5.
The Guard of a train running through the station shall report the failure
on the part of station staff to exchange hand signals in the guard journal
as per SR. 4.42-6,
NOTE :a. On CSTM-KYN section, the train crew, and guard of a run through train
must exchange hand signal with station staff of the stations Kurla, Thane,
Kalyan.
b. Station staff when exchanging hand signals must always do the same with
a run through train, from a proper nominated place and before exchanging
alright signal, always observe the line visible to him on which the train is
expected to run through, for its clearance from any obstruction.
c. In the case of Rajdhani, Shatabdi and Super Deluxe train Guard of the train
while on run. through the station, shall switch on the flashing green light,
irrespective of day or night time, and observe after opening the door, for any
hand danger signal shown by the station staff.
Hereafter, all cases of violation of the above mentioned rules will be taken up
very severely. Inspectorial staff during the course of their inspections must pay
particular attention to this aspect and ensure strict compliance.
(S. M. A. RAZI)
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date: 16.10.2006

No. BB/T/l06/S/Safety Circular

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 02/ 2011
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub: Maintenance of S&T failure & Relay Room records at
stations.
During the course of various inspections, it has been noticed that number
of S&T failures are not being properly recorded in S&T failure register by
SM/ ASM/CASM. It is also observed that some of the S&T failures are
attended and rectified by S&T staff on the verbal instructions of Operating
staff. Giving verbal advise means permitting S&T staff to attend failure
unauthorisedly, due to this some of the unsafe failures are not coming to the
light of the higher authorities, which need the corrective action.
In view of this all SMs/ ASMs/CASMs/Switchmen are instructed to follow
the proper procedure, all S&T failures must be informed to Section Controller
and entered in S&T failure register. Whenever, there is a failure SI/ESM
must be advised in writing. To get correct position of S&T failures & adopting
-correct procedure, the following instructions are issued to all concerned
staff for guidance and strict compliance.
1. Action to be taken by SMs/ASMs
a) In case of failures written memo must be issued to S&T staff at the
station immediately and acknowledgement obtained.
b) The Control Room shall also be .advised on control telephone and
proper record maintained, showing Date, Time & Initial.
c) The practice of advising S&T staff verbally must be immediately
discontinued.
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d) In case of defective signals and points GR 3.68 SR 3.68-1 to 4 and
GR 3.77 SR 3.771 must be followed.
2. No testing of S&T gear should be permitted during train operation.
3. The remarks shall be passed by S&T staff attending the failure and this
must be ensured by ASM. Proper remark by SSE/ESMs shall be passed
in the Signal Failure Register.
4. S&T failure must be recorded in SM’s diary and SM should check failure
put right or awaiting action and recorded in failure register while taking
over charge.
5. Opening of Relay Rooms :
(a) Duties of S&T staff
Whenever relay room is to be opened either for maintenance
schedule or during failure or for other maintenance activities
/ construction works, the concerned Maintainer / Signal
Supervisor shall;
i)
First obtain the serial number of the day with time
from Sr. Section Engineer, Signal, HQ, of the
respective divisional control office.
ii)
Then record the same in the Relay Room key
Register with reason.
(b) Duties of Operating staff 
i) Station/Cabin staff should inform the Section Controller
while handing over and taking back the Relay Room keys
and its entry must be made in TSR in
the Red ink and
also in the Relay Room key register.
ii) Section Controller shall make entry in Control Chart along
with time.
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6. Closing of Relay Room:
(a) Duties of S&T staff - On completion of work, the concerned
Signal Maintainer / Signal Supervisor shall;
i) First properly close Relay Room / Cabin Basement
door and lock it with both the locks.
ii) Then return the key of Operating Lock to the ASM on
duty and make the entry in the Relay Room Key
Register.
iii) Advise Section Engineer, Signal HQ at Divisional
Control Office, of the time of closing the Relay
Room.
(b) Duties of Operating staff - When the key of Operating Lock is
returned by S&T staff to ASM on duty, he shall;
i) First keep the key in the safe custody and acknowledge
it on the Relay Room key Register.
ii) Advise Section Controller of the time of closing the
Relay Room who will record it in the Control Chart.
7. Data Logger: - SSE/ ESMs of cabin should check on functioning of
Data logger and Relay Room door opening / closing satisfactorily. In
case of any discrepancies noted, it should be informed to concerned
authorities and corrective measures should be taken immediately.
All SM/ASM TI’s and SSE (Sig)/ESM’s are advised to get this circular
acknowledged from all the staff working under them and act accordingly.

Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date:- 02.08.2010

No. BB/T/l06/S/Safety Circular

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 04/ 2011
Sub:

Observance of Rules and adoption of correct shunting
procedure by concerned staff.

In the recent past there has been several cases of unsafe working by staff
during shunting operations, resulting in Rolling down of locomotives, tower
wagon, coaches/ wagons, bursting of points and derailments. It is clear from
the above cases that sufficient care has not be taken as specified under safety
precautions. To prevent such cases, instructions are already existing, however,
certain salient features contained in the Rules S.R. 5.13-1 (a) to (c), SR 5.14
(a) to (c), given below for your information and guidance and strict observance,
so as to prevent such occurrences. The relevant SWRs are also to be followed
while working at each station/yard/siding. The working of each station/yard/siding
is different from one another based upon the requirement and nature of work.
1. Shunting must be performed under the supervision of properly authorized
operating staff only. At stations, other than road side station, where separate
shunting staff is provided, the SWR will clearly lay down on whom this duty
devolves. The lowest level of staff to supervise the shunting of passenger
and mixed trains should be Shunting Jamadar.
2. At road side stations, the Guard In-charge of a train must personally
supervise all shunting connected with his train, under instructions from the
Station Master.
3. The Guard or Shunting supervisor, as the case may be, who is In-charge of
the shunting, shall ensure that the points are correctly set and looked, where
necessary, for the shunting and he himself shall exhibit hand signals to
Driver.
4. The shunting of a train from one line to another across the main line, when
necessary, shall be conducted by Guard under the Station Master’s
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instructions and Guard must travel in his Brake Van while a train is being
shunted, during this period the shunting shall’ be conducted by a Pointsman.
5. The relevant SWRs of Station /Yard /Siding must be followed and staff
concerned including Guard & Driver connected with Shunting Operation
must acquaint himself with shunting movements and capacity of each lines.
6. Speed of shunting shall not exceed 15 KMPH. While shunting of wagons
loaded with Petrol, Acid, Gases, explosives, dead engine, ODC, occupied
coaches, the speed is restricted to maximum 8 KMPH. The maximum speed
of impact when shunting a single BOX wagon must not exceed 5 KMPH
and Group of Five BOX wagons coupled together with transition couplers at
either end must not exceed 2 KMPH.
7. All loose shunting and hand shunting wherever prohibited or which shall foul
main line or other lines, are strictly prohibited. Always ensure fouling mark is
cleared while doing shunting for placing or detaching wagons.
8. Screw coupling must not be allowed to hang down and drag likewise. Air
Hose pipe and vacuum hose pipe must be placed on dummy plugs.
9. The person, who initially gives instructions for shunting operation,
shall not change instructions and authorize the changing of points
etc., unless he has satisfied himself that shunting operations have
been stopped completely and the staff conducting shunting (including
Loco Pilot) have been advised of the changes contemplated.
10. Before starting of shunting, all wagons, coaches must be released fully.
Shunt signals shall be taken ‘OFF’ for shunting purpose when shunting has
to be performed within the station section. When shunting order Form T 806 has to be issued, the remarks, “starter signal shall be taken OFF”, shall
be written on the form wherever applicable. When Shunt signal move leads
upto stop board, the Driver shall not proceed ahead of it unless it is ensured
that the points / hand points for further move are correctly set, cotter bolted
and Hand signaled / piloted. Shunt movement shall be performed from that
end where shunt signals are provided.
11. At interlocked stations, those facing point which are equipped with track
locking, lock bars shall be invariably locked by setting the route/pulling the
tracks lock/lock bar lever during shunting operation.
12. If track lock / lock bar are not provided or points which are key locked at
interlocked stations and non-interlocked stations, shall be clamped &
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padlocked. On Hand Point, in the absence of cotter pins/bolts or if the same
is broken then that point should be clamped & padlocked and after clamping
and padlocking T- 806 must be issued to perform shunting.
13. All shunting staff Pointsmen, Pilotmen must carry hand signals flags/lamps/
Tricolour torches and used while performing shunting. Conflicting signals
must not be shown. A sudden stop signal must not be shown, instead a
warning signal should be shown first to reduce speed. If hand signal shown
from a cabin, such signal must be repeated by the person Incharge of shunting
operation from the ground, the Drivers shall act only on the latter’s signals.
14. The person Incharge of shunting shall ensure the closure of Level Xing Gate
if any, when shunting has to be performed across such level Xing Gate.
15. Drivers during shunting should not fully depend upon signal but shall be
always vigilant and cautious. Drivers should not entrust his duties to Asstt.
Driver.
16. Shunting of passenger coaches / rakes must be carried out strictly on
vacuum/Air Pressure only. When attaching or detaching coaches or engine
to be coupled to a passenger carrying trains, the coaches/engine must be
stopped 20 meters away from the train and further cautiously taken on load
to attach. Occupied coaches shall not be moved for detaching/attaching
unless the occupants are advised to that effect and shunting of the same
shall be done carefully under the supervision of Station Master and Guard.\
17. At station wherever there is gradient steeper than 1 in 400 falling away within
station section, engine must be always leading towards falling gradient/down
gradients end.
18. Sufficient staff shall be deputed while performing shunting in front and in
rear for showing hand signals. Pointsman shall also be deputed in the middle
or at intervals if the visibility obstructed due to curve/cutting for repeating the
hand signals shown from the front or rear as the case may be.
19. When shunting is to be performed at both end, or when other end which
may foul, Incharge of shunting shall instruct other end Incharge of shunting
through CASM/S-Man/Cabinman about the movement/shunting and advise
him to depute Pointsman to pin down brakes & show hand danger signal
when the fouling mark at other end is being reached.
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20. On arrival of Passenger carrying trains or Goods trains or after placing the
coaches/rakes/wagons, the same shall be secured in front and in rear by
placing wooden wedges and by binding the brake or applying the hand brakes.
The same shall be removed only after attaching a Loco/Shunting Engine.
All the Sr. Subordinates including TIs, Station Managers, CYMs, YMs, A YMs,
Station Supdtts., Dy. SSs, LIs and SCs shall ensure that staff concerned is
aware of these rules and actually apply the same effectively. Lapses on the
part of staff in complying the same to be reported to this office. Also counsel
the staff if required.

Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST
Date:- 10.03.2011

No. BB/T/l06/S/Safety Circular

SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 05/ 2011
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub: STABLING/SECURING OF LOADS & LOCOMOTIVES.
(A) Officers during their inspection have noted that most of the Station and
Yard staff are unaware about securing of load at stations which may cause
disaster due to escaping of vehicles or rolling down of loads.
Securing of load as per G&SR (Edition 1999) are reproduced below for
compliance.
At station having gradient of 1:400 or steeper, whenever any load or vehicles is
to be stabled it should be secured in proper way as given in SR 5.23-1 & SR
5.23-2.
GR - 5.23. Securing of vehicles at station - The Station Master shall see
that vehicles standing at the station are properly secured in accordance
with special instructions.
S.R. 5.23-1. Precautions for securing of vehicles
(a) all vehicles standing at a station must be so placed and secured that
they do not and cannot foul any running line. Each vehicle must have its
brake on and must
(i)
be within facing points so locked that it cannot escape, or
(ii)
be inside a locked Scotch Block or Derail, or
(iii)
be wedged, or
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(iv)
(v)

be chained and padlocked, or
be coupled with other vehicles secured in the manner indicated
above, as circumstances may require.
(b) When it is necessary to stable a vehicle on a running line, the brakes
shall be put on and it shall be secured by the method given in (iv) above.
Besides, the points must be set, clamped and locked against the line
and the key kept with the Station Master.
NOTE:
The safety chain must be passed twice round the wheel and rail
and then tied and locked, so that no strain falls on the padlocks.
S.R. 5.23-2. Securing of BOX Wagons
(i)
Whenever one or more BOX wagons or any other wagons fitted
with roller bearings such as BOBs, BCXs, BRHs etc. are
detached from a train and stabled on a running line or a siding
irrespective of the gradient at the station, the hand brakes must
be fully tightened before such wagons are uncoupled. Wooden
wedges should also be used. The wagons must be chained by
passing a chain through the space between the head stock of
the trolly frame and the wagon body to prevent the wagons rolling
down. Whenever possible, such wagons should be stabled on
lines which are isolated from running lines. When these wagons
are kept on running line, the Station Master on duty should ensure
that all points are set against these lines and the points clamped
and padlocked, keeping the key in his personal custody. If a rake
of BOX wagons is stabled at least six wagons from each end
must have their brakes put on tightly.
(ii)
The securing of vehicles should be done by station staff such as
Pointsmen, Porters or any other staff deputed for shunting under
the personal supervision of the train Guard or SM/ ASM on duty
or the person in-charge of shunting.
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As per the special instruction by DRM conveyed vide PTN No. 5/307 dated
21.05.2011.
1.

At stations like IGP, KSRA, LNL & KJT, (Graded section), at least 6 wooden
wedges must be utilized to secure the load.
2. At least 6 vehicles must be pinned down at both ends after putting on hand
brake of Brake Van (if any).
3. A detailed entry must be recorded in “Stabled Load Register” in which it
must be invariably written under which wagon wooden wedges are put and
which wagons hand brakes are applied, along with the name of the employee
who has done the same.
(B) Stabling and securing of Locomotives
and to avoid Loco Rolling down cases, the following steps are to be taken:
1. Loco should be stabled after clearing the fouling mark.
2. Required entries in Repair Book and Trip Card should be made.
3. Hand brake should be applied.
4. Loco brakes should be applied.
5. The diesel engine should be shut down and all the circuit breakers
and switches should be switched off.
6. SA9 and reverser handle should be removed.
7. Wooden wedges should be applied on the wheels.
8. The reverser handle, A9 & SA9 handle, Repair Book(s) and Trip
Card(s) should be handed over to the authorized person. The
authorized person will be:
S.N.

Loco stabled at

1

Station with lobby

2

Other station / yard

3

In shed

Authorised Person.
Lobby supervisor
Supervisor In charge of station / yard
On duty Supervisor

All concern Depot In-charge i.e. CHC/SM/CYM Lobby Supervisor should obtain
the acknowledgement of staff working under him.
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST

No. BB/T/l06/S/Inst/2012
SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 04/ 2012
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub: Precautions to be observed while passing a Stop signal at ‘ON’
GR 9.02. Duties of driver and guard when an automatic stop signal on double
line is to be passed at ‘On’.
(a) When a Driver finds an Automatic Stop signal with an ‘A’ marker at ‘On’,
he shall bring his train to a stop in the rear of the signal. After bringing his
train to a stop in the rear of the signal, the Driver shall wait there for one
minute by day and two minutes by night. If after waiting for this period,
the signal continues to remain at ‘On’, he shall give the prescribed code
of whistle and exchange signals with the Guard and then proceed ahead,
as far as the line is clear, towards the next Stop signal in advance
exercising great caution so as to stop short of any obstruction.
(b) The Guard shall show a Stop’ hand signal towards the rear when the
train has been so stopped at an Automatic Stop signal, except as provided
for in sub-rule (4).
(c) Where owing to the curvature of the line, fog, rain or dust storm, engine
working the train pushing it, or other causes, the line ahead cannot be
seen clearly, the Loco Pilot shall proceed at a very slow speed, which
shall under no circumstances exceed 10 kilometres an hour. Under these
circumstances, the Loco Pilot, when not accompanied by an Assistant
Loco Pilot, and if he considers necessary, may seek the assistance of
the Guard by giving the prescribed code of whistle.
(d) When so sent by the Driver, the Guard shall accompany him on the
engine cab, before he moves forward, to assist the Driver in keeping a
sharp look-out.
(e) When an automatic Stop signal has been passed at ‘On’ the Driver shall
proceed with great caution until the next Stop signal is reached. Even if
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this signal is ‘Off the Driver shall continue to look out for any possible
obstruction short of the same. He shall proceed cautiously upto that
signal and shall act upon its indication only after he has reached it.
S.R.9.02-1.
(a) The ‘ON’ position of an Automatic Signal may be due to a train in the
Automatic Signalling section ahead including the overlap or due to an
obstruction on the track or broken or displaced rail or any other cause.
When a Driver/Motorman passes an Automatic Signal with an ‘A’ marker at
‘ON’ he shall proceed exercising great caution to be able to stop short of any
obstruction and at a speed, which shall not exceed 15 KMPH on a straight
road when visibility is good. Where due to curvature of the line, fog, dust
storm, or other causes line ahead cannot be seen clearly, the Driver/
Motorman shall observe, the speed which shall not exceed 10 KMPH as
prescribed in Rule No. 9.02. In case of electric multiple units, the Motorman
shall give 2 pause 2 rings and the same will be acknowledged by the Guard
by the same code of beats.
(b)
(i)
The Guard of a train shall watch that the Driver does not exceed
the speed prescribed in item (a) above.
(ii)
In case of EMU trains if the Motorman exceeds the speed
prescribed the Guard (when not travelling with the Motorman)
shall give 3 pause 3 rings on the bell code to warn the Motorman
and take action as prescribed in Rule 4.45.
(iii)
In case of other trains also if the Driver exceeds speed prescribed
the Guard shall take action as per rule 4.45.
(c) The Guard of an EMU train shall watch that the Motorman does not
exceed the speed prescribed in item (a) above. He shall give 000 - 000
rings on the bell code to warn the Motorman, if the prescribed speed
limit is exceeded and if the Motorman continues to run in excess of the
prescribed speed the Guard shall arrange to stop the train.
In case of trains hauled by electric locomotive, if the Driver exceeds the
speed prescribed in item (a) above Guard shall attract the attention of
the Driver by the application of vacuum/air brake and releasing it
intermittently till such time the Driver observers the prescribed speed.
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(d) Driver/Motorman to stop close to signals at ‘On’ - When a Driver/
Motorman has to stop his train at the automatic, Semiautomatic or a
Gate Signal which is in the ‘On’ position, he should bring the train to a
halt as close to the signal as possible in the rear of the signal.
S.R.9.02-2.
The Driver shall give two long and two short whistles (- - 00) when the Guard is
required to be called to the engine. In case of electric multiple unit trains, the
Motorman shall give three rings (000) to call the Guard which shall be
acknowledged by the Guard.
S.R.9.02-3.
The indication of an Automatic signal applies to the track beyond the signal and
there is possibility of a train or obstruction on being inside the signal when it is
showing ‘Off. A Driver having passed an Automatic signal at ‘On’ must not act
on the indication of the Signal ahead until he has actually reached it.
S.R. 9.02-4.
(a) Whenever an Automatic or a Semi-Automatic signal changes its aspect
from green/yellow to red and again to green/yellow or from red to red in
succession, it shall be treated as a bobbing/flickering signal and shall
be considered as showing the most restrictive aspect.
On seeing a bobbing/flickering signal, the Driver/Motorman shall bring
his train to stop in rear of the signal and pass the same only when it
assumes a steady aspect and remains so for one minute.
(b) If the signal continues to bob/flicker and does not assumes a steady
aspect it should be considered displaying the ‘On’ position and pass
only after observing the stipulations contained in S.R. 9.02-1. The Driver/
Motorman shall report the defect to Station Master at the first reporting
station.
(c) Whenever a manual stop signal shows more than one aspect or a
misleading aspect, it should be treated as showing the most restrictive
aspect and should be passed by observing instructions contained in
Rule 3.74 and subsidiary rules appended thereunder.
(d) The Station Master, on receipt of information of flickering/bobbing signal,
shall record the defect in the Signal Failure Register and advise Signal
Inspector or Electric Signal Maintainer immediately to rectify the defect.
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All cases of failures bobbing, or flickering signal should also be reported
to Section Controller who shall record the defect in the Signal Failure
Register kept for the purpose.
S.R. 9.02-5.
Distance between two trains in Automatic Signaling territories after passing an
Automatic Signal at ‘ON’
(a) After passing an Automatic Stop signal at ‘ON’ the Driver of the train
hauled by any locomotive shall ensure that minimum distance of 150
meters or two clear OHE spans is maintained between his train and the
preceding train if any or any obstruction on the line ahead. However, in
the case of EMU train the minimum distance of 75 meters or one clear
OHE span shall be maintained between EMU train and a preceding train
if any or any obstruction on line ahead. However, during dense fog, after
passing an Automatic Stop Signal at ‘ON’ (Red), the Loco Pilot/Motor
Man of the train hauled by any locomotive including EMU train shall,
while moving at a speed not exceeding 10 kmph, should ensure that he
maintains a reasonable distance at which he is able to observe the
flashing tail lamp of the train ahead or the obstruction, as the case may
be.
(b) In special circumstances like flood etc., or if necessary to assist a
disabled EMU train the following EMU train may be drawn closer to the
preceding EMU train, exercising great caution.
All TI’s, SC’s, LI’s and Sr. Supervisors should ensure that the train working
staff are conversant with the provisions of above rules and will get the circular
acknowledged by field staff and ensure compliance. Copy of the circular
shall be kept at Driver / Guard Lobby Order Book and other depots.
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST

No. BB/T/l06/S/Inst/2012
SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 06/ 2012
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub: Action to be taken during S.P.A.D. and Platform Overshooting.
1) After every accident certain vital information bearing on the cause of the
accident is to be collected on the spot which later may not be available
on account of clearance operations undertaken and the resumption of
normal traffic. Due to failure to collect such information, it often becomes
difficult for the Inquiry Committee to ascertain the cause of the accident.
2) Given below are some important points to be noted in case of accidents.
Supervisory officials available on the spot or arriving first at the site of
accident should ensure that such information as would be required for
by the Inquiry Committee to arrive at the cause of the accident should
be collected before clearing operations are started.
(A) Duties of SM/ASM/CASM/Switchman Driver and Guard in case of S.P.A.D
as per para 702 of Accident Manual.
Driver Signal Passing At Danger:
i) In order to avoid any dispute later, the fact that a Driver has passed
a signal at danger should be formally brought to his notice.
ii) The Switchman/Cabin ASM/SM must confront the Driver and Guard
with regard to the position of the signal and the position of the lever
concerned. The position of the signal and route should be recorded
by the SM and signed by the SM, driver, guard and other witnesses,
if available.
iii) The distance by which the train has passed the signal should be
recorded in engine, bogie lengths and/or telegraph posts, and by
measuring the actual distance in meters.
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iv) In the night time, the brightness of the signals should be noted. The
weather condition and visibility should also be recorded.
v) If the Driver is required to use glasses, it should be checked whether
he was in possession of them and using them.
vi) Arrangements for testing brake power of the train shall be made by
Officers/S. Subordinates at the nearest Loco Changing or C& W
examination point.
vii) Breathalyzer testing of the driver should be done.
viii) The Driver must be relieved immediately and sent for medical
examination.
(B) S.R.9.13-2 Overshooting of PF short of Starter Signal while working
EMU trains:
Duties of SM/Motorman/Guard
Whenever a Suburban EMU train overshoots a PF, but short of the starter
signal and it becomes unavoidably necessary to move the train against
the established direction of traffic for the convenience and Safety of
passengers this shall be done as per the procedure given below:
1. At stations where Station Master is available, Motorman/Guard shall
call Station Master by sounding frequent short whistle. The procedure
for backing train as prescribed shall be carried out under the
Supervision of Station Master. In case, at station where Station Master
is not available (Station where Clerk In-charge is posted), this
responsibility lies with Guard and Motorman.
2. The Guard shall ensure that the line behind the said train in the rear
is clear and free from any obstruction and switch ‘ON’ the flasher
light.
3. The public at the affected station/platform wherever possible should
be advised on Public Address System about backing of the train.
4. Guard of the train shall consult with Motorman on PA System/Talk
Back and after ensuring that everything is safe for Motorman to push
back the train shall authorize Motorman to push back the train on the
platform by exchanging 3:3 beats. Motorman after exchanging the
beats will push ‘back the train cautiously up to platform at a speed
not exceeding 5 kmph.
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5. In case communication either through PA System/Talk Back or Bell
Code cannot be established between Motorman and Guard then in
such cases, Motorman should change his cab and drive from the
leading Driving Cab in the direction of travel and the Guard will station
himself at the other end till the train is brought safely to the platform.
6. On arrival of train on Platform, Guard shall give one beat for stopping
the train and Motorman should stop the train and acknowledge the
beat.
7. The guard must satisfy himself by visually checking that passengers
have detrained and entrained and given two beats to start the train.
8. The Motorman must be alert and start the train immediately after
having received the Guard’s signal and satisfying himself that the
starter signal pertaining to his train has been taken ‘OFF’.
9. In case such incident happens at Station where there is no Station
Master, Guard shall inform preferably at the next station where there
is a Station Master in writing about the incident. The Station Master
should then inform the Controller. Similarly, Guard and Motorman
should also report such incident in writing at terminal/crew changing
stations.
Note: - All Loco Pilots and Motorman should exercise great caution after passing
an Automatic Signal at ON and follow Rule 9.02 especially when a train is noticed
on the platform of station ahead. (Ref: Office note No. TR/G&SR/REV.IOI
dated08.09.08)
All TI’s, SC’s, LI’s and Sr. Supervisors should ensure that the train working staff
are conversant with the provisions of above rules ~and will get the circular
acknowledged by field staff and ensure compliance. Copy of the circular shall
be kept at Driver I Guard Lobby Order Book and other depots.
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST

No. BB/T/l06/S/Inst/2012
SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 07/ 2012
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub: Precautions and Working of Trains during OHE Break Down.
Ref: SR 17.09.1: Accident and Unusual in Electrified Territory.
It has come to notice that the provision contained in SR. 17.09.1 of G&SR
1999 edition with regard to Precautions and Working of Trains during ORE
Break Down are not being followed.
In order to curb such procedural mistake/lapses and to refresh the knowledge
of the staff the extract of the rules for Precautions and Working of Trains
during OHE Break Down are given below:
SR 17.09.1: Accident and Unusual in Electrified Territory.
1. Duties and responsibilities of Traction Power Control1er, Section Controller
and Station Master in case of No Tension-Fault Tripping in Over-head
equipment.

(i)

Fault Isolation:
In an electrified section in the event of Over-head equipment failure,
Traction Power Controller shall immediately identify and localize the
faulty section and isolate the same. In case of double and multiple line
sections, he shall also isolate healthy section on adjacent track on the
same route length as faulty section. The Traction Power Controller
shall then advise the Section Controller in writing or on phone under
exchange of private number, of the section found faulty and healthy
section temporarily isolated.
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(ii)

On receipt of the advise from Traction Power Controller, the Section
Controller shall take action as under:
(i) Section Controller shall under exchange of private number, advise
Station Masters of stations on either side of isolated sections to
treat the faulty section as if the same is under emergency power
block and take action accordingly.

On Double Line Section-Healthy Section temporarily isolated.
b. The Section Controller shall check whether any train has entered in
the faulty section. If not, he shall advise the concerned SM to issue
caution order to the Driver of the first train on unaffected section to
‘keep a sharp look out on the adjacent line-lines to see if there are
any OHE abnormalities’. On reaching the next station, Driver, should
report whether or not the section over which they have passed is
safe for train movement. Then Section Controller will advise the
Traction Power Controller in writing to re-energize the healthy section
that was temporarily isolated.
c. If however, a train has entered in faulty section, the Section Controller
shall immediately inform SM’s of all stations who are concerned
with working of train in the faulty section and also in the section in
which healthy Overhead equipment is temporarily isolated, under
exchange of private number, that they shall not allow ‘any train to
enter the effected block sections unless both Driver and Guard of
the first train in unaffected section have been issued caution order
to this effect.
(i)
“Proceed with speed not exceeding 60 KMPH during day when
visibility ahead is clear and not exceeding 30 KMPH during
night subject to observance of other speed restrictions”.
(ii)
“Keep a sharp look-out and be prepared to stop short of any
obstruction, which may be due to any infringement from the
adjacent line-lines and also keep a sharp look-out on the
adjacent line-lines to see if there are any Over-head equipment
abnormalities. On reaching the next station report whether
or not the section over which they have passed is safe for
train movement.
(iii)
Only after taking this action the Section Controller shall advise
the Traction Power Controller in writing that necessary
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precaution have been taken to ensure safety of the train. The
Traction Power Controller shall then restore the feed to the
healthy section, which was temporarily isolated.
(iv)
Action to remove speed restrictions shall be taken by the
Section Controller in consultation with Station Master on
receipt of report from the Driver and the Guard that the
section is free of obstruction. Section Controller shall also
advise the Traction Power Controller of the report of DriverGuard of the train indicating whether or not there are any
infringements or abnormalities in Over-head equipment. Till
such time, it is decided to remove speed restriction,
subsequent train shall be allowed to enter into the section
only with permission from the Section Controller and shall
continue to be issued caution order prescribing clearly the
speed restriction and other precautions, as pointed out in c
(i) above.
2. Duties and responsibilities of Traction Power Controller and Section
Controller in the event of any abnormality in train on Electric Traction
necessitating ‘Switching off’ of over-head equipment supply :(i)
As soon as Traction Power Controller comes to know about unsafe
condition of a train working on Electrified Traction, he shall
immediately switch ‘Off the over-head equipment supply of both the
lines of relevant Sub-sector. Traction Power Controller shall then
advise in writing, the Section Controller of sections in which overhead equipment has been switched ‘Off’.
(ii)

On receipt of advice from Traction Power Controller, the Section
Controller shall, under exchange of private number, advise Station
Masters of all stations, who are concerned with working of trains in
the affected section to treat the Dead section as if the same is under
emergency power block and to ensure that no train is allowed to
enter into the section.

Healthy section temporarily isolated
III) Station Masters will not allow any train to enter even healthy line of the
affected section unless both Driver and Guard of the first train of unaffected
section have been issued caution order to proceed with the restricted speed
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not exceeding 60 KMPH during day when view ahead is clear and 30 KMPH
during night subject to observance of other speed restrictions and keep a
sharp look-out and be prepared to stop short of any obstruction, which
may be due to any infringement or over-head equipment abnormalities
from the adjacent line-lines. Also advise driver to report immediately on
reaching the next station whether or not the Section over which they have
passed is safe for the train movement.
IV) If Driver of unaffected section contacts him on phone, the over-head
equipment of unaffected portion should be resumed and he will be asked
to proceed with the restricted speed not exceeding 60 KMPH during day
when view ahead is clear and 30 KMPH during night subject to observance
of other speed restrictions and shall keep a sharp look out and be prepared
to stop short of any obstruction, which may be due to any infringement
from the adjacent line-lines. On reaching the next station Driver will report
whether or not the section over which they have passed, is safe for train
movement.
V) After ascertaining that there is no infringement to adjacent track, the
Caution Order as indicated shall be withdrawn immediately.
Section-having affected train
VI) After getting information from the Crew of the affected train about the nature
of abnormality, decision regarding recharging of the over-head equipment
shall be taken by the Section Controller in consultation with Chief Controller/
Dy. Chief Controller (Shift duty) and controller of concerned department.
VII) If the Driver of the affected train contacts Traction Power Controller/Control
and no defect is detected in the train, on resumption of over-head equipment
he will be asked by control to clear the block section with the restricted
speed not exceeding 60 KMPH during day when view ahead is clear and
30 KMPH during night subject to observance of other speed restrictions
and shall keep a sharp look out for any abnormality in the train. On arrival
at the station the staff of concerned department should check the train. If
no abnormality detected the train should resume at normal speed.
3. Duties and responsibilities of the Driver and. the Guard in case of over-head
equipment \tripping/no tension in over-head equipment:I) In cases of transient Tripping of Overhead equipment the Driver shall
resume normal traction and keep a sharp look out including on the
adjacent line - lines to see, if there are any abnormalities-obstructions
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and will inform to the Guard through walkie-talkie or whistle code about
tripping in over-head equipment. The guard of the train will look out for
any abnormality on his train. The Assistant Driver should look back and
observe his train for any abnormality.
II) If no tension in over-head equipment continuous, the Driver shall
immediately switch ON the loco flasher and control the speed (not
exceeding 60 KMPH at night) so as to be able to stop short of any
obstruction and stop his train close to first emergency socket and will
communicate with the Traction Power Controller/Control to know the
reason for no tension in overhead equipment. The crew should act
according to advice of control.
III) If it is not possible to communicate with the Traction Power Controller/
Control immediately, the Driver shall depute the Assistant Driver to get
down and check the train, with the Guard in order. to look for any
abnormality for any defect in his train including locomotive. After the
train has been checked, the Driver-Guard shall inform Section Controller
of the abnormality, and assistance required, if any, or otherwise. through
emergency phone of other line, Walkie- Talkie, Level Crossings gate or
through train of other direction or by any other means of communication
and act In accordance with advice of control. In case no abnormality is
noticed in his train, Driver should switch “OFF” the loco flasher.
IV) If in the meantime, Power supply to over-head equipment gets restored,
the Driver shall resume normal traction no sooner he come to .know of
such resumption of supply.
All TI’s, SC’s, LI’s and Sr. Supervisors should ensure that the train working
staff are conversant with the provisions of above rules and will get the circular
acknowledged by field staff and ensure compliance. Copy of the circular
shall be kept at Driver / Guard Lobby Order Book and other depots.
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST

No. BB/T/l06/S/Inst/2012
SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 11/ 2012
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub:

GDR check list & post loading / post tripling examination
of freight trains.
Ref: Rly. Bd’s letter No.2005/M (N) 951/13 Pt. dated 07117.03.2006.
(A) Check list for Guard and Driver (GDR) has been introduced to take care
of an eventuality in which a rake after completion of the loading and unloading
cycle is required to travel for another maximum 400 KMs before hitting the
first TXR / JE (C&W) point in the direction of movement.
Examination due should not be avoided by taking trains through bypass
routes or through yards, which are not nominated for examination.
Important instructions for Guard, Driver and Station staff
a) It is primary responsibility of the Guard (being in charge of the train) as
well as of the Driver and Station staff for not allowing train running on
invalid BPC in violation of the existing instructions.
b) In case, Guard and Driver notice that BPC is invalid, it should be brought
to the notice of station staff and the train has to be offered for examination
at the same point (if it is a train examination point) or at the first
examination point in the direction of movement after carrying out GDR
check.
c) At each loading/unloading point before starting the train, Driver, Guard
and station staff shall ensure that the BPC is valid and follow the
instructions contained in GR 4.31. (C/S no.6/2)
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GDR CHECK LIST:
Items to be checked by Guard & Driver
1. Rake integrity is not disturbed by more than 4 VUs and intensively
examined wagons by train examination staff only are attached.
2. All CBCs and Air Hoses are properly coupled and locked.
3. All Angle Cocks should be in open condition.
4. The rear most wagon’s rear angle cock should be in closed condition.
5. Empty/Load device’s handle should be in proper condition.
6. Hand Brakes should be released i.e. in ‘OFF’ position.
7. There should be no loose fittings/hanging parts like push/pull rod, Brake
beam, Safety brackets, brake blocks etc. which may endanger safe
running of the train.
8. Doors of wagons should be closed and locked/secured.
9. Any other abnormality noticed, necessary action should be taken. Special
attention should be given to Axle Box Cover Plate, Pull Rod and Control
Rod, SAB, Hand Brake Connecting lever, Lever for empty/load device,
AR tan).c and AR Safety Strap.
10. Guard and Driver shall prepare a memo jointly in triplicate indicating the
brake power and deficiency, if any and shall append their signatures and
both of them shall retain a copy of the same. Guard should obtain SM/
YM’s endorsement on two copies of joint memo and hand over the third
for SMIYM’s record. SM/YM will inform the Section Controller after making
the endorsement on the joint memo & obtain the clearance for the train
to move (GR 4.31)
11. Continuity of the brake pipe pressure is confirmed through VHF/Whistle
code before starting the train.
12. Correct position of twist lock.
(B) Post loading 1 Post tripling examination of freight trains
Post loading / Post tripling examinations to be carried out by TXR staff or by
Guard & Loco Pilot in case of non-provision of TXR staff as given in GDR check
list.
(Rly. Bd’s letter No. 98/M (N)/951/12Pf. dated 17:05.2007)
(Rly. Bd’s letter No. 2005/M (N) 951/13 dated 08.02.2006 and 07/17.03.2006)
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Proforma for joint check by the Loco Pilot and Guard
1. Date
2.
Train NO’
3. Loco No. &
4.
Load
EOL
,
5. From
6.
To
7. BPC issued by
8.
Date of issue
9. BPC No.
10. Loaded at/Tripped at

Signature of Loco Pilot
of Guard
Name of Loco Pilot

Signature
Name of Guard

(This memo should be prepared in 3 copies. Loco Pilot & Guard should retain
one copy each & third copy should be handed over to SM/YM).
Nominated examination points over Mumbai Division
Kalyan
Trombay
BPT Yard, Vadala
Jasai
JNPT
Igatpuri
Ghat section.
Lonavla
Ghat section.

- Premium & Intensive Examination Point
- Intensive Examination Points
- Intensive check.
- CC Rake Revalidation Point
- CC Rake Revalidation Point
- Brake Power upgrading point for the trains descending
- Brake Power upgrading point for the trains descending

All TI’s, SC’s, LI’s and Sr. Supervisors should ensure that the train working staff
are conversant with the provisions of above rules and will get the circular
acknowledged by field staff and ensure compliance. Copy of the circular shall
be kept at Driver 1 Guard Lobby Order Book and other depots.
Sr. DSO CSTM
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CENTRAL RAIL WAY

Divisional Office,
(Safety Branch)
Mumbai CST

No. BB/T/l06/S/Inst/2012
SAFETY CIRCULAR NO. 12/ 2012
All concerned
Mumbai Division
Sub:

Action to be taken on Brake Binding and prevention of Flat
Tyre on passenger carrying & Goods train.

There has been substantial increase in the number of cases of passenger
coaches, both air brake and vacuum stock, being detached on Central Railway
from passenger carrying trains on account of Brake Binding and subsequent
flat tyre resulting in safety hazard on account of Rail Fracture/Weld Failure/
Roller Bearing failure etc.
On deep analysis, it has been found that main reason of flat tyre, brake binding
and train partings are as under: 
1. Sudden notching of the Locomotive by Drivers.
2. Improper maintenance of distributor valve (DV)
3. Non ensuring quick reaction of the train passing staff to detect and detach
the defective coach/wagon.
On the subject, the important instructions jointly issued by PHODs vide Safety
Circular No. 25/2000 dated 28.11.2000 (Refer - Mail/Express Working Time
Table No. 97 in force from 1st July 2012 are reiterated below for your guidance
and strict compliance.
1. Detection of brake binding / flat tyre on trains.
(i) Train crew/Station staff/Gateman will be vigilant to detect any
abnormality such as brake binding, unusual sound, smoke emission
etc. If any such abnormality is noticed, the above staff shall take
immediate steps to stop the affected train.
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(ii) In case of brake binding on a train enroute, the Driver and Guard
must take the prescribed remedial action for releasing the brakes
and isolate the brakes of the affected coach / wagon, which should
be got examined at the next train examination point. This will ensure
that brake binding will not result in flat tyre.
(iii) TXR staff where available for ‘Rolling - in and Rolling - out examination
shall detect brake binding / flat tyre in coaches arid initiate action.
(iv) It is imperative that all cases of coach detachment on the Division
be duly enquired into by Officers concerned with loco operation, C&
Wand Safety, and remedial measures taken to prevent enroute
detachments.
2. Action to be taken by Train Crew after detection of Brake Binding/Flat
tyre.
(i) For air brake coaching stock: Asstt. Driver and Guard will find
out location of brake binding/Flat tyre. At station the assistance
should be given by station staff to train crew. After detecting the
culprit coach, the brakes should be released manually and
thereafter, brake system should be isolated by closing isolating
cocks of brake cylinders, isolating cocks in between FP and
Auxiliary Reservoir and isolating the DV by rotating DV handle to
horizontal position as per detailed instructions given in the
Working Time-Table.
(ii) For vacuum brake stock - Asstt. Driver and Guard will find out
location of brake binding/flat places. At station, the assistance
should be given by station staff to train crew. After detecting the
culprit coach, the brake should be released manually and
thereafter, the brake system should be isolated by disconnecting
siphon pipe from release valve and providing wooden plug as
dummy with hard grease to the loose end of siphon pipe. For
this, the dummy plug/hard grease will be supplied to Driver and
Guard as personal store, by the lobby Incharge for Guards and
Drivers at the time of sign on. The supply of the wooden plug/
hard grease would be taken from C&W department.
(iii) For Super-fast trains or other trains on which TXR staff is
accompanying, the Driver and guard will be assisted, by the on
board TXR staff for activities mentioned in 2 (i) & 2 (ii).
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(iv) If as a result of isolation of brake system as per para 2 (i) & 2 (ii)
above, the brake power enroute comes down below prescribed
90%, the train should be worked with restricted speed.
(v) If on examination, flat tyre of 50 mm for coaching stock /
Locomotive and 60 mm for Goods stock is detected, the coach/
wagon having flat tyre should be detached.
The Driver and Guard should also be vigilant in detection of
hammering blows sounds while on run and on detection of the
same should observe a speed restriction of20 KMPH to clear
the section upto next Station where they should stop the train
and advise Control Office regarding the flat tyre and ask for C &
W TXR / Loco Shed Staff to attend.
3. Action to be taken by C&W staff
(i) The train on which brake binding / flat tyre is reported should be
examined by C& W staff, at the first opportunity, investigated
and certified FIT for further run.
(ii) CWI / TXR staff should accompany the train whenever flat tyres
are reported. They must ensure proper repair either at the enroute
station or at the terminating station as deemed necessary
4. Action to be taken by Train crew at the time of cattle run over:
i) After cattle run over, if BP pressure/vacuum drops suddenly, train
crew will check the train for the reason of BP pressure/vacuum drop.
If any BP/FP/VAC hose pipe is found uncoupled, train crew will couple
it and ensure release of train brakes. The train crew will manually
release the brakes, if there is brake binding. If manual release is not
possible, the particular coach will be isolated as mentioned in para 2
(i) & 2 (ii) above.
ii) Guard of the train will give necessary message to SCOR regarding
the affected coach at the next station, who will give details of coach
No. to C&W Controller.
iii) TXR staff at the first available examination point will check the affected
coach for proper functioning of brake equipment.
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5. Action to be taken by Train crew at the time of ACP:
i) The train crew will check the train to find out the coach from which
ACP has been pulled. After detecting the coach, resetting of ACP
Apparatus should be done.
ii) It should be ensured that there is no leakage after resetting the
ACP.
iii) It should also be ensured that the brakes of the affected coach are
in released condition after resetting the ACP.
iv) If brakes are not released, after resetting the ACP, then action
should be taken as detailed at 2(i) & 2(ii) above.
6. Action to be taken by Train crew after Emergency Brake Application
Before starting the train it should be ensured that prescribed amount of
air pressure/vacuum has been obtained in engine and brakes are in fully
released position.
All TI’s, SC’s, LI’s and Sr. Supervisors should ensure that the train working
staff are conversant with the provisions of above rules and will get the
circular acknowledged by field staff and ensure compliance. Copy of
the circular shall be kept at Driver / Guard Lobby Order Book and other
depots.
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